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ABSTRACT
The success of quantum physics in description of various physical interaction phenomena re-
lies primarily on the accuracy of analytical methods used. In quantum mechanics, many of
such interactions such as those found in quantum optomechanics and quantum computing have
a highly nonlinear nature, which makes their analysis extraordinarily difficult using classical
schemes. Typically, modern quantum systems of interest nowadays come with four basic prop-
erties: (i) quantumness, (ii) openness, (iii) randomness, and (iv) nonlinearity. The newly intro-
duced method of higher-order operators targets analytical solutions to such systems, and while
providing at least mathematically approximate expressions with improved accuracy over the fully
linearized schemes, some cases admit exact solutions. Many different applications of this method
in quantum and classically nonlinear systems are demonstrated throughout. This review is pur-
posed to provide the reader with ease of access to this recent and well-established operator alge-
bra, while going over a moderate amount of literature review. The reader with basic knowledge
of quantum mechanics and quantum noise theory should be able to start using this scheme to his
or her own problem of interest.
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1. Introduction
This review article comprises a summary of the recent studies of the author on a new analytical tool to treat nonlinear
quantum physics. Originated from a fundamental research on quantum optomechanics [1–6], the method of higher-
order operators was invented first to make an attempt in solution of fourth-order quadratic interactions, without having
to go through fully linearized algebra. Any developed method useful to address such a complex system should be in
principle able to satisfy four basic properties simultaneously. These are enlisted below.
1. Quantumness: The first property of quantumness corresponds to the nature of quantities, which demand operator,
rather than scalar function, description. The situation is complicated by the fact that these mostly refer to bosonic
baths with ladder operators. Once there are two or more different bosonic baths to consider, the expansion on
brakets simply is exhausting and impossible to study analytically. Mostly, master equation approach is used to
tackle such problems, which has to be implemented fully numerically.
2. Openness: The second property of openness occurs since most experimental setups have multiple physical input
and output channels, throughwhich reflection or transmission unto different channels could be measured. While
abstract Hamiltonian description of quantum systems excludes such a property, incorporation of input-output
scheme unto the Langevin equations of motion provides an elegant way to deal with this. In the case of master
equation approach, Lindblad operators could be added to the governing equation, which of course, keeps the full
numerical approach in effect.
3. Randomness: The third property of randomness is caused by letting random fluctuations of zero point bosonic
fields leak into the system through corresponding input channels. This is usually depited using stochastic noise
operators following the well-established theory of quantum noise. In this scheme, all random fluctuations are
approximated as Gaussian white.
4. Nonlinearity: The fourth property of nonlinearity mostly is caused by the nature of interaction amongst various
observables in quantum mechanics, which could deviate slightly or significantly from a factorizable or simple
first-order product of observables. A factorizable interaction leads to linear Langevin equations and thus is ex-
actly solvable. This is not the case formost of the actual real physical systems, and linearization is not guaranteed
to provide all details and implications of a truly nonlinear physical interactions.
Preservation of the first property prohibits usage of expectation values and classical variables instead of operators.
The second property necessitates the use of input/output formalism, which is known to be compatible with Langevin’s
equation approach. However, presence of higher-order operators will quite often lead to multiplicative noise, which in
turn will require some simplifications or approximations. Once the system is allowed to take in input, then quantum
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noise shows up, of course, and the algebraic method must be amended and be capable of evaluating spectral densities.
Lastly, all these must be taken care of, not at the expense of dismissing nonlinearity.
In absence of nonlinearity, it is highly convenient to use the linear Langevin equations for bosonic operators instead
of master equations, which give immediate access to the time-evolution of operators and their momenta, as well as
their spectral response. This can lead to a relatively accurate and explicit description of linear quantum interactions
in a noisy environment. However, the case of nonlinearity has to be considered with utmost attention. For nonlinear
systems, as long as tiny fluctuations around equilibrium points are of interest, then linearization of Langevin equations
around equilibrium values is expected to work well. But two situations need careful consideration:
• When either the oscillating amplitudes are not small, or the nonlinearity is too strong because of large amplitude
excitations. This is, for instance, exactly the situation for quantum computing hardware, even in absence of
noise. One would need to develop a convenient mathematical tool which enjoys the freedom and convenience
of Langevin equations, and at the same time is not fully numerical, or at least does not rely on brute force and
numerics as much as possible.
• When the nonlinearity leads to observable effects even when only fluctuations are considered. This case actu-
ally occurs frequently in the context of modern quantum mechanics, such as standard and quadratic quantum
optomechanics. A very striking example of such effects is side-band inequivalence, where frequency shifts of
blue and red scattered lights are surprisingly a bit different.
The method of higher-order operators [7–13] is capable to successfully address all of the above concerns. It is
based on the extension of Langevin equations to higher-order combinations of ladder operators, and is able to deal
with all requirements of a typical nonlinear quantum system. Its application to standard optomechanics, quadratic
optomechanics, as well as cross-Kerr interactions are established, and it has been also shown that it can reproduce the
expected linearized results as long as nonlinearity is not too strong. Results of higher-order analysis are not always
exact, but in few cases it allows to find exact mathematical solutions, which were otherwise unknown.
While the method of higher-order operators happens to provide the right Analysis Tool for study of nonlinearity
in such quantum systems, it finds many appealing applications outside the domain of quantum mechanics. Such ap-
plications include nonlinear electrical, electronic, and quantum circuits, optoelectronics, too mention a few, which are
already discussed in extensive details.
It is the intention of the author to neither summarize the bulky works into a single article, nor present a literature
review. The scope of nonlinear analysis is just too huge and there are already too many exceptional reviews and books
available. However, it will provide a mid-way solution between a merger of extensive research articles and a book.
So, this paper is targeted to assist graduate students and post-graduate researchers to tackle their own nonlinear
problem of interest within the domains of quantum and classical physics. For those who are involved in quantum
optomechanics, there is a lot of new physical insight, some of which are results of significant mathematical analyses
of respective nonlinear phenomena. Having said that, it comes with lots of fresh mathematical analysis and physical
insights. Because of the focus of this article, graphs and numerical calculations are not displayed. This decision was
made not only for the sake of brevity or conciseness, but also for putting emphasis on the mathematical approach and
not the curves and graphs. The author believes that each of the minor contributions deserves a thorough and detailed
numerical and experimental research on its own in future. Therefore, the method of higher-order operators presented
here can by no means considered as complete, as there is significantly much room available for interested students and
scientists to explore and contribute.
Each section comes with a reasonably well written opening introduction, which is strongly recommended to ev-
eryone to read consecutively one by one to the end of article. These openings do not contain mathematics and in turn
present a compact literature review alongside new physical insights and major new findings in each section. Never-
theless, to assist with the curious readers on how to read such a long article, he or she may take notice of either of the
following recommendations:
1. For a quick overview of how the mathematical method of higher-order operators works and how its general
approach towards a nonlinear problem is [12], study of §2 should suffice. All readers who want to use the
method for any problem need to go through this section first. Further details of higher-order operators later
follow in §4, but this may be skipped for convenience, too.
2. For those who are interested in derivation of nonlinear quantum optomechanics from first principles, the ap-
propriate discussion is properly given in §3, followed by rigorous treatment of conventional nonlinear quantum
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optomechanics in §8, and very detailed analysis of the unexpected symmetry breaking, side-band inequivalence
[13], detailed in §9.
3. For those who are doing research in quantum nonlinear circuits, study of §6, §7, and §11 is sufficient.
4. For those who are doing research in quadratic optomechanics [7, 10], study of §3 and then §10 is a must.
5. For newcomers from the outside of nonlinear quantum physics, such as electrical engineers who have neither
been exposed to similar stuff in the past, nor are going to use it, study of §2 and §12 is appropriate. However,
results of analysis on nonlinear circuits, though very promising, are preliminary, and this area calls for much
further research.
This article is written with lots of motivation and great expectations, and the author deeply appreciates in knowing
the opinion of interested readers worldwide. The author has made every reasonable effort to keep the focus and pace
on the track in composing this paper, however, it would not be impossible for a very precise reader and examiner to
identify and find minor errors and shortcomings. Neither, answers to all possible questions in this context are all found
and known.
The method of higher-order operators is already past its infancy stage, but definitely deserves decades of further
research until its full potential is unleashed and employed in various areas of science and technology.
2. Nonlinear Interactions
This section presents a fundamental overview to themethod of higher-order operators as applied to nonlinear quan-
tum phenomena. Basic definitions are presented and application of the proposedmethod to quantum optomechanics is
discussed in brief, while further details follow later in the subsequent sections of the text. We keep the mathematics as
simple as possible for the purpose of this section, which is to pick-up an understanding of how higher-order operators
could help solving a nonlinear system. In-depth and more rigorous discussions for the moment being are left for the
upcoming sections.
So to speak, this section also summarizes the recent progress in the theory and analytical tools of quadratic op-
tomechanical interactions, as one of the prominent domains of contemporary nonlinear quantum optics. Emphasis has
been put here first to show what types of nonlinear interactions do exist, and what physical interpretations follow each.
The standard quadratic interactions between light and mechanical motion is expressed as the product of cavity light
intensity and squared mirror position. However, there exists a non-standard quadratic optomechanical interaction as
well, which assumes a mathematically different form and appears as the squared product of field and mirror momenta.
This non-standard type of quadratic interaction originates from two corrections: the momentum exchange and con-
servation among mirror and field, as well as relativistic corrections due to different mechanisms. Both these types of
non-standard interactions become relevant when the ratio of mechanical to optical frequency is no longer negligible.
The derivation of non-standard quadratic optomechanical interactions from first principles will be the subject of focus
in §3.
Next, we turn to the solution technique of such interactions, and introduce a formal higher-order operator method
to tackle the nonlinear evolution of quantum systems. This enables one to accurately study any type of quantum
nonlinear interaction using the analysis tools of linear algebra. It sounds definitely surprising that nonlinear systems
might admit explicit solutions. Well, this is not always the case, and not all nonlinear systems can be integrated.
However, the method of higher-order operators come to rescue when a nonlinear interaction must be studied outside
the fully linearized regime. Inmost cases, at least approximate explicit expressions could be found, which are otherwise
unknown. Some nonlinear systems, however, actually admit fully analytical solutions, and higher-orderoperators could
provide straightforward scheme to obtaining those solutions.
In order to employ the analytical power of higher-order operators, one first needs to identify a closed Lie algebra,
which should satisfy closedness property under commutation either exactly or approximately, and is referred to as the
basis. Having the basis of higher-order operators known, one may proceed to construct the corresponding Langevin
equations, which can be now conveniently analyzed using the existing mathematical toolbox of linear algebra to yield
the spectral densities, moments, and expectation values. Application of this operator method results in a new type of
symmetry breaking in standard nonlinear quantum optomechanics, referred to as the side-band inequivalence, to be
discussed in complete details in §9.
Mathematically speaking, it should be added that existence of a closed Lie algebra is neither necessary nor sufficient
for integrability of a nonlinear system. However, having such a basis of closed operators known, is quite helpful in
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correct construction of equation system and recognition of what terms to approximate. So, the success of approach
needs a balanced combination of intuitive guess and some analytical skills.
Nonlinear interactions are at the heart of many physical phenomena, both in the classical and quantum regimes. It
is the way physical quantities are described, that sets border between mathematical methods of classical and quantum
physics. Classical quantities are described as real-valued scalars belonging to R, while quantum quantities are de-
scribed by operators belonging to an associated Hilbert space such as C . Mathematically, any operator is equivalent to
a finite- or infinite-dimensional matrix of complex scalar values. While a Fermionic operator such as an atomic tran-
sition and spin component operator, is normally finite-dimensional in its Heisenberg matrix representation, in which a
bosonic operator such as ladder creator and annihilator becomes essentially infinite-dimensional.
An interaction between two physical quantities 퐴 and 퐵 is contingent on the existence of algebraic expressions in
the system Hamiltonian such as 푓푛푚퐴
푛퐵푚, where 푛, 푚 ∈ N are natural numbers and 푓푛푚 represents the interaction
strength. For the interaction strength to make mathematical sense, it is necessary to be independent of 퐴 and 퐵. That
implies 휕푓푛푚∕휕퐴 = 휕푓푛푚∕휕퐵 = 0. There is furthermore no relationship whatsoever between 푓푛푚 and 푓푚푛 in general,
and these two can be completely independent.
When 푛 = 푚 = 1 the interaction is referred to be linear, and otherwise nonlinear. In quantum mechanics, a
product of two observables is only a special case of linear interactions; this we shall observe shortly below. The
integer 표 = 푛+푚 shall represent the interaction order, and in that sense, any nonlinear interaction demands a minimum
order of 표 ≥ 3. Any other type of nonlinear interaction not basically complying to the form 퐴푛퐵푚 can be normally
expanded using appropriate polynomial expansion methods as
∑
푓푛푚퐴
푛퐵푚 over non-zero integers 푛, 푚 ∈ Z − {0}
around some expansion point (퐴̄, 퐵̄) ∈ R ×R. The interaction order needs then to be redefined as |푛|+ |푚|, however,
such interactions will assume singular forms around zero and shall be excluded from the subject of present study.
For instance, an ideal light modulator with 푛 = 푚 = 1 performs a simple product of career light field with the
modulating signal, similar to 퐴퐵. Since the governing evolution equations of light and signal will turn to be exactly
integrable, then the system is actually linear. In practice, a real light-signal multiplier such as the electrooptic modu-
lation is mostly based on a nonlinear 휒2 effect with 푛 = 2 and 푚 = 1 similar to 퐴2퐵, which could only approximate a
mathematically exact product. For that reason, electrooptic modulation represents an example of a nonlinear system,
which only approximates an ideal multiplier. This will inevitably cause measureable non-idealities, and additional
distortions introduced to the modulated career, for instance, due to side-band inequivalence.
We refer to the interaction among two quantities as bipartite. Definition of interaction between three and more
physical quantities can be extended and generalized in a similar way, but a tripartite interaction such as퐴퐵퐶 can never
be linear, unless decomposable into summation of bipartite linear interactions such as 푓11퐴퐵+푔11퐵퐶+ℎ11퐶퐴 and so
on. Solution of tripartite interactions is beyond the scope of present discussion, and we limit ourselves only to bipartite
interactions, which also happen to be the case in optomechanics.
2.1. Linear Interactions
Nonlinear classical problems normally turn into the form of scalar nonlinear differential equations, which can be
solved by conventional numerical methods. However, description of nonlinear quantum phenomena always turn into
operator differential equations, which are basically a system of infinite-dimensional matrix equations wherever one
interacting partition is a bosonic field with ladder operators involved.
As opposed to the linear quantum interactions which involve direct products of two operator quantities such as
푎̂푏̂ and its adjoint 푏̂†푎̂†, nonlinear quantum interactions involve terms of at least third in the order such as 푎̂2푏̂ and the
corresponding interactionHamiltoninan is composed of a third-degreepolynomial in terms of the most basic operators.
Henceforth, a physical and Hermitian interaction having the type
ℍint = ℏ(훼푎̂푏̂ + 훽푎̂
†푏̂ + 훽∗푎̂푏̂† + 훼∗푎̂†푏̂†), (1)
where 훼, 훽 ∈ C are complex numbers, is having the most general form of linear interactions in quantum mechanics.
It is easy to show that this interaction can be always factorized if |훽| = |훼|. A factorizable bipartite interaction can
be normally simplified using definition of linearly combined new operators, as ℏ휉푥̂푦̂, where 휉 ∈ R is a real number,
and 푥̂ = 휒푎̂ + 휒∗푎̂† and 푦̂ = 휂푏̂ + 휂∗푏̂† are Hermitian operators. Here, 휒, 휂 ∈ C need to be half-modular complex
constants satisfying |휒|2 = |휂|2 = 1
2
. This will set 휉 as the linear interaction strength. It is all clear now that any
linear interaction which is factorizable, is actually a simple classical product, and such classical product cannot raise
significant entanglement or squeezing. Obviously, an interaction which cannot be factorized will cause squeezing
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through appropriate Bogoliubov transformation as shown later in §3 under (100) and bipartite entanglement among
the two bosonic fields.
2.2. Quantum Optomechanics
Sometimes, the interaction is nonlinear in terms of some quantities or operators, but assumes a linear form by
defining some appropriate higher-order quantity operators. These new quantities could be mixtures and cross-overs of
bosonic fields or higher-powers of each of the individual field operators. Quantum optomechanics is one such exam-
ple of interaction, with bipartite and third-order nonlinearity, in which there exist two bosonic partitions interacting
nonlinearly. These partitions correspond to electromagnetic and mechanical bosonic fields respectively composed of
photons and phonon, which get correlated nonlinearly. The optomechanical interaction Hamiltonian is here denoted
as [1–6, 14–16]
ℍ0 = −ℏ푔0푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†), (2)
where 푔0 ∈ R
+ is referred to as the single-photon interaction rate. The negative sign corresponds to the fact that the
optomechanical interaction is repulsive in nature because of the radiation pressure. However, the sign is actually not
mathematically relevant and can be sometimes absorbed in 푔0. The same form of Hamiltonian appears elsewhere also
in other types of physical systems, such as ion/Paul traps, electrooptic/acousto-opticmodulation, and Brillouin/Raman
scattering. At the lowest-order, the basic optomechanical interactions which describes the effect of radiation pressure
on mirror’s position are third in order. But with redefining the Hermitian operator 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂ it could be seen that the
optomechanical interaction is actually linear between 푛̂ and 푏̂. This fact can later be used to make the optomechanical
Hamiltonian (2) integrable, to be discussed in §2.6
Normally, linearization of only optical field ladder operator 푎̂ is sufficient to reduce the interaction degree to two.
This can be done by expanding the operator 푎̂ = 푎̄ + 훿푎̂, where 푎̄ is the complex valued constant representing the
mean classical value 푎̄ = ⟨푎̂⟩ and 훿푎̂ represents fluctuations with zero-mean as ⟨훿푎̂⟩ = 0. Since photons inside the
cavity do not necessarily follow the phase of external pump, it is mostly convenient to assume 푎̄ ∈ R+ as a positive
real valued constant, leaving out the phase difference to the optical pump. Normally, once the linearization is done,
non-interacting terms such as 푎̄훿푏̂ no longer contribute to the system dynamics and can be mathematically removed by
appropriate unitary transformations. What remains as 훿푎̂훿푏̂ represent nonlinear interactions which are to be discarded
in the linearized picture. Then replacements are made as 훿푎̂ → 푎̂, which makes the expressions more convenient to
study analytically.
Surprisingly enough, the method of higher-order operators reveals that even though fluctuations could be small in
amplitude and oscillate around mean values, they actually could contribute to observable nonlinear effects, depending
on the mathematical form of interaction Hamiltonian involved. Side-band inequivalence is one such example of an
observable nonlinear quantity, which once recognized in quantum optomechanics can no longer be ignored.
Thus performing such linearization makes the system integrable under linearized basic optomechanical Hamilto-
nian, effectively expressible after appropriate redefinition of operators as
ℍlin = −ℏ푔(푎̂ + 푎̂
†)(푏̂ + 푏̂†), (3)
where 푔 = 푔0푎̄ ∝ 푔0 is the enhanced interaction rate. Further linearization of 푏̂ does not discard any physics of standard
optomechanics, and only can make the analysis a bit simpler if needed. This already proves to be quite sufficient for
clear understanding of many basic optomechanical pheonmena in the quantum regime. Furthermore, the linearized
optomechanical interaction (3) is now factorizable and therefore has already assumed the form of a simple product.
Further application of the same linearization method to quadratic and higher-order optomechanical interactions
[7, 8], leaves also behind only simple products quite similar to the linearized basic optomechanics (3) though with
different interaction rates. This highlights the fact that any such linearization for quadratic, quartic and higher-order
quantum interactions could be problematic in study of nonlinear effects. This is because of the underlying physics of
such interactions having the third-order and the above, which is completely wiped out through this way of linearization
process. That is known to be the major obstacle in any large amplitude analysis of quadratic interactions, since some
of the nonlinear behavior should be somehow kept within the governing remaining equations. For example, the fourth-
order cross-Kerr interaction ℏ푔푎̂†푎̂푏̂†푏̂ discussed later in §11 shall equally reduce to a simple product having the form
(3).
The use of second-order operators in optomechanics can preserve some information, which is reminiscent of the
essentially nonlinear optomechanical interaction [9]. This has been done and effects such as zero-point induced spring
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effect have been found. However, appropriate redefinition of third- and fourth-order operators [9] ultimately allows
full integrability as will be demonstrated later in the text. Without this technique of higher-order operator algebra, the
exact solvability of a quantum optomechanical problem using available conventional tools is out of question.
The analysis of quadratic interaction in quantum optomechanics [10–12, 17, 18] gets more complicated by the fact
that there exists two mathematically distinct and different interaction types. The first being referred to as the standard
quadratic interaction is the light-position quadratic term expressed as
ℍ1 = ℏ푔1푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†)2, (4)
while the non-standard quadratic interaction to be discussed in §3, results from either momentum exchange between
light and mirror or relativistic corrections, and can be written as [7]
ℍ2 = −ℏ푔2(푎̂ − 푎̂
†)2(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2. (5)
Here, the strengths of standard and non-standard quadratic interactions are actually related as
푔2 =
1
4
(
휋2
3
+
1
4
)(
Ω
휔
)2
푔1, (6)
where 휔 and Ω respectively represent the optical and mechanical resonant angular frequencies of the cavity. It has to
be mentioned that (5) could be rewritten in many other equivalent forms such as
ℍ2 = −ℏ푔2(푎̂ + 푎̂
†)2(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2, (7)
since an arbitrary 휋
2
phase shift in 푎̂ interchanges (7) and (5), while leaving the standard quadratic (4) and even the
basic standard (2) optomechanical interactions unaltered; obviously, there exist infinitely many equivalent forms due
to gauge equivalence of such phase-shifted bosonic fields.
Hence, the overall optomechanical interaction, in a system composed of an optomechanical cavity and a laser drive,
and up to the quartic [7] order can be written after noticing the appropriate sign conventions and grouping terms having
the same interaction order together as
ℍ = ℍs + ℍ0 + (ℍ1 + ℍ2) + (ℍ3 + ℍ4) + ℍd, (8)
ℍs = ℏ휔(푎̂
†푎̂ +
1
2
) + ℏΩ(푏̂†푏̂ +
1
2
),
ℍ0 = −ℏ푔0푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†),
ℍ1 = +ℏ푔1푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†)2,
ℍ2 = −ℏ푔2(푎̂ + 푎̂
†)2(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2,
ℍ3 = +ℏ푔3푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†)3,
ℍ4 = −ℏ푔4(푎̂ + 푎̂
†)2 ×
[
(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2(푏̂ + 푏̂†) + (푏̂ + 푏̂†)(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2 + (푏̂ − 푏̂†)(푏̂ + 푏̂†)(푏̂− 푏̂†)
]
,
ℍd = 푖ℏ(훼
∗푒푖휔̃푡푎̂ − 훼푒−푖휔̃푡푎̂†).
Here, 휔̃ is the frequency of drive, which is mostly set in resonance with the cavity at 휔̃ = 휔. There could be multiple
drives with different frequencies and amplitudes present, which simply add up to the number of drive terms in the
Hamiltonian (8). For instance, pumping the cavity with a second drive at frequency 휔 − Ω on red-side band causes
depletion of cavity fromphonons, referred to side-band cooling. Typically, there exist more than one drive in a practical
setup and the drive term should be rewritten as ℍd =
∑
푗 ℍd,푗 with ℍd,푗 = 푖ℏ(훼
∗
푗
푒푖휔̃푗 푡푎̂ − 훼푗푒
−푖휔̃푗 푡푎̂†). In ℍs it is
customary to drop the zero-point energy 퐸zp =
1
2
ℏ휔 +
1
2
ℏΩ as it has no effect on the system behavior.
It is furthermore possible to write for an idealized one-dimensional cavity with parallel mirrors [7]
푔1 =
푥zp
푙
푔0, (9)
where 푥zp =
√
ℏ∕푚Ω is the zero-point displacement of the cavity and 푙 is the cavity separation, with 푚 being the
motion effective mass. Also, we shall later observe in §3 that the standard 푔3 and non-standard 푔4 quartic interaction
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rates for such an ideal cavity are connected as
푔4 =
1
3
√
2
푔3
1
4
(
휋2
3
+
1
4
)(
Ω
휔
)2
=
1
3
√
2
푔2
푔1
푔3 =
1
3
√
2
(
푥zp
푙
)
푔2. (10)
It is thus generally correct, that quadratic interactions need to be weaker than optomechanical interactions by a factor of
푥zp∕푙. Similarly, quartic interactions are weaker than quadratic interactions by the same factor of 푥zp∕푙. However, this
argument does not necessarily hold for non-ideal cavities, where transverse geometry can influence 푔0 independently.
However, the relationships (9,10) still give a sense of why quadratic and quartic interactions get progressively weak
with the order increasing.
While 푔0 can be engineered to be made identically zero, 푔1 does never vanish. This follows the fact that 푔0 is
proportional to the overlap integral of light upon mechanical displacement of mirror, and then an even distribution
of light together with an odd mechanical mode leaves out zero interaction for the given mechanical mode. An odd-
profiled mechanical mode will have zero overlap with an even profiled incident optical field in optomechanics, or
with the microwave field in superconducting electromechanics. Membrane-in-the-middle set up and tuning to the first
odd-shaped mechanical frequency can theoretically establish the condition to achieve 푔0 = 0, in a rather convenient
way.
There are mostly more than one singlemechanicalmode in an optomechanical cavity or equivalent, and for instance
there exist an infinitely dense spectrum of interacting phononswith various polarizations and frequencies in Raman and
Brillouin scattering phenomena. The mathematical study of multi-mode mechanical systems is essentially indifferent
to the present formalism, however, the resulting photonic fluctuations of each individual optomechanical interaction
should be integrated or summed up as appropriate over all mechanical modes. A similar argument also goes for the
mechanical displacements, which must be expressed as supervision of individually interacting eigenmodes.
Hence, quadratic effects always survive regardless of the existence of optomechanical interactions. Quartic effects
also normally are expected to vanish when 푔0 = 0, and that implies the ideal condition for observation of quadratic
effects is to design the optomechanical system in such a way that 푔0 = 0. Since, neither of the lower- or higher-order
interactions than the quadratic would effectively exist. This is actually not as difficult as it seems.
In practice, a bit of the optomechanical interaction 푔0 may survive because of fabrication errors and that could be
a source of inconvenience in quadratic measurements. Unless a practical tuning method to completely discard 푔0 is
available, it is safe to keep track of possible contributions from a small optomechanical term ℍ0 in (8) along with the
quadratic terms ℍ1 and ℍ2.
For the reasons discussed in the above, quartic effects will be neglected from now on, and we will focus on two
separate cases: Basic optomechanicswith the quadratic and higher-order interactions dropped; this is discussed in §2.3
Quadratic optomechanics with all other interactions dropped; this is discussed in §2.6 Corrections to the quadratic
interactions as a result of non-vanishing 푔0 is discussed in §2.6.
2.3. Langevin Equations
The analysis of a given Hamiltonian is done here through the well-known method of Langevin equations, which
provide the equation of motion for operators in an open-systemwith input and output channels, interacting with a bath.
This will cause a constant supply of fluctuating noise from each of the input channels to the system.
The corresponding Langevin [19–22] equations to a given operator 푧̂ of arbitrary order in an open system with
multiple inputs are
̇̂푧 = −
푖
ℏ
[푧̂,ℍ] (11)
+
∑
푗
{
−[푧̂, 푥̂
†
푗
]
(
훾푗
2
푥̂푗 +
√
훾푗 푥̂푗,in
)
+
(
훾푗
2
푥̂
†
푗
+
√
훾푗 푥̂
†
푗,in
)
[푧̂, 푥̂푗]
}
,
where 푥̂푗 is a system operator with the decay/coupling rate 훾푗 and input flux 푥̂푗,in. The first term on the right-hand-
side of the above − 푖
ℏ
[푧̂,ℍ] is simply the contribution of Heisenberg equation of motion. However, in an open system
with input/output the system energy can be exchanged with the exterior and thus the second term corresponding to the
contribution of exchange at system input/output ports arises. Obviously, a system with no input/output port conserves
energy with a Hermitian Hamiltonian and the Langevin’s equation reduces to the Heisenberg’s equation of motion.
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The drives can be assigned to and properly included in the input terms 푥̂푗,in too, but normally this approach is
avoided and 푥̂푗,in mostly denote random noise. Basic properties of noise operators within a Gaussian white approxima-
tion are alreadywell known and are discussed inmuch detail later in §4, which include autocorrelationand commutation
relationships [19–22]. Some further properties of noise operator are to be discussed later in §11. For optomechanical
problems, the summation can be run over the bath operators 푎̂ and 푏̂. This method also enables one to construct the
noise term of any higher-order operator 푧̂ in a straightforward manner. This gives√
훾푧̂in =
∑
푗
√
훾푗
{
−[푧̂, 푥̂
†
푗
]푥̂푗,in + 푥̂
†
푗,in[푧̂, 푥̂푗]
}
, (12)
in which 훾 =
∑
푗 푛푗훾푗 is the effective decay rate of the higher-order operator 푧̂ with 푛푗 ∈ N being some constants
which typically are natural numbers or positive integers.
In standard optomechanics with only one external drive term, where no quardratic and higher-order terms exist,
the Hamiltonian simply is
ℍ = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ + ℏΩ푏̂†푏̂ − ℏ푔0푎̂
†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†) − ℏ(훼푒푖휔̃푡푎̂ + 훼∗푒−푖휔̃푡푎̂†). (13)
Here, the drive makes the Hamiltonian time-dependent at the frequency of 휔̃. For the usual case of resonant drive
with 휔̃ = 휔, the time-dependence of the Hamiltonian can be removed by transformation to the rotating frame as
푎̂→ 푒−푖휔푡푎̂(푡), whichmakes the operator 푎̂(푡) explicitly time-dependent, after removing a fast oscillation part. However,
for the non-resonant drives also this is equally helpful, and nonetheless will not change the normal commutation
relationship [푎̂(푡), 푎̂†(푡)] = 1. This will however change the time-derivative of the transformed operator 푎̂(푡) as
̇̂푎 =
푑
푑푡
[
푒−푖휔̃푡푎̂(푡)
]
= 푒−푖휔̃푡
[
̇̂푎(푡) − 푖휔̃푎̂(푡)
]
. (14)
While this transformation to the rotating frame is helpful with the standard interactions ℍ0, ℍ1, and ℍ3, the algebraic
form of non-standard interactions ℍ2 and ℍ4 excludes usefulness of this transformation. However, the non-standard
interactions become only significant when 휔 is not far larger than Ω, hence any further notion of fast oscillating part
is point-less.
2.4. Linear Optomechanics
In standard optomechanics, the Langevin equations have to be set up for the first-order basis {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂, 푏̂†}.
This chosen basis is the lowest order possible of basis and the obvious choice for analysis of optomechanics. However,
the Hamiltonian ℍ0 is still nonlinear and the resulting Langevin equations will remain nonlinear. Calculation of (13)
for each of bath operators by setting 푥̂ ∈ {퐴} gives four coupled equations. Henceforth, the exact Langevin equations
while using (14) are
̇̂푎 =
(
푖Δ −
1
2
휅
)
푎̂ + 푖푔0푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂
†) − 훼 −
√
휅푎̂in, (15)
̇̂푎† =
(
−푖Δ −
1
2
휅
)
푎̂† − 푖푔0푎̂
†(푏̂ + 푏̂†) − 훼∗ −
√
휅푎̂
†
in,
̇̂
푏 =
(
−푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
푏̂ + 푖푔0푎̂
†푎̂ −
√
Γ푏̂in,
̇̂
푏† =
(
푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
푏̂† − 푖푔0푎̂
†푎̂ −
√
Γ푏̂
†
in.
where Δ = 휔̃ − 휔 is the optical detuning from drive frequency, 휅 and Γ are respectively the decay rates of 푎̂ and
푏̂, and the explicit time-dependence of operators after the transformation to the rotating frame has not been shown.
Positively (negatively) detuned frequencies with Δ > 0 (Δ < 0) shall thus correspond to physically smaller or red-
shifted (physically larger or blue-shifted) frequencies.
The terms ±푖푔0푎̂
†푎̂ in the third and fourth equations for 푏̂ and 푏̂† are called backaction terms, and become only
negligible in the limit of very weak coupling and weak optical pump. Similarly, the terms 푖푔0푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂
†) and 푖푔0푎̂
†(푏̂ +
푏̂†) in the first and second equations for 푎̂ and 푎̂† provide the main modulation of the optical field and formation
of side-bands. The peculiar optomechanical interaction between optical field and mechanical field is maintained by
simultaneous presence both of the backaction and nonlinear terms. For some purposes, the backaction is dropped
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but this will cause loss of significant information regarding optomechanical spring effect. Also, the modulation terms
have nearly always been linearized so far in the existing reported literature, unless a numerical simulation of nonlinear
effects has been carried out.
The set of equations (15) can be rewritten in the nonlinear matrix form
푑
푑푡
{퐴} = [M̂]{퐴} −
√
[훾̂]{퐴in} − {퐴d}, (16)
in which the coefficients matrix [M̂] is not independent of {퐴}. This is why (16) is not readily integrable on the first-
order basis {퐴}, unless linearized first. Furthermore, {퐴d}
T = {훼, 훼∗, 0, 0} is the drive input vector. It is easy to set
up the elements of [M̂] by inspection from (15), and there is of course no unique way to write it down because of the
terms such as 푎̂푏̂, whose either of their first or second operators could be put within the coefficients matrix.
The resulting Langevin equations for the first-order basis {퐴} is nonlinear because of the presence of second-order
operators 푎̂푏̂ and 푎̂푏̂† in the first equation, 푎̂†푏̂ and 푎̂†푏̂† in the second equation, and 푎̂†푎̂ in the last two equations.
These terms actually do have physical significance, and for instance 푎̂푏̂† (its conjugate) correspond to the creation
(annihilation) of a phonon and annihilation (creation) of a photon. This is the red or Stokes processwhich is responsible
for formation of first-order side-band at the expected detuned frequency Δ + Ω, as well as higher-order side-bands at
the expected frequencies Δ + 푗Ω. Similarly, 푎̂푏̂ (its conjugate) correspond to the annihilation (creation) of a phonon
and annihilation (creation) of a photon. This is the blue or anti-Stokes process which is responsible for formation
of first-order side-band at the expected detuned frequency Δ − Ω, as well as higher-order side-bands at the expected
frequencies Δ − 푗Ω. Obviously, the second- and higher-order red/blue side-bands disappear in the fully linearized
approximation. A careful nonlinear analysis of this Hamiltonian shall reveal that these side-bands are not equally
spaced from the pump, meaning that there exists a non-zero side-band inequivalence.
The first step to linearize (15) is to do the replacement 푎̂ → 푎̄+ 푎̂, where 푎̄ is the average value of the field operator.
We here may suppose that 푎̄ ∈ R is taken to be real-valued, as its corresponding phase can be adjusted in the pump
훼. Then, we can linearize the photon number 푎̂†푎̂ → 푎̄2 + 푎̄(푎̂+ 푎̂†), which drives the radiation pressure term with the
time average 푛̄ = 푎̄2. The presence of an average radiation pressure term, puts a constant displacement upon mirror
푏̄ around which the mirror movements fluctuate. Hence, we arrive at a similar linearization of 푏̂ → 푏̄ + 푏̂ and thus
푎̂푏̂→ 푎̄푏̂ + 푏̄푎̂.
Once these replacements are plugged in (15), the Langevin equations are linearized and the static expressions in
terms of average values can be separated to yield(
푖Δ −
1
2
휅
)
푎̄ + 푖2푔0ℜ[푏̄]푎̄ = 훼, (17)(
−푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
푏̄ = −푖푔0푛̄.
These equations can be combined to obtain the real-valued 푛̄ = 푎̄2 in terms of |훼| through solution of a third-order
algebraic equation, given as
⎛⎜⎜⎝Δ +
4푔2
0
Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
푛̄
⎞⎟⎟⎠
2
푛̄ +
휅2
4
푛̄ = |훼|2. (18)
The linearized 4 × 4 Langevin equations around the average values now take the form
̇̂푎 =
[
푖(Δ + 푓 ) −
1
2
휅
]
푎̂ + 푖푔(푏̂ + 푏̂†) −
√
휅푎̂in, (19)
̇̂푎† =
[
−푖(Δ + 푓 ) −
1
2
휅
]
푎̂† − 푖푔(푏̂ + 푏̂†) −
√
휅푎̂
†
in,
̇̂
푏 =
(
−푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
푏̂ + 푖푔(푎̂ + 푎̂†) −
√
Γ푏̂in,
̇̂
푏† =
(
푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
푏̂† − 푖푔(푎̂ + 푎̂†) −
√
Γ푏̂
†
in.
in which 푔 = 푔0푎̄ and 푓 = 2푔0ℜ[푏̄] = 2푔
2
0
Ω푛̄∕(Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2). The analysis of the system of equations (19) is extensively
discussed elsewhere [1–4, 6]. It is convenient, nevertheless, to put the integrable system (19) in the generic matrix
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form and rewrite the linearized Langevin equation as
푑
푑푡
{퐴} = [M]{퐴} −
√
[훾]{퐴in}, (20)
with definitions
[M] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖(Δ + 푓 ) −
1
2
휅 0 푖푔 푖푔
0 −푖(Δ + 푓 ) −
1
2
휅 −푖푔 −푖푔
푖푔 푖푔 −(푖Ω+
1
2
Γ) 0
−푖푔 −푖푔 0 푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
[훾] = Diag{휅, 휅,Γ,Γ},
{퐴in}
T = {푎̂in, 푎̂
†
in, 푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in}. (21)
Now, input-output relations [20, 21] can be used with the definition of the scattering matrices in Fourier domain with
probe detuning 푤 = 휔p − 휔 to yield
{퐴out(푤)} = {퐴in(푤)} −
√
[훾]{퐴(푤)}, (22)
{퐴out(푤)} = [S(푤)]{퐴in(푤)},
[S(푤)] = [I] −
√
[훾] (푖푤[I] − [M])−1
√
[훾].
It is to be kept in mind that it is mostly the spectral density of 푎̂ denoted by 퐴퐴(푤) which can be measured in an either
heterodyne or homodyne experiment. However, the spectral density of input is known, which enables one to obtain
the spectral density of output in terms of the input using the relation
퐴퐴(푤) =
4∑
푗=1
|푆1푗(푤)|2푗,in(푤), (23)
where 푆1푗(푤) are elements of the first row of the scattering matrix [S(푤)] and
{in(푤 > 0)}T = {1, 0, 푚th + 1, 푚th}, (24)
{in(푤 < 0)}T = {0, 1, 푚th, 푚th + 1},
is the spectral density vector of noise channel due to photonic and phononic baths. We here notice that F{푎̂(푡)}(푤) =
F{푎̂†(푡)}∗(−푤), and so on. Being different from the cavity phonon number or coherent phonon population 푚̄, the
quantity 푚th represents the thermal population of phonons, which could be either determined by Bose-Einstein statis-
tics of the given mechanical mode under thermodynamic equilibrium as 푚th = 1∕[exp(ℏΩ∕푘퐵푇 ) − 1] with 푘퐵 and 푇
respectively being the Boltzmann’s constant and absolute temperature, or constrained by some cooling process. The
coherent phonon population 푚̄ = ⟨푏̂†푏̂⟩ corresponds to the average number of phonons driven coherently by the op-
tomechanical interaction. The correct expression for 푚̄ can be determined by nonlinear higher-operator analysis, which
shall be presented later in 8. It shall be noticed that the so-called mean-field approximation 푚̄ ≈ ⟨푏̂⟩∗ ⟨푏̂⟩ = |푏̄|2 could
be actually off the actual value of 푚̄ = ⟨푏̂†푏̂⟩ up to a factor of 2.
2.5. Second-Order Optomechanics
The second-order equations of optomechanics are obtained by using themixed first- and second-order basis {퐴}T =
{푎̂, 푏̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푛̂, 푐̂} [9], in which we have the definition 푐̂ = 1
2
푎̂2 [7, 8]. It is easy to observe that this set forms a closed
basis, since the commutator of every pair of operators belonging to this basis results from a linear combination of the
operators therein. The non-zero commutators related to this basis are
[푐̂, 푛̂] = 2푐̂, (25)
[푎̂, 푛̂] = 푎̂,
[푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†] = 푎̂,
[푎̂푏̂, 푛̂] = 푎̂푏̂,
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[푎̂푏̂†, 푛̂] = 푎̂푏̂†,
[푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†] = 2푐̂.
The resulting 6 × 6 Langevin equations should be constructed based on the Hamiltonian (13) and this has been exten-
sively discussed later in §8.
While these are nonlinearly coupled, further linearization of the system shall decouple three equations out of six
as it will be shown shortly, leaving the optomechanical system expressible in terms of the reduced basis {퐴}T =
{푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}, which is now not any longer closed under commutation. Putting into the standard form (20) and before
linearization, the 3 × 3 coefficients operator matrix [M̂] for the set of Langevin equations of the reduced basis looks
like
[M̂] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
푖푔0 (푚̂ + 푛̂ + 1) −푖
(
Ω − Δ − 푔0푏̂
)
−
훾
2
0
푖푔0 (푚̂ − 푛̂) 0 푖
(
Ω + Δ + 푔0푏̂
†
)
−
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (26)
where 훾 = 휅 + Γ is the total optomechanical decay rate, with the decay rate matrix and input noise and drive vectors
defined as
[훾̂] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
휅 0 0
휅푏̂ Γ푎̂ 0
휅푏̂ 0 Γ푎̂
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (27)
{퐴in}
T = {푎̂in, 푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in},
{퐴d}
T = {훼, 훼푏̂, 훼푏̂†}.
Here, the noise terms are assumed to be approximated as linearizations from the exact multiplicative forms, which ap-
pear naturally in the higher-order operator formalism. Wherever multiplicative noises appear in formalisms, analytical
solutions are extremely rare and extraordinarily difficult to construct. It has been observed through numerous numeri-
cal experiments that linearized noise terms provide sufficiently accurate descriptions of most studied phenomena. This
will be elaborated in further details later in §8. Increased precision can be still obtained by using convolution integrals
in the frequency domain. Moreover, the coefficients matrix (26) is still a function of photon 푛̂ and phonon 푚̂ number
operators, which makes the exact integration impossible at this stage. Approximation of these operators by their re-
spective mean values as the intracavity photon number 푛̄ and coherent phonon population 푚̄ is actually equivalent to
linearization of optomechanical equations of motion at the second-order, instead of the first-order in the full lineariza-
tion scheme. Furthermore, it allows us to obtain a fairly accurate expression for the coherent phonon population 푚̄,
which is otherwise unknown.
After linearization of (26) and (27), it is possible to show that the steady state values of 푏̄ and 푎̄ =
√
푛̄must exactly
satisfy (17) and (18) again. The first Langevin equation is already linear. However, linearization of second and third
equations at this stage gives
[M] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
푖푔0 (푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) −푖 (Ω − Δ) −
훾
2
0
푖푔0 (푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖 (Ω + Δ) −
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (28)
[훾] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
휅 0 0
휅|푏̄| Γ√푛̄ 0
휅|푏̄| 0 Γ√푛̄
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
{퐴d}
T = {훼, 0, 0}.
2.6. Fourth-Order Optomechanics
It is possible to select a third-order closed basis of operators [9], which can surprisingly lead to a fully linear and
therefore integrable system of equations. The particular choice of {퐴}T = {푛̂2, 푛̂푏̂, 푛̂푏̂†} here is composed of a fourth-
order operator 푁̂ = 푛̂2 and a third-order operator 퐵̂ = 푛̂푏̂ and its conjugate 퐵̂†. This system will lead to a linearized
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system of Langevin equations which is actually decoupled for 퐵̂ and 퐵̂†. This particular choice, referred to as the
minimal basis, reduces to a simple 2 × 2 Langevin system (15) with
{퐴}T = {푁̂, 퐵̂} (29)
[M] =
[
−2휅 0
푖푔0 −푖Ω−
훾
2
]
,
[훾] = Diag{2휅, 훾},
{퐴in}
T = {푁̂in, 퐵̂in} = {푛̂푎̂
†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂푛̂,
√
2휅푏̂푛̂in +
√
Γ푛̂푏̂in},
{퐴d}
T = {훼푛̂푎̂† + 훼∗푎̂푛̂, 훼푏̂푎̂† + 훼∗푏̂푎̂}.
One should notice that the noise terms of higher-order operators are no longer Gaussian white. As a matter of fact, the
new noise operators such as 푛̂푎̂†푎̂in and 푎̂
†
in푎̂푛̂ and so on do not necessarily satisfy Gaussian white properties of original
noise operators such as 푎̂in and 푎̂
†
in. Meanwhile in practice as it has been demonstrated for the highly nonlinear case
of cross-Kerr interaction in §11, there exist practical approximations to the resulting spectral densities of these noise
terms.
It is now fairly easy and quite straightforward to construct the exact and explicit solution to the system (29) as
푁̂(푡) = 푁̂ (0)푒−2휅푡 − 2
√
휅 ∫
푡
0
푒−2휅(푡−휏)푁̂in(휏)푑휏, (30)
퐵̂(푡) = 퐵̂(0)푒
−(푖Ω+
훾
2
)푡
− ∫
푡
0
푒
−(푖Ω+
훾
2
)(푡−휏) [
푖푔0푁̂(휏) +
√
훾퐵̂in(휏)
]
푑휏.
If the multiplicative noise terms [23] and drive vector in (29) can be approximated in the lowest order as Gaussian
white noises, then we obtain
{퐴in}
T =
{√
푛̄푛̄
2
(
푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in
)
,
√
휅
훾
푛̄푏̄
(
푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in
)
+
√
Γ
훾
푛̄푏̂in
}
, (31)
{퐴d}
T = 2
√
푛̄{푛̄, 푏̄}ℜ[훼].
While thus the optomechanical Hamiltonian can be exactly integrated, the peculiar form of (30) might not be very
useful in practice since it presents the time evolution of higher-order operators, which does not directly relate to any
of measureable quantities such as optical spectrum. Furthermore, the noise terms are multiplicative and require either
approximations or recursive calculations. Anyhow, for a time-domain numerical experiment, the solution offered in
(30) is quite practical.
Solution of quadratic optomechanics needs a different basis of higher-order operators [8]. The basis with minimum
dimension required to deal with the Hamiltonain (8) is [10]
{퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂}, (32)
in which 푑̂ = 1
2
푏̂2 and 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂. This basis is also closed under commutation and satisfies a Lie algebra. To see this, it
is sufficient to verify the commutators [푐̂, 푛̂] = 2푐̂ from (25), which gives [푛̂, 푐̂†] = 2푐̂†, and [푐̂, 푐̂†] = 푛̂+ 1
2
for photons,
and in a similar manner [푑̂, 푑̂†] = 푚̂ + 1
2
, [푑̂, 푚̂] = 2푑̂, and [푚̂, 푑̂†] = 2푑̂† for phonons. All other commutators within
the above basis are zero.
First, the coefficients of Langevin equations (17) can be partitioned as
[M̂] =
[
M̂aa M̂ab
M̂ba M̂bb
]
, (33)
with indices a and b referring to photons and phonons. The 3 × 3 partitions are now given by
[M̂aa] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−2푖휔 − 휅 0 푖
1
2
푔2(푓̂ − 푚̂)
0 2푖휔 − 휅 −푖
1
2
푔2(푓̂ − 푚̂)
−푖푔2(푓̂ − 푚̂) 푖푔2(푓̂ − 푚̂) −휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (34)
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[M̂ab] = 푖푔2
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−훽−(푐̂ − 푐̂
†) −훽−(푐̂ − 푐̂
†) 훽+(푐̂ − 푐̂
†)
훽−(푐̂ − 푐̂
†) 훽−(푐̂ − 푐̂
†) −훽+(푐̂ − 푐̂
†)
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
[M̂ba] =
푖푔2
2
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푚̂ − 2푑̂ +
1
2
푚̂ − 2푑̂ +
1
2
푚̂ − 2푑̂ +
1
2
−푚̂ + 2푑̂† −
1
2
−푚̂ + 2푑̂† −
1
2
−푚̂ + 2푑̂† −
1
2
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,
[M̂bb] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
−2푖Ω− Γ 0 −푖
1
2
푔2푛̂
0 2푖Ω− Γ 푖
1
2
푔2푛̂
−푖푔2(푒̂ − 훽−푛̂) 푖푔2(푒̂ − 훽−푛̂) −Γ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, we have adopted the notions 훽± = (푔1∕푔2)±1 as well as 푒̂ = 푐̂+ 푐̂
† and 푓̂ = 푑̂+ 푑̂†. It is to be noticed that there is
no unique way to partition the above nonlinear system. Meanwhile, the decay matrix, multiplicative input noise terms,
and drive vector are
[훾] = Diag{휅, 휅, 휅,Γ,Γ,Γ}, (35)
{퐴in}
T = {푎̂푎̂in, 푎̂
†
in푎̂
†, 푎̂†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂, 푏̂푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in푏̂
†, 푏̂†푏̂in + 푏̂
†
in푏̂},
{퐴d}
T = {푖훼푒−푖휔푡푎̂, 푖훼∗푒푖휔푡푎̂†, 훼푒−푖휔푡푎̂ + 훼∗푒푖휔푡푎̂†, 0, 0, 0}.
We also here have to notice that the particular form of quadratic Hamiltonian ℍ2 excludes any usefulness of transfor-
mation to rotating frame of coordinate, and the optical frequency here is measured absolutely. Linearization of the
corresponding Langevin equations around the mean values gives rise to the partitions [10]
[Maa] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖2(휔 − 푔2훽+푚̄) − 휅 0 −푖
1
2
푔2푚̄
0 −푖2(휔 − 푔2훽+푚̄) − 휅 푖
1
2
푔2푚̄
푖푔2푚̄ −푖푔2푚̄ −휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (36)
[Mab] = 푖
푔2
2
(
푛̄ +
1
2
) ⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 1 −1
−1 −1 1
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
[Mba] = 푖푔2
(
푚̄ +
1
2
) ⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 1 −훽−
−1 −1 훽−
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
[Mbb] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−푖2(Ω + 푔2훽+푛̄) − Γ 0 −푖푔2훽−푛̄
0 푖2(Ω + 푔2훽+푛̄) − Γ 푖푔2훽−푛̄
푖2푔2훽−푛̄ −푖2푔2훽−푛̄ −Γ
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, photon and phonon frequencies already have shifted to the new values 휔+푔1−2푔2 → 휔, andΩ−2푔2 → Ω, and
we have assumed that the optical drive is actually resonant with the newly shifted value. The input vector and decay
matrix have to be reformatted as [10]
{퐴in}
T =
{
푎̂in, 푎̂
†
in,
1
2
(푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in), 푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in,
1
2
(푏̂in + 푏̂
†
in)
}
, (37)
[훾] = Diag
[
푛̄휅, 푛̄휅, 4푛̄휅, 2|푑̄|Γ, 2|푑̄|Γ, 4|푑̄|Γ] .
Finally, the mean photon and phonon values are to be found from the nonlinearly coupled algebraic equations [10]
4|훼|2 = (푔1 + 푔2)2푚̄2푛̄, (38)
4푛̄|훼|2 = 푔2
1
(푚̄2 − 푚̄),
together with 4|푑̄|2 = 푚̄2 − 푚̄, required to complete the set of equations (37). Combining these two equations leads
for the near resonant case to the fourth-order algebraic equation in terms of
√
푛̄ as
2|훼|푛̄2 + 푔21
푔1 + 푔2
√
푛̄ = 푔2
1
2|훼|
(푔1 + 푔2)
2
. (39)
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This equation reveals that in the limit of very strong near-resonant pumping, the cavity photon population gets saturated
to the value 푛̄max = (1 + 휌)
−1 where 휌 = 푔2∕푔1. This particular behavior of cavity photon number has already been
observed under numerical simulations [10]. However, cavity phonon number 푚̄ can still continue to increase almost
proportional to the input photon flux as 푚̄ ∝ |훼|. If the pump frequency is not exactly tuned to the shifted cavity
frequency as described under (36), therefore we always have 푛̄max < 1, with no apparent limit on 푚̄. In absence of
momentum interactions with 푔2 = 0, the cavity photon number will be clamped to 푛̄ = 1 via non-resonant quadratic
interactions.
If the pump is however accurately tuned to the altered cavity optical frequency 휔 + 푔1 − 2푔2 to obtain the on-
resonance criteria, it has been shown [10] that achieving this condition can result in a virtually unlimited increase
in steady-state cavity photon population 푛̄ while phonon population gets saturated around unity with 푚̄ ≈ 1. This
surprising behavior at resonance and off-resonance or near-resonance reveals that an observable quadratic effect could
be expected even if the cavity is not pumped resonantly, since anyhow the cross population 휓 = 푚̄푛̄ tends to increase
with the pump |훼|. If tuned to the shifted resonance, this product increases as 휓 ∝ |훼|2.
This mysterious behavior can explain the fact that quadratic interactions do not need resonant pumping, and once
they are strong enough and the pumping level is sufficiently high, they should be observable. This fact has also been
demonstrated in the numerical studies of this phenomenon [10]. One may therefore take the cross population 휓 as a
measure of strength of quadratic interactions. At high pump levels we have for an on-resonance relationship 휓 ∝ |훼|2,
while the off-resonance relationship reads 휓 ∝ |훼|.
It is useful from a practical point of view to know to what extent and how a quadratic optomechanical interaction
ℍ1 −ℍ2 could be influenced and even possibly masked by a non-vanishing basic optomechanical interactionℍ0. This
will enable one to rigorously differentiate between the type and strength of standard basic optomechanical and quadratic
optomechanical responses to an excitation. Since the non-vanishing 푔0 is expected to be randomly non-zero from one
fabricated device to the other, the possible range of non-zero 푔0 could be scanned and the responses should be averaged
to come up with a practically meaningful expectation for the possible response. In order for this to be done, one would
need to include the optomechanical interactionℍ0 in the formulation as well. Proceedingwith the same basis as (32) is
possible but with the minor correction to the coefficients matrix (34) and (36) as well as the equations for steady-state
populations (38).
It is straightforward to calculate the change in each of the four partitions as follows before and after linearization.
The exact change in (34) before linearization is given by
[ΔM̂aa] = 2푖푔0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푏̂ + 푏̂† 0 0
0 −푏̂ − 푏̂† 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (40)
[ΔM̂ba] = 푖푔0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 푏̂
0 0 −푏̂†
0 0 −푏̂ + 푏̂†
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
while [ΔM̂ab] = [ΔM̂bb] = [0]. It is seen that [ΔM̂] is unsurprisingly proportional to the non-vanishing optomechan-
ical interaction rate 푔0. These relations can be further linearized as
[ΔM̂aa] = 4푖ℜ[푏̄]푔0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (41)
[ΔM̂ba] = 푖푔0
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 푏̄
0 0 −푏̄
0 0 −2푖ℑ[푏̄]
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, 푏̄ shall be determined from the second relation of (18) as
푏̄ =
푖푔0푛̄
푖Ω +
1
2
Γ
, (42)
together with (38) for 푛̄, 푚̄, and 푑̄. It should be noticed that in the ideal mathematical sense, one would expect 푏̄ =
√
푑̄.
However, for a nearly vanishing 푔0 with indeterminate and uncertain value close to zero, this approximation should be
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enough to give a sense of a basis optomechanical interaction entering into the picture. The reason is simply that any
actual error in this calculation of 푏̄ could be directly attributed to magnitude 푔0.
When pumping strongly on resonance with 푔0 not vanishing, the optomechanical tri-state equation (18) and the
quadratic state equation (38) compete to determine the photon population 푛̄. One from (18) may expect that 푛̄ ∝ 3
√|훼|2,
while it can be shown by inspection of governing state equation [10] that for resonantly pumped quadratic interaction
requires 푛̄ ∝ |훼|2 which growsmore rapidly than the other effect. Surprisingly, quadratic interaction on resonance does
not heat up the cavity, since phonon population would anyhow remains locked to a value very close to unity 푚̄ ≈ 1.
This behavior is similar to the weakly coupled optomechanics with 푔 = 푔0
√
푛̄ <<
√
Ω|Δ|, which infers the same type
of behavior according to (18).
Hence, for a non-vanishing optomechanical interaction rate 푔0, we can expect that at a sufficiently high pump
level, and given that it is exactly tuned to the shifted cavity resonance, the optomechanical interaction will be perfectly
masked by the quadratic interaction and therefore could be neglected and completely ignored.
2.7. Basic Understanding of Side-band Inequivalence
As a remarkable conclusions to this section, which could be drawn from higher-order analysis of optomechanical
systems is non-zero difference in frequency shifts of red- and blue-side-bands. While it is a well-known fact that the
amplitudes of these side-bands are a bit different due to finite thermal occupation number of phonons, it is almost
unnoticed that the corresponding frequency shifts are also not exactly equal. Termed as side-band inequivalence
[13], this fact has been discussed in much details later §9. The side-band inequivalence can be estimated as 1
2
훿 =
1
2
(Δ푟+Δ푏)−Δ, which represents the difference of the non-zero average of red-shiftedΔ푟 and blue-shiftedΔ푏 detunings
from the pump at Δ. It is expected that if Δ푟 = Δ + Ω and Δ푏 = Δ − Ω, then 훿 must be zero. Even, the existence of
optomechanical spring effect, which causes symmetric shift of effective mechanical frequency as Δ푟 = Δ+ (Ω + 훿Ω)
and Δ푏 = Δ − (Ω + 훿Ω) should again lead to the same. But this is not the case, even for resonant pump which the
optomechanical spring effect identically vanishes 훿Ω(Δ = 0) = 0.
In order to estimate 훿, we may first notice that the second-order system of optomechancial equations with the 3×3
coefficients matrix (28) gives three distinct complex-valued eigenvalues corresponding to the frequencies and decay
rates associated with the central (Rayleigh) peak, red, and blue side-bands. The real parts of eigenvalues corresponding
to the red and blue side-bands turn out not to be equally spaced from the pump. Following a 3 × 3 formalism leads to
third-order algebraic equations for the eigenvalues and solutions need to be expanded as power series in terms of the
fraction 푔0∕Ω. When 푔0 << Ω, the approximation leads to the above expression as
훿 ≈
2푔2
0
푛̄
Ω
. (43)
Obviously, this above expression is valid and makes practical sense only for weakly-coupled and side-band resolved
cavities at weak coupling, where Ω >> 푔, 휅 where 푔 = 푔0
√
푛̄. While one would expect that a large side-band
inequivalence could be observed by increased intracavity photon number and/or pumping rate, this is certainly not
the case for Doppler cavities with 휅 > Ω, where very large intracavity photon numbers 푛̄ are attainable. However, a
thorough study of this effect and various experiments in §9shall provide further insight and a more accurate expression
to replace (43).
Basically, a cavity which is not side-band resolved disallows clear observation of side-bands, as they are strongly
suppressed by fluctuating noise. On the one hand, numerical tests reveal that side-band inequivalence does actually
exist and should be mathematically strong in Doppler cavities. On the other hand, side-bands are strongly damped
and suppressed, which implies that they cannot be resolved and probably are physically unimportant altogether. This
combination of opposing facts shows that side-band resolved cavities must be used.
A side-band resolved cavity also sets a stringent limit on the maximum practically attainable intracavity photon
number 푛̄, and thus the expected amount of inequivalence 훿Ω. However, the available enhanced interaction rate 퐺 =
푔0푛̄ is still limited, so that strongly coupled cavities with large 푔0 can only accommodate very few intracavity photons
푛̄. Again, there is a maximum practical limit on how large a practically observable side-band inequivalence could be.
For all practical purposes, the normalized dimensionless side-band inequivalence defined as 훿̄ = 훿∕Ω for various types
of solid-state optomechanical and superconductive electromechanical systems seem to be bounded to 10−6 to 10−4.
Larger values up to a few percent on the order of 10−2 are yet observable in other types of optomechanical systems
and equivalent experiments, such as Raman/Brillouin scattering.
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Intuitively, the side-band inequivalence is a combined result of both modulation nonlinearity and backaction work-
ing together. Absence of either of these two mechanisms makes the effect to fade away. To this end, we may consider
four different scenarios as follows:
• If we ignore the backaction and keep only the nonlinearity, the side-bands will appear exactly at Δ ± 푗Ω, with
obviously no side-band inequivalence even for the first-order side-bands at 푗 = 1.
• With no modulation nonlinearity and keeping only the backaction term, there will be only first-order sidebands
with the optical spring effect appearing as Δ ± (Ω + 훿Ω).
• With no backaction and no modulation nonlinearity, there will be only two first-order red and blue side-bands
exactly at Δ ± Ω with no optical spring effect.
• With both of the backaction and modulation nonlinearity terms kept, one may expect to have both of the optical
spring and side-band inequivalence terms appearing.
However, a resonant pumpΔ = 0 demands zero spring effect 훿Ω = 0, while the side-band inequivalence 훿 is essentially
independent of the pump detuning Δ. Obviously, this holds true as long as the intracavity photon number 푛̄ could be
kept constant since 푛̄ is also respectively a function of detuning Δ and pump power.
To wrap up this section, we described different approaches to solve the standard basic, and standard quadratic, and
non-standardquadratic optomechanical problems. The conventionalmethod of linearizingLangevin equations in terms
of ladder operators may not be useful for study of quadratic and higher-order effects, however, definition of higher-
order alternative bases could provide a means to conveniently analyze and understand higher-order nonlinear effects
in quantum physics. It was shown that the cross population of photons and phonons could be taken as a measure of the
strength of quadratic interactions, which increases porportional to or quadratically with respectively off-resonance and
on-resonancestrong pumping. We also argued that in the presence of a non-vanishingbasic optomechanical interaction,
on-resonance quadratic pumping could easily mask out the basic optomechanical interaction. More importantly, while
the intensity of quadratic interactions increase with the square of input pump power at resonance, the cavity phonon
number gets saturated normally to a sub-unity value. This highlights the fact that it is possible to observe quadratic
interactions at high illumination power, without heating the cavity up. We also provided a preliminary analysis of the
unexpected symmetry breaking, side-band inequivalence.
3. Nonlinear Optomechanical Hamiltonian
In this section, we revisit the basic theory of quantum optomechanics, which is here reconstructed from first prin-
ciples. This has been accomplished by fist finding a Lagrangian from light’s equation of motion, which is subsequently
proceeded to the Hamiltonian. The interaction terms expressing optomechanical phenomena are are nonlinear and
include quadratic and higher-order interactions as well. These quadratic interactions seem not to vanish under any
possible choice of canonical parameters, and this fact lead to new coupling terms between mechanical momentum
and field. While the first quadrature of mechanical motion, being the mechanical displacement is already linked to
the optics through radiation pressure, there has been otherwise no known evidence of simultaneous interaction with
the second quadrature. The existence of quadratic mechanical parametric interaction is then demonstrated rigorously,
which has been so far assumed phenomenologically in previous studies. Corrections to the quadratic terms are shown
to be particularly significant when the mechanical frequency is of the same order or larger than the electromagnetic
frequency. We show that quadratic interactions fall into two major category, which we refer to as the standard and
non-standard quadratic terms, respectively providing access to the first and second quadratures of mechanical field.
Further discussions on the squeezing as well as relativistic corrections are presented, and it has been demonstrated
that relativistic terms also take form of non-standard quadratic optomechanics. Since any relativistic effect has to deal
with the speed at which the mechanical motion takes place, it must deal with the second quadrature as well. So, the
relativistic corrections to optomechanical interactions are also quadratic at least, and can be effectively combined with
the non-standard optomechanical interaction terms.
The general field of quantum optomechanics is based on the standard optomechanical Hamiltonian, which is ex-
pressed as the simple product of photon number 푛̂ and the position 푥̂ operators, having the form ℍOM = −ℏ푔0푛̂푥̂
[1, 2, 4, 24] with 푔0 being the single-photon coupling rate. This is mostly referred to a classical paper by Law [5],
where the non-relativistic Hamiltonian is obtained through Lagrangian dynamics of the system. This basic interaction
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is behind numerous exciting theoretical and experimental studies, which demonstrate a wide range of applications. The
optomechanical interaction ℍOM is inherently nonlinear by its nature, which is quite analogous to the third-order Kerr
optical effect in nonlinear optics [25, 26]. These for instance include the optomechanical arrays [27–36], squeezing
of phonon states [37–39], Heisenberg’s limited measurements [40], non-reciprocal optomechanical systems [41–46],
sensing [47–49], engineered dissipation [50], engineered states [51], and non-reciprocal acousto-optical effects in op-
tomechanical crystals [52–54].
Recent ideas in this field such as microwave-optical conversion [55–58], cavity electrooptics [59–61], optome-
chanical induced transparency [62–64, 74], and optomechanical verification of Bell’s inequality [66] all emerge as
closely related duals of quantum optomechanical systems, which are described within a completely identical frame-
work. Furthermore, quantum chaos which had been predicted in quantum optomechanics [3, 67] and cavity quantum
electro-dynamical systems [68, 69], has been recently observed in optomechanics [70, 71].
Usually, the analysis in all these above works is ultimately done within the linearized approximation of ladder
operators. The difficulty arising with linearization is that when quadratic effects are involved, then the fourth-order
quadratic and third-order optomechanical terms both simplify as products. This approximation in addition to discarding
nonlinear behaviormay cause additional loss of accuracy, particularly whereℍOM interaction is non-existent or vanish-
ingly small. For applications where strongly nonlinear quadratic or even quartic effects are primarily pursued, 푔0 may
be designed to be identically zero [72–78], which urges need for accurate knowledge of higher-order interaction terms.
Similar situation also could arise in trapped ultracold atomic gases [79], where linear interactions identically vanish.
Relevant Physical phenomena in optomechanics such as four-wave mixing, also is suitably described by higher order
interaction terms [80]. Moreover, significance and prominent role of such nonlinear interactions has been observed in
few recent experiments [81, 82].
It is to be noticed here that the method of higher-order operators actually was originally born to study the quadratic
effects arising in these types of strongly nonlinear interactions. Since any attemptmade to full linearization of quadratic
terms will put back these interactions into the form of a simple product, and thus eliminating the underlying physics.
To be discussed later in 10, it has been already shown that not only non-standard interactions can be well studied
using the toolbox of higher-order operators, but also, existence of non-standard quadratic terms may imply a finite
and observable effect in the limit of large mechanical frequency. The successful application and general extension
of higher-order operators to conventional optomechanics §8, side-band inequivalence §9, cross-Kerr interactions §11,
and other areas of nonlinear quantum and classical physics §12 had been neither planned nor foreseen at first.
We here show that a careful review of the underlying theory [5] normally involves a number of physical approxima-
tions in formulation of the problem such as the non-relativistic limit [83, 84], which makes the unified description of
relativistic photon momenta and non-relativistic mirror motion inaccurate. As it is being shown here, a full treatment
of the latter will yield higher-order multi-particle interactions. Such quadratic interactions have been recently used
phenomenologically [75] without a rigorous theoretical basis. Similar yet weaker interactions may be also drawn from
relativistic corrections [85] as discussed here. In that sense, the quadratic interactions are shown to receive contribu-
tions from both non-relativistic and relativistic terms, which become quite significant when the mechanical frequency
is comparable or larger than the electromagnetic frequency.
The basic theory to be discussed is based on two important and basic assumptions. We first assume that the cavity
mode decomposition is valid independent of the mirror motion. Second, the electric fields vanish at the mirror surface
in the frame that the Lagrangian is constructed. These assumptions seem reasonable in the usual discussions with much
lowermechanical frequencieswhen the cavity mode change can be treated adiabatically. However, when the endmirror
oscillates at a very high frequency, it dresses the cavity modes so that the mode frequency might become undefined
invalidating the assumption of mode decomposition. At higher frequencies, it has also been known and demonstrated
that the mirror undergoing relativistic motion could produce photons from vacuum, known as the dynamical Casimir
effect [86, 87]. This is of course beyond the regime being explored in this section.
The study presented here in this section is not without its own approximation. A major approximation applied is
the one-dimensional description of optomechanical structure. While this is known to be quite a reasonably accurate
description of optomechanics, no one has made an attempt to rederive the nonlinear full optomechanical Hamiltonian
in cavities with finite size and arbitrary shapes. It can be correctly expected that as long as only linearized interactions
having the form of products are concerned, the actual shape and volume of cavity is mathematically irrelevant. Cer-
tainly, this is not the case for nonlinear interactions and specially quadratic forms which are strongly nonlinear. It is
not obvious either that what approach should be taken to improve the accuracy of such descriptions.
Another very interesting but not directly relevant result of this analysis is a set of new expressions for the irrational
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number 휋, which are found through Fourier analysis, one example of which is to be revealed in (62).
The focus of the first two subsections §3.1 and §3.2 is to assert the claim, and demonstrate what term is missing
and why it happens. As it will be shown and rigorously proven, even for the simplest case of interaction with a single-
optical mode, a new term of the type 푞̇2푄2 representing quadratic momentum 푞̇ and optical field 푄 interactions is
found, the origin of which is also identified. For the more general case of multi-mode optical fields, the situation is
even much more complex and there are a few more missing terms to consider. Once the Lagrangian is known, the
Hamiltonian is subsequently constructed in §3.3.
Ultimately, it shall be demonstrated that the nature of optomechanical interaction under large electromagnetic
frequency is remarkably different from large mechanical frequency. For the first case, only the instantaneous position
of mirror is important and it is the displacement of mirror which takes part; this has been the widely known and
largely investigated case up to now. However, in the regime of large mechanical frequency it is the momentum of
mirror which becomes important and dominant. Intuitively, this effect enters the optomechanical interaction through
momentum conservation which has to be preserved.
3.1. The Equations of Motion
The one-dimensional wave equation for transverse component of the magnetic potential퐴 (푥, 푡) in the dimensional
form is expressed as [5]
푐2퐴푥푥 (푥, 푡) = 퐴푡푡 (푥, 푡) , (44)
where 푥 and 푡 are respectively the position and time coordinates, and 푐 is the speed of light in free space. Suppose the
instantaneous Fourier series relations for the magnetic vector potential are defined as [5]
푄푘 (푡) =
1
푐
√
2푆
휇0푞 (푡) ∫
푞(푡)
0
퐴 (푥, 푡) sin
[
휅푘 (푡) 푥
]
푑푥,
퐴 (푥, 푡) = 푐
√
2휇0
푆푞 (푡)
∞∑
푘=1
푄푘 (푡) sin
[
휅푘 (푡) 푥
]
,
휔푘 (푡) = 푐휋푘∕푞 (푡) = 푐휅푘 (푡) , (45)
where 푆 is the cross-sectional area, 휇0 is the permeability of vacuum. This arrangement ensures that the definition of
canonical variables can be used later, so that 푄̇푘
2 simply takes on the dimension of energy. By the term instantaneous
we imply that the Fourier series are composed at a given time 푡, at which a momentarily snapshot of the system is
taken. Hence, the coefficients of such Fourier series needs to be updated in time and become time-dependent. This
is in contrast to the general picture of Fourier series where the entire spectrum fits into the expansion and coefficients
take on time-independent. It would have been possible to equally expand the magnetic potential a bit different, such
as 퐴(푥, 푡) = ∫ (푘) sin[푘푥 − 휔(푘)푡]푑푘, using an appropriate redefinition of dispersion 휔(푘). While the latter is
mathematically equivalent and more common in Fourier analysis, the use of assumed form (45) actually provides a
much more straightforward way to study the optomechanical interaction phenomena, from which we deduce identities
and obtain all sorts of nonlinear interactions.
One may furthermore define the functions 푓푘 =
√
2∕푞 sin
(
휅푘푥
)
and 푔푘 =
√
2∕푞 cos
(
휅푘푥
)
, and hence 퐴 (푥, 푡) =
푠
∑
푄푘푓푘 where 푠 = 푐
√
휇0∕푆. Here, the inner product is also defined as (푎|푏) = ∫ 푞0 푎푏푑푥 such that the following
relations may be found(
푓푘|푓푗) = 훿푘푗 ,(
푓푘
|||휅푗푥||| 푔푗) = 훼푘푗 ,(
푓푘
|||휅2푗 푥2||| 푔푗) = 훽푘푗 . (46)
After straightforward calculations one obtains
훼푘푗 = −
1
2
훿푘푗 + 푔푘푗 ,
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훽푘푗 =
(
푘2
휋2
3
−
1
2
)
훿푘푗 + ℎ푘푗 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푘2
휋2
3
−
1
2
, 푘 = 푗,
8
(−1)푘+푗푘푗3
(푘2−푗2)
2 , 푘 ≠ 푗. (47)
Here, the anti-symmetric coefficients 푔푘푗 and ℎ푘푗 are
푔푘푗 = −푔푗푘 =
{
0, 푘 = 푗,
2
(−1)푘+푗푘푗
푗2−푘2
, 푘 ≠ 푗,
ℎ푘푗 =
{
0, 푘 = 푗,
8
(−1)푘+푗푘푗3
(푘2−푗2)
2 , 푘 ≠ 푗. (48)
Differentiating 푓푘 and 푔푘 with respect to 푡, noting that 휅̇푘 = −푞̇휅푘∕푞, gives
̇푓푘 = −
푞̇
푞
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
,
푔̇푘 = −
푞̇
푞
(
1
2
푔푘 − 푥휅푘푓푘
)
,
푓̈푘 = −
푞̈푞 − 푞̇2
푞2
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
+
푞̇2
푞2
(
1
4
푓푘 + 2푥휅푘푔푘 − 푥
2휅푘
2푓푘
)
. (49)
It is possible now to differentiate 퐴 (푥, 푡) with respect to position and time to obtain the relations
푐2
푠
퐴푥푥 (푥, 푡) = −
∑
휔푘
2푄푘푓푘,
1
푠
퐴푡 (푥, 푡) =
∑
푄̇푘푓푘 −
푞̇
푞
∑
푄푘
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
,
1
푠
퐴푡푡 (푥, 푡) =
∑
푄̈푘푓푘 − 2
푞̇
푞
∑
푄̇푘
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
−
푞̈푞 − 푞̇2
푞2
∑
푄푘
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
,
+
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푄푘
(
1
4
푓푘 + 2푥휅푘푔푘 − 푥
2휅푘
2푓푘
)
. (50)
Therefore, the wave equation reads
−
∑
휔푘
2푄푘푓푘 =
∑
푄̈푘푓푘 −
푞̇
푞
∑
푄̇푘
(
푓푘 + 2푥휅푘푔푘
)
−
푞̈
푞
∑
푄푘
(
1
2
푓푘 + 푥휅푘푔푘
)
+
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푄푘
(
3
4
푓푘 + 3푥휅푘푔푘 − 푥
2휅푘
2푓푘
)
. (51)
Now, the inner product relationships (46) and some further simplification to be discussed later in §3.10 help us to
obtain the equation of motion as
푄̈푘 = −휔푘
2푄푘 + 푟푘
푞̇2
푞2
푄푘 + 2
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄̇푗 +
푞̈
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗 +
푞̇2
푞2
∑(
ℎ푘푗 − 3푔푘푗
)
푄푗 , (52)
where all summations are nonzero only for 푗 ≠ 푘, and also we adopt the definition
푟푘 = 푘
2휋
2
3
+
1
4
. (53)
The related equation in Law’s paper [5]
푄̈푘 = −휔푘
2푄푘 + 2
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄̇푗 +
푞̈
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗 +
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푔푘푗푔푙푗푄푙 −
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푔푘푗푄푗 , (54)
is completely equivalent, but apparently different in presentation. Similarly, onemay directly deduce from theNewton’s
equation of motion
푚푞̈ = −
휕
휕푥
푉 (푥) +
푆
2휇0
퐵2 (푞, 푡) = −
휕
휕푥
푉 (푥) +
1
푞
∑
(−1)푘+푗휔푘휔푗푄푘푄푗 . (55)
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3.2. Lagrangian
The associated Lagrangian which leads to the above set of Euler equations is given by
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 − 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푄̇2
푘
− 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
−
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗푄̇푘
+
푞̇2
2푞2
∑(
ℎ푘푗 − 2푔푘푗 + 푟푘훿푘푗
)
푄푘푄푗 . (56)
It should be again noticed that ℎ푘푘 = 0 by (48), which together with the antisymmetry of coefficients 푔푘푗 from (48),
allows further simplification to reach
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 − 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푄̇2
푘
− 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
+
푞̇2
2푞2
∑
푑푘푗푄푘푄푗 −
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗푄̇푘, (57)
where 푑푘푗 =
1
2
(
ℎ푘푗 + ℎ푗푘
)
+ 푟푘훿푘푗 is related to the symmetric part of ℎ푘푗 , given by
푑푘푗 = 푑푗푘 =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푟푘, 푘 = 푗,
4
(−1)푘+푗푘푗
(
푘2+푗2
)
(푘2−푗2)
2 , 푘 ≠ 푗. (58)
This is to be compared with the quite different expression by Law [5] given by
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 − 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푄̇2
푘
− 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
+
푞̇2
2푞2
∑
푔푙푘푔푙푗푄푘푄푗 −
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗푄̇푘, (59)
which indeed consistently satisfies the Euler’s pair of equations.
Let us here take a deeper look into why (57) and (59) are not identical. Firstly, the mathematical discrepancy
between (57) and (59) shows up in the quadratic terms as non-standard optomechanical momentum-field interactions,
and both ways of formulating Lagrangians (57) and (59) lead to identical terms in third-order optomechanicsℍOM, as
well as higher-order nonlinear terms up to the standard quadratic process. The lowest order mathematical difference
between (57) and (59) is therefore the fourth- and higher-order non-standard quadratic terms, and otherwise (57) and
(59) are actually equivalent. And the reason for the apparent difference originates from the way modes are allowed
to interact. In the single-mode 1:1 regime, where only one mechanical and one optical modes are allowed to interact,
the double summations of the Lagrangian (59) involve one single term on the outermost summation. If the innermost
summation is to be taken also with only one single term, then the results of [5] based on Lagrangian (59) retain their
validity. However, physically speaking, there is no reason to cutoff both of the inner and outer summations. Hence, it
seems to the author that the inner summation should be still taken over infinite terms, fromwhich fourth-order quadratic
momentum-field non-standard interactions evolve and come into existence. Ultimately, these non-standard quadratic
terms are important only in the limit of large mechanical frequencyΩ where the electromagnetic frequency휔 is on the
same order of magnitude or smaller than Ω.
Under a rather idealistic case of when an infinite number of optical modes are involved in optomechanical inter-
action, and both summations are let to extend into infinity, it would be possible to demonstrate that (57) and (59) are
actually the same. For this to occur, we need first to show (52) and (54) are the same representations of the same
identities, too. This is not too difficult to prove, indeed. Firstly, the diagonal terms are equal if∑
푘
푔푘푗푔푘푗 = 푟푗 = 푑푗푗 , (60)
which holds true, only if the identity
∞∑
푗=1,푗≠푘
4푘2푗2(
푗2 − 푘2
)2 = 푘2휋23 + 14 , (61)
holds, which surprisingly does. It is possible to verify the correctness of (S3-18) through numerical summation over
the index 푗 for various choices of 푘 ≥ 1. Hence, we have already obtained new representations for the irrational number
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휋 as byproduct of optomechanical analysis. For instance, we can take 푘 = 1 or 푘 = 2 from which we respectively get
휋 =
√√√√12[ ∞∑
푗=2
푗2(
푗2 − 1
)2
]
−
3
4
,
휋 =
√√√√12[ ∞∑
푗=3
푗2(
푗2 − 4
)2
]
+
55
48
. (62)
Similar weird expressions can be deduced following larger values of 푘 ≥ 3.
For a single-mode system with only one radiation mode, we may easily notice that (52) and (54) become readily
identical. This becomes more clear by noticing that 푔푘푘 = ℎ푘푘 = 0, and hence for a system with only one elec-
tromagnetic radiation mode, (52) becomes 푄̈ = −휔2푄 +
(
푟푞−2푞̇2
)
푄, with 푟 = 푟1. This is while Law’s expression
(54) is 푄̈ = −휔2푄 + 푞−2푞̇2
(∑
푔1푗푔1푗
)
푄. But (60) requires that 푟 =
∑
푔1푗푔1푗 , which confirms the equivalency for
single-mode systems on the condition that both the inner and outer summations are cutoff.
As for a multimode system, and by comparing (56) and (59) one would need∑
푔푘푙푔푗푙 = 푑푘푗 = 푟푘훿푘푗 − 2푔푘푗 + ℎ푘푗 , (63)
in order to (52) and (54) be identical. This can be put to numerical tests, and is in fact accurately satisfied, too. Hence,
the single-mode Lagrangian in the non-relativistic limit can be written in the form
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 − 푉 (푞) +
1
2
[
푄̇2 − 휔2 (푞)푄2
]
+
푞̇2
2푞2
푟푄2. (64)
The last term has been usually ignored so far in the literature, and will result in momentum-field coupling. In the
remainder of this section, we focus on nonlinear terms arising from this interaction, and then also add up the relativistic
corrections in the end.
3.3. Hamiltonian
The definition of canonical momenta taken here is
푃푘 = 푄̇푘 −
푞̇
푞
∑
퐴푘푗푄푗 ,
푝 = 푚푞̇ −
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗푃푘푄푗 , (65)
with 퐴푘푗 and 퐵푘푗 being some transformation coefficients to be determined later. One here may take advantage of the
degree of freedom in choice of 퐴푘푗 and 퐵푘푗 to get rid of unwanted summation terms in the Hamiltonian. It has to
be here noticed again that the existence of the last term of (64), being completely new even under the single-mode
operation, has nothing to do with the choice of canonical momenta. That implies the final resulting single-mode (and
therefore multi-mode) Hamiltonian will be inevitably different, incorporating a few new terms. The Hamiltonian may
be now derived from the Lagrangian by iterated use of (65) and through the relationship
 = 푝푞̇ +∑푃푘푄̇푘 − , (66)
as
 =
[
푚푞̇ −
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗
(
푄̇푘 −
푞̇
푞
∑
퐴푘푙푄푙
)
푄푗
]
푞̇ +
∑(
푄̇푘 −
푞̇
푞
∑
퐴푘푗푄푗
)
푄̇푘 − . (67)
Law [5] arbitrates the choice퐴푘푗 = 퐵푘푗 = 푔푘푗 . But by going furtherwith this choice for a single-mode optical field,
it will be evident that 푃 = 푄̇ and 푝 = 푚푞̇, hence, still resulting in an extra nonlinear term proportional to 푝2푄2∕푞2 in
the Hamiltonian, leading to a fourth-ordermomentum-field interaction. This will be discussed shortly in the following.
Hence, the Lagrangian  found in the above yields the Hamiltonian below after some algebra
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 + 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푄̇2
푘
+ 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
−
푞̇
푞
∑(
퐴푘푗 + 퐵푘푗 − 푔푘푗
)
푄̇푘푄푗
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+
푞̇2
2푞2
∑(
2
∑
퐵푘푗퐴푘푙 − 푑푗푙
)
푄푙푄
푗
. (68)
Here is readily evident now by (63), that the last term can be made identically zero, only if 푑푗푙 =
∑
푔푘푗푔푘푙 =
2
∑
퐵푘푗퐴푘푙. This not only cannot be satisfied by Law’s choice 퐴푘푗 = 퐵푘푗 = 푔푘푗 , but also the second summation
term nonlinear in 푞̇푄̇푘 will also survive, further complicating the Hamiltonian formulation.
Now, further elimination of 푞̇ and 푄̇푘 from (65) gives
 = 1
2푚
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗푃푘푄푗
)2
+ 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑
휔2
푘
푄푘
2
+
1
2
∑[
푃푘 +
1
푚푞
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
퐵푙푚푃푙푄푚
)∑
퐴푘푗푄푗
]2
−
1
푚푞
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗푃푘푄푗
)∑
퐶푘푗
[
푃푘 +
1
푚푞
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗푃푘푄푗
)∑
퐴푘푗푄푗
]
푄푗
+
1
2푚2푞
2
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
퐵푘푗푃푘푄푗
)2∑
퐷푗푙푄푙푄푗 . (69)
Here,퐶푘푗 = 퐴푘푗+퐵푘푗−푔푘푗 and퐷푗푙 = 2
∑
퐵푘푗퐴푘푙−푑푗푙. Dealing directly with such an intractable and long expression
is without doubt too tough. Instead, we may tweak Law’s choice slightly as 퐴푘푗 = 퐵푘푗 =
1
2
푔푘푗 , which allows (68) be
greatly simplified as
 = 1
2
푚푞̇2 + 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푄̇2
푘
+ 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
−
푞̇2
4푞2
∑
푑푘푗푄푘푄푗 . (70)
This can be further eventually expanded and simplified as
 = 1
2푚
(
푝 +
1
2푞
∑
푔푘푗푃푘푄푗
)2
+ 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푃푘
2 + 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
+
1
4푚푞
(
푝 +
1
2푞
∑
푔푘푗푃푘푄푗
)∑
푔푘푗푃푘푄푗 −
1
8푚2푞2
(
푝 +
1
2푞
∑
푔푘푗푃푘푄푗
)2∑
푑푘푗푄푘푄푗 . (71)
The last two terms of this Hamiltonian can be expanded to obtain multiple orders of interactions. These include higher-
order tripartite phonon/two-photon, and quadpartite two-phonon/two-photon interactions, which does not exist in the
Law’s Hamiltonian [5], given by
 = 1
2푚
(
푝 +
1
푞
∑
푔푘푗푃푘푄푗
)2
+ 푉 (푞) +
1
2
∑(
푃푘
2 + 휔2
푘
푄푘
2
)
. (72)
As it appears, (72) is missing two very different types of momentum field interaction as the last two summation terms
of (71). This fact becomes evident in below.
3.4. Single Optical Mode
The interesting difference between these two Hamiltonians becomes quite clear with consideration of only one
optical mode in the cavity. This simplifies our derived Hamiltonian to
 = 1
2푚
푝2 + 푉 (푞) +
1
2
[
푃 2 +
휋2
푞2
푄2
]
−
푟
8푚2푞2
푝2푄2, (73)
where 휔 (푞) = 휋∕푞 and 푟 ≅ 3.8, while the Law’s Hamiltonian [5] gives rise to the significantly different form
 = 1
2푚
푝2 + 푉 (푞) +
1
2
[
푃 2 +
휋2
푞2
푄2
]
. (74)
As it will be shown below, (73) and (74) agree only to the first order, and hence up to the standard optomechanical
Hamiltonian.
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3.5. Field Quantization
When the obtained Hamiltonian is moved to the realm of quantum mechanics, it is first needed to define the non-
commutation rules [푞̂, 푝̂] = 푖ℏ and [푄̂푘, 푃̂푗] = 푖ℏ훿푘푗 , with the commutation rules [푞̂, 푄̂푘] = [푄̂푘, 푝̂] = [푞̂, 푃̂푗] =
[푃̂푗 , 푝̂] = 0. This allows us to introduce the field creation and annihilation operators according to
푄̂푘 =
√
ℏ
2휔푘 (푞̂)
(
푎̂
†
푘
+ 푎̂푘
)
=
√
ℏ
휔푘 (푞̂)
ℚ푘,
푃̂푘 = 푖
√
ℏ휔푘 (푞̂)
2
(
푎̂
†
푘
− 푎̂푘
)
=
√
ℏ휔푘 (푞̂)ℙ푘, (75)
where휔푘 (푞̂) = 푐휋푘∕푞̂ is defined according to (45). Also for a mechanical resonant frequencyΩ and a spring restoring
potential
푉 (푞̂) =
1
2
푚Ω2(푞̂ − 푙)2, (76)
the displacement operator may be defined as 푞̂ = 푙 + 푥̂, where 푙 is the reference position of mirror, and hence the
phonon ladder operators as
푥̂ =
√
ℏ
2푚Ω
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
)
=
√
ℏ
푚Ω
픛,
푝̂ = 푖
√
ℏ푚Ω
2
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
)
=
√
ℏ푚Ω픓, (77)
with [푏̂, 푏̂†] = 1 and
[
픛,픓
]
= 푖.
Now, it is necessary first to symmetrize [84] the classical Hamiltonian prior to insertion of operators, to ensure
correct quantization of parameters. The process of symmetrization is done according to [88–90]
 {픸픹} = 1
2
(픸픹 + 픹픸) ,
 {픸픹ℂ} = 1
3
(픸 {픹ℂ} + 픹 {픸ℂ}+ℂ {픸픹}) , (78)
etc. Therefore, after symmetrization the final form of the Hamiltonian is given by
ℍ =
1
2푚
푝̂2 + 푉 (푞̂) +
1
2
∑(
푃̂ 2
푘
+ 휔2
푘
푄̂2
푘
)
+
1
4푚

{
1
푞̂2
(
푝̂푞̂ +
1
2
∑
푔푘푗 푃̂푘푄̂푗
)∑
푔푘푗푃̂푘푄̂푗
}
−
푟
8푚2

{
1
푞̂4
(
푝̂푞̂ +
1
2
∑
푔푘푗 푃̂푘푄̂푗
)2∑
푑푘푗푄̂푘푄̂푗
}
. (79)
For a single-optical mode, (79) greatly simplifies and one gets
ℍ =
1
2푚
푝̂2 + 푉 (푞̂) +
1
2
(
푃̂ 2 +
휋2
푞̂2
푄̂2
)
−
푟
8푚2

{
1
푞̂2
푝̂2
}
푄̂2. (80)
This has to be applied to the last interacting term, which involves

{
1
푞̂2
푝̂2
}
= 
{
푝̂2
푞̂2
}
. (81)
But symmetrization of a term which contains 푛 non-commuting terms, results in 푛! terms, which for this case sum up
to a total of 4! = 24 different expressions. The direct way to get around this situation is to first make an estimate of
which terms are the strongest in the limit of linearized interaction and ignore the rest. It is possible furthermore to use
the approximate replacement
1
푞̂푛
≅
1
푙푛
(
1 − 푛
푥̂
푙
)
, (82)
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to obtain
ℍ =
1
2푚
푝̂2 + 푉 (푞̂) +
1
2
[
푃̂ 2 + 휔2
(
1 − 2
푥̂
푙
+
4
푙2
푥̂2 +⋯
)
푄̂2
]
−
푟
8푚2푙2
 {푝̂2 (1 − 2 푥̂
푙
)}
푄̂2, (83)
where further substitutions should be taken as
푃̂ ≅
√
ℏ휔
(
1 −
1
2푙
푥̂ +
3
8푙2
푥̂2 +⋯
)
ℙ,
푄̂ ≅
√
ℏ
휔
(
1 +
1
2푙
푥̂ −
1
8푙2
푥̂2 +⋯
)
ℚ. (84)
This can be decomposed to the terms in consistency with (8) as
ℍ = ℍ푠 + ℍ0 + ℍ12 + ℍ34 +⋯ ,
ℍ푠 =
1
2
ℏΩ픓2 + 푈 (픛) +
1
2
ℏ휔
(
ℙ
2 +ℚ2
)
, (85)
whereℍ푠 contains non-interacting terms, there is no linear or product interaction,ℍ0 is the conventional optomechan-
ical interaction and is nonlinear having the third-order nonlinear, quadratic terms are ℍ12 and can be decomposed into
the position ℍ1 and momentum interactionℍ2 terms. Similarly, quintic or fifth-order nonlinear terms are ℍ34 and can
be decomposed into the position ℍ3 and momentum interaction ℍ4 terms. Hence, there are several distinct types of
nonlinear optomechanicalmulti-phonon/multi-photon interactions, which by defining푅 = 푟∕4 ≈ 0.95 are respectively
given by
ℍ0 = −
ℏ휔
2푙
√
ℏ
푚Ω
픛
(
ℙ
2 +ℚ2
)
,
ℍ12 =
ℏ2
2푙2푚
[
휔
Ω
픛2
(
ℙ
2 +ℚ2
)
− 푅
Ω
휔
픓2ℚ2
]
= ℍ1 + ℍ2
=
[
ℏ2
2푙2푚
(
휔
Ω
)
픛2
(
ℙ
2 +ℚ2
)]
+
[
−푅
ℏ2
2푙2푚
(
Ω
휔
)
픓2ℚ2
]
,
ℍ34 = −
ℏ
5
2
2푚
3
2 푙3
√
Ω
[
휔
Ω
픛3
(
ℙ
2 + ℚ2
)
− 2푅
Ω
휔
 {픓2픛}ℚ2] = ℍ3 + ℍ4
=
[
−
ℏ
5
2
2푚
3
2 푙3
√
Ω
(
휔
Ω
)
픛3
(
ℙ
2 + ℚ2
)]
+
[
푅
ℏ
5
2
푚
3
2 푙3
√
Ω
(
Ω
휔
) {픓2픛}ℚ2] , (86)
and so on for higher order interactions. Here, the expansion of symmetrized terms, for instance, gives
 {픓2픛} = 1
3
(
픓2픛 + 픛픓2 +픓픛픓
)
. (87)
The very important conclusion of this calculation is that the behavior of optomechanical interaction under large elec-
tromagnetic frequency Ω ≫ 휔 should be markedly different from large mechanical frequency 휔 ≫ Ω. On the one
hand, in the regime of large electromagnetic frequency, all momentum interaction terms vanish and one may disregard
ℍ2 andℍ4. On the other hand, in the regime of large mechanical frequency, all momentum interaction terms dominate
and one may disregard ℍ1 and ℍ3.
Now, it is noted that since usually 휔 ≫ Ω, it may observed that the first terms are much weaker than the second
terms. Hence, using the identity ℙ2 +ℚ2 = 1
2
푛̂ +
1
4
where 푛̂ is photon number operator, the following is obtained
ℍ0 = −
ℏ휔
푙
√
ℏ
푚Ω
픛
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
= −ℏ훼픛
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
,
ℍ1 =
ℏ2
푙2푚
휔
Ω
픛2
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
= +ℏ훽픛2
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
,
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ℍ3 = −
휔
Ω
ℏ
5
2
푚
3
2 푙3
√
Ω
픛3
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
= −ℏ훾픛3
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
, (88)
where ℍ0 ≡ ℍOM is the simple optomechanical interaction, and ℍ1 is known as the quadratic interaction. It has to be
emphasized that while ℍ0 ≡ ℍOM is actually nonlinear in the exact mathematical sense, it is the quadratic interaction
ℍ1 which is mostly referred to as the nonlinear interaction in the literature [72–74]. Since it is possible to make 푔0 and
thereforeℍ0 identically vanish by appropriate optomechanical design [72–75] in which the overlap integral of optical
and mechanical modes sums up to zero, hence the quadratic interactions ℍ1, and of course ℍ2, can then find physical
significance.
The quadratic interaction has been a subject of growing importance in the recent years in optomechanical sys-
tems [76–78] and beyond [79]. In [76] the photon statistics and blockade under ℍ1 interactions has been studied and
analytical expressions were derived. The quantum dissipative master function has been numerically solved and the
corresponding correlation functions were obtained. Interestingly, quadratic optomechanical interactions can arise at
the single-photon level, too, where rigorous analytical solutions have been devised [77]. Such type of interactions can
be also well described using equivalent nonlinear electrical circuits, where a Josephson junction brings in the desired
nonlinearity of quadratic interactions and terminate a pair of lumped transmission lines [78]. Finally, ultracold atoms
also can exhibit interactions of a comparable type which is mathematically equivalent to the quadratic interaction [79].
The single-photon multi-particle rates are given by
훼 =
휔
푙
√
ℏ
푚Ω
≡ √2푔0,
훽 =
ℏ
푙2푚
휔
Ω
,
훾 =
휔
Ω
ℏ
3
2
푚
3
2 푙3
√
Ω
. (89)
This summarizes the Hamiltonian as
ℍ = ℍnon + ℍint . (90)
in which ℍnon and ℍint are respectively the non-interacting and interacting Hamiltonians when 휔 ≫ Ω as
ℍnon = ℍ푠 −
1
2
ℏ
(
훼픛 − 훽픛2 + 훾픛3 +⋯
)
,
ℍint = ℏ
(
훼픛 − 훽픛2 + 훾픛3 +⋯
)
푛̂, (91)
which implies the absence of momentum-field interactions under the assumption of large electromagnetic frequency.
Now, the dimensionless constant 휃 is defined as
휃 =
1
푙
√
ℏ
푚Ω
=
푥zp
푙
, (92)
with 푥zp being the r.m.s. value of zero-point fluctuations, by which the following is deduced
훽 = 휃훼 ≪ 훼,
훾 = 휃훽 = 휃2훼 ≪ 훽. (93)
This implies that every kind of higher-order interaction is typically 휃 times weaker than the interaction of the preceding-
order. It should be noted that while such interactions are normally expected to rapidly vanish with the order increasing,
is a well-known fact that certain physical phenomena such as magnetism in solid 3He cannot be understood without
inclusion of four-particle interaction terms [91, 92]. It is worth here to mention that a detailed theory of optomechanics
in superfluid 4He has been developed [93], but no expression for the nonlinear terms has been reported. Interestingly,
optomechanical [94] and Brillouin lasing experiments [95] on superfluid He a droplets show consistency with side-
band inequivalence, although such systems are mechanically more complex and less understood.
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In general, the interaction ofmechanical and opticalmodes is not strictly one-dimensional, implying that the overlap
integral of normalizedmodes should also be taken into account. For instance, oddmechanical modes with even optical
modes have zero interaction. In that sense, tuning the interaction to an odd mode and then shining an even optical
mode, or vice versa, makes the optomechanical interaction identically zero by setting 훼 ≡ √2푔0 = 0. Then the lowest
order surviving interaction would be the ℍ4 term. This method has been used in [72–74] to highlight the quadratic
interaction and make its measurement much easier. It has been shown that these quadratic terms may be exploited for
direct observation of mechanical eigenmode jumps [72, 73], as well as two-phonon cooling and squeezing [74], while
the coupling strength 훽 could be increased by three orders of magnitude [73].
Moreover, the origin ofmechanical parametric couplingwhich has recently been phenomenologicallyhypothesized
[75] for the associated physical interactions cannot be understood without the presented analysis, although based on
some earlier experimental evidence [96].
It must be added that the condition 휔 ≫ Ω may be violated in carefully designed superconducting microwave
circuits and also the recently demonstrated molecular optomechanics [97], which signifies the importance of the픓2ℚ2
term inℍ4. It is furthermoreworthwhile to point out that the regime휔 = Ω can be indeed be accessed and investigated,
as it has been shown experimentally for superconducting circuit optomechanics [98]. The proposal of light propagation
in a cylinder with rotating walls [99] also requires accessing regimes where 휔 and Ω fall within the same order of
magnitude. Alternatively, in situations where 휔 ≪ Ω, the scaling will be then given as
휃 =
푅푥zp
푙
(
Ω2
휔2
)
, (94)
which shows a significant enhancement in this type of interactions.
3.6. Conditions for Observation of Momentum-Field Quadratic Interactions
In summary, two general criteria should be satisfied in a carefully designed experiment to allow investigation of
momentum-field quadratic interactions:
1. The optomechanical interaction ℍ3 must vanish to allow easier study of quadratic interaction ℍ4. This is quite
possible by design as extensively has been discussed in the above and literature [72–79].
2. Themechanical frequencyΩmust be of the same order of magnitude or exceeding the electromagnetic frequency
휔. This is also possible and at least one experiment using superconducting optomechanics [98] has accessed
this regime. Other possibilities are molecular optomechanics [97] as well as a rotating cylinder [99].
Evidently, suchmomentum-field quadratic interactionsmight bemore difficult to observe under normal experimen-
tal conditions compared to the regular optomechanical setups. However, progressive developments in the precision
and accuracy of optomechanics experiments, such as what happened for the case of Laser InterferometricGravitational
Observatory (LIGO) [100], could make it eventually possible to realize and probe such unexplored domains.
3.7. Linearized Quantization
The standardmethod to linearize the interactionHamiltonian can be nowused bymaking the substitutions 푎̂ → 푎̄+푎̂
where the new 푎̂ operator from now on stands for the non-classical perturbations and ⟨푎̂⟩ is a measure of optical field
amplitude. Then ignoring higher-order terms and retaining only the lowest-order interacting terms, we get
ℍ3 = −ℏ푔3
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
) (
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
, (95)
as well as
ℍ4 = +ℏ푔
+
4
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
)2 (
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
, 휔 ≫ Ω,
ℍ4 = +ℏ푔
−
4
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
)2 (
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
, 휔 ≪ Ω. (96)
Here, 휑 = ∡푎̄ and the coupling frequency rates are defined as
푔3 =
훼√
2
|푎̄| ≡ 푔0 |푎̄| ≡ 퐺,
푔+
4
=
훽
2
|푎̄| = 휃퐺,
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푔−
4
= 푅
Ω2
휔2
푔+
4
. (97)
Following the same method to linearize the mechanical motions, with the replacement 푏̂→ 푏̄+ 푏̂ where the new 푏̂
operator denotes the perturbations, gives rise to the expressions
ℍ4 = +ℏ퐺
+
4
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
) (
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
, 휔 ≫ Ω,
ℍ4 = +ℏ퐺
−
4
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
) (
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
, 휔 ≪ Ω, (98)
where 휗 = ∡푏̄ is set to zero without loss of generality, 퐺+
4
= 2 ||푏̄|| 푔+4 cos휗, and 퐺−4 = 2 ||푏̄|| 푔−4 sin휗. In general,
when 휔 ≫ Ω is violated, one would expect the momentum of mirror be coupled to the first quadrature of the radiation
field. This type of interaction can be compared to the normal optomechanical interaction (95), in which the position
is coupled to the first quadrature of the field. When the optical and mechanical frequencies do not differ by orders of
magnitude so that neither 휔 ≫ Ω nor 휔 ≪ Ω hold, then the linearized Hamiltonian could be recast as
ℍ4 = ℏ퐺
+
4
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
) (
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
+ ℏ퐺−
4
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
) (
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
. (99)
3.8. Squeezing in Quadratic Optomechanical Interaction
The linearized relationship (99) for the quadratic Hamiltonian can be written as
ℍ4 = ℏ퐺
(
푎̂픹† + 푎̂†픹
)
= ℏ퐺
(
픸
†푏̂ +픸푏̂†
)
, (100)
where
퐺 =
√
퐺+
4
퐺−
4
,
픸 = 푎̂† sinh 휌 + 푎̂ cosh 휌,
픹 = 푏̂† cosh 휌 + 푏̂ sinh 휌,
휌 = tanh−1
(
퐺+
4
−퐺−
4
푒푖휑
퐺+
4
+퐺−
4
푒푖휑
)
. (101)
The expression (100) contains linearized terms of both of the standard and non-standard quadratic interactions. It is
here to be noticed that 픹 and 픸 are in the standard form of Bogoliubov squeezing operator [71, 72]. It may be noted
that the equation
퐺−
4
= 푅
Ω2
휔2
퐺+
4
, (102)
is actually a function of 휗 by definition of 퐺+
4
and 퐺−
4
. Simplifying the above gives the expression for squeeze ratio as
휌 = ln
(
휔√
푅Ω
)
− 푖
휑
2
. (103)
This shows that quadratic interactions give rise to squeezed mechanical or optical states unless 휔 =
√
푅Ω and of
course 휑 = 0.
Let us here make a mention of the fact that based on (99), any interaction Hamiltonian which can be put into a sim-
ple product form, such as the factorizable fully linearized optomechanics (3), may not cause squeezing. By inspection
of (101) we easily can see that setting either of 퐺+
4
or 퐺−
4
to zero will remove the possibility of Bogoliubov transfor-
mation and makes the interaction (100) singular. This explains that a fully linearized single mode 1:1 optomechanical
interaction does not yield squeezing, since the only remaining interaction term is linearized down to a simple product.
In the exact mathematical sense, however, quantum optomechanics is nonlinear and the possibility of squeezing only
through single-mode 1:1 optomechanical interaction cannot be immediately decided using this argument. However,
it will be demonstrated in §10 that non-standaard momentum-field interactions together with the standard quadratic
terms may cause a tiny squeezing even in a single-mode 1:1 optomechanical cavity. Given all these facts, squeezing
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of optomechanical interaction even at the fully linearized level is still possible using more than one electromagnetic or
mechanical interacting modes.
As discussed above, the Hamiltonian ℍ3 can be made identically zero [73, 74, 101, 102] to access the quadratic
interaction termsℍ4 directly. There is an interesting condition on the ratio of optical to mechanical frequencies, which
could be sought here. Let
휔 =
√
휂푅Ω, (104)
in which 휂 is a constant to be determined later. This allows the ℍ4 to be written as
ℍ4 = 2ℏ훽
[
−
1
휂
픓2ℚ2 +픛2
(
ℙ
2 +ℚ2
)]
= ℏ훽
[
1
2휂
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
)2(
푎̂† + 푎̂
)2
+
(
푏̂† + 푏̂
)2 (
푎̂†푎̂ + 푎̂푎̂†
)]
. (105)
Further expansion of results as shown in §3.11 gives
ℍ4,int = 2ℏ훽 |푎̄| [(1 + 12휂
)(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
)
+
(
1 −
1
2휂
)
푚̂
]
×
(
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
. (106)
Then, for the choice of 휂 = 1
2
, that is 휔 ≅ 0.69Ω, one may reach the desired interaction quadratic Hamiltonian,
linearized in the electromagnetic operators
ℍ4,int = ℏ2퐽
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
, (107)
where the interaction rate is 퐽 = 휆 = 2훽 |푎̄|. When expanded in its four terms and after the replacement 푐̂ = 1
2
푏̂2 to be
shown in §3.12, one may immediately recognize the Hamiltonian of the type
ℍ4,int = ℏ퐽
(
푐̂푎̂† + 푐̂†푎̂
)
+ ℏ휆
(
푐̂†푎̂† + 푐̂푎̂
)
. (108)
The first parenthesis represents the Hopping or Beam-Splitter term, while the second is normally referred to as the
dissipation. Interestingly, the above could have been further linearized in mechanical operators to obtain
ℍ4,int = 푖ℏ (푒−푖휗푏̂† + 푒푖휗푏̂) (푎̂† − 푎̂) = 푖ℏ (푒푖휗푏̂푎̂† − 푒−푖휗푏̂†푎̂) + 푖ℏ (푒−푖휗푏̂†푎̂† − 푒푖휗푏̂푎̂) . (109)
where  = 2퐽 ||푏̄|| . This latter form, may find application in non-reciprocal optomechanics [103].
3.9. Relativistic Considerations
As a final remark, the approximate nature of the Lagranian formulation by Law [5] has not been left unnoticed.
It could be attributed first to the non-relativistic description of mirror’s motion which ultimately ignores higher-order
interactions, and then to the relativistic nature of radiation friction force and the associated Doppler shift [83]. As a
result, in a subsequent paper by Cheung and Law [84], it has been made clear that the non-relativistic optomechanical
Hamiltonian is correct only to the first-order in 푞̇. The relativistic corrections can be however quite different in nature,
and can be group into three different categories:
1. The relativistic Doppler shift [83], which causes corrections in 푞̇∕푐,
2. The relativistic correction in radiation pressure term [84], the lowest-order of which is proportional to 푞̇∕푐,
3. The length contraction [85] due to the moving mirror boundary, which results again in corrections as 푞̇∕푐.
Not surprisingly, all these relativistic terms vanish in the limit of infinite light speed 푐. These altogether could be taken
into account in a fully relativistic formulation of the Lagrangian and equations of motions for the mirror and optical
field [104], which has been recently carried out in an extensive research by Castaños & Weder [85].
As shown in §3.13, the total relativistic correction terms added to the Hamiltonian takes the form
Δ = −ℏ(푏̂† − 푏̂)2∑
푘
푤푘푗
(
푎̂
†
푘
+ 푎̂푘
)(
푎̂
†
푗
+ 푎̂푗
)
, (110)
which is obviously quadratic and also assumes the general form of momentum-field interaction. For the single-mode
cavity, 푤 = 휒0휋ℏ푑Ω∕4푚푐푙
2 ∝ Ω∕휔, to be compared with 훾 = 휃훽 ∝ Ω∕휔 in (93). Curiously, when the mechanical
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frequency is large and Ω ≪ 휔 is violated, both of the quadratic interaction rates of the non-standard 훽 and relativistic
correction푤 get large proportionally. Hence, the relativistic correction to the quadratic inteeraction rate of the quadratic
Hamiltonian ℍ4 is expressible as the dimensionless fraction
−
푤
훽
= −
휒0휋푑Ω
2
4푐휔
. (111)
Again, it is seen that when 휔 ≫ Ω is violated, the relativistic corrections might be quite significant. In any case,
there is no relativistic correction to ℍ3. Furthermore, all relativistic corrections (110) vanish in the limit of 푐 → ∞ as
expected.
3.10. Derivation of (52)
In this section, we present the step-by-step details of the derivation of (52) from the previous equations, as it
constitutes the most critical part of this part. Starting from (51), one has first to rename the dummy index from 푘 to 푗,
multiply both sides by 푓푘, and then take the inner product. This will yield the expression
−
∑
휔2
푗
푄푗
(
푓푘|푓푗) = ∑ 푄̈푗 (푓푘|푓푗) − 푞̇
푞
∑
푄̇푗
[(
푓푘|푓푗) + 2(푓푘 |||휅푗푥||| 푔푗)],
−
푞̈
푞
∑
푄푗
[
1
2
(
푓푘|푓푗) + (푓푘 |||휅푗푥||| 푔푗)]
+
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푄푗
[
3
4
(
푓푘|푓푗) + 3(푓푘 |||휅푗푥||| 푔푗) − (푓푘 |||휅2푗 푥2||| 푔푗)]. (112)
Using (46), we trivially get
−
∑
휔푗
2푄푗훿푘푗 =
∑
푄̈푗훿푘푗 −
푞̇
푞
∑
푄̇푗
[
훿푘푗 + 2훼푘푗
]
−
푞̈
푞
∑
푄푗
[
1
2
훿푘푗 + 훼푘푗
]
+
푞̇2
푞2
∑
푄푗
[
3
4
훿푘푗 + 3훼푘푗 − 훽푘푗
]
, (113)
which after rearrangement takes the form
푄̈푘 = −휔푘
2푄푘 +
푞̇
푞
푄̇푘 +
푞̈
2푞
푄푘 −
3푞̇2
4푞2
푄푘 + 2
푞̇
푞
∑
훼푘푗푄̇푗 +
푞̈
푞
∑
훼푘푗푄푗
−
푞̇2
푞2
∑(
3훼푘푗 − 훽푘푗
)
푄푗 . (114)
We may furthermore use 훼푘푗 = −
1
2
훿푘푗 +푔푘푗 and 훽푘푗 =
(
1
3
푘2휋2 −
1
2
)
훿푘푗 +ℎ푘푗 from (47) to simplify and rewrite (114)
as
푄̈푘 = −휔푘
2푄푘 −
3푞̇2
4푞2
푄푘 +
3푞̇2
2푞2
푄푘 +
푞̇2
푞2
(
푘2휋2
3
−
1
2
)
푄푘 + 2
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄̇푗 +
푞̈
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗
−
푞̇2
푞2
∑(
3푔푘푗 − ℎ푘푗
)
푄푗 , (115)
which by plugging in the definition for 푟푘 from (53) takes the form
푄̈푘 = −휔푘
2푄푘 + 푟푘
푞̇2
푞2
푄푘 + 2
푞̇
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄̇푗 +
푞̈
푞
∑
푔푘푗푄푗 +
푞̇2
푞2
∑(
ℎ푘푗 − 3푔푘푗
)
푄푗 . (116)
This is exactly the equation (52).
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3.11. Special Case
Expansion of (105) results in
ℍ4 = ℏ훽
[
1
2휂
(
푏̂† − 푏̂
)2 (
푎̂†2 + 푎̂2
)
+
(
1 +
1
2휂
)(
푚̂ +
1
2
)(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
+
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푛̂ +
1
2
)]
= ℏ훽
[
1
2휂
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푎̂†2 + 푎̂2
)
+
(
1 +
1
2휂
)(
푚̂ +
1
2
)(
푛̂ +
1
2
)
+
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푛̂ +
1
2
)
−
1
2휂
(
푚̂ +
1
2
) (
푎̂†2 + 푎̂2
)]
, (117)
where 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂ and 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂ are respectively photon and photon number operators. Retaining only the interacting
terms, gives the expression
ℍ4,int = ℏ훽
[
1
2휂
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푎̂†2 + 푎̂2
)
+
(
1 +
1
2휂
)
푚̂푛̂ +
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
)
푛̂ −
1
휂
푚̂
(
푎̂†2 + 푎̂2
)]
. (118)
In the limit 휔 ≫ Ω with 휂 → ∞, ℍ4 as in (98) is recovered. With linearization of the electromagnetic field operators,
and removing the non-interacting terms the following is found
ℍ4,int = 2ℏ훽
[
1
2휂
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푎̄∗푎̂
†
+ 푎̄푎̂
)
+
(
1 +
1
2휂
)
푚̂
(
푎̄푎̂† + 푎̄∗푎̂
)
+
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푎̄푎̂† + 푎̄∗푎̂
)
−
1
휂
푚̂
(
푎̄∗푎̂
†
+ 푎̄푎̂
)]
, (119)
By continuing the work on the linearized quadratic interaction one obtains the expression
ℍ4,int = 2ℏ훽 |푎̄| [ 12휂 (푏̂†2 + 푏̂2)(푒−푖휑푎̂† + 푒푖휑푎̂) +
(
1 +
1
2휂
)
푚̂
(
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
+
(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
) (
푒푖휑푎̂† + 푒−푖휑푎̂
)
−
1
휂
푚̂
(
푒−푖휑푎̂
†
+ 푒푖휑푎̂
)]
, (120)
which for 휑 = 0 simplifies to
ℍ4,int = 2ℏ훽 |푎̄| [(1 + 12휂
)(
푏̂†2 + 푏̂2
)
+
(
1 −
1
2휂
)
푚̂
]
×
(
푎̂† + 푎̂
)
. (121)
3.12. Squared Annihilator
The operator 푐̂ has clearly a simple solution for its eigenkets, which is the same as coherent states such as |푧⟩where
푐̂ |푧⟩ = 1
2
푧2 |푧⟩. Hence, the eigenvalue is simply the complex number 1
2
푧2. Meanwhile, one has
|푧⟩ = 푒− 12 |푧|2 ∞∑
푚=0
푧푚√
푚!
|푚⟩. (122)
It is furthermore easy to check that
[
푐̂, 푐̂†
]
= 푚̂ +
1
2
= 푏̂†푏̂ +
1
2
[8]. When, the mean phonon number is ⟨푚̂⟩ = 1
2
, then⟨[
푐̂, 푐̂†
]⟩
= 1, which is quite similar to the commutator
[
푏̂, 푏̂†
]
=1.
3.13. Derivation of (110)
The relativistic Lagrangian density for a light field with normal incidence to a fully reflective and non-compressible
moving mirror, correct to the first-order in 푞̇ and 푞̈, reads [85]
휕
휕푉
=
1
2
(E ⋅ D −H ⋅ B) +
2휖0
2
휒|E ⋅ 푧̂ − 푐B ⋅ 푦̂|2, (123)
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where E = −푧̂ 휕
휕푡
퐴, B = ∇ × (퐴푧̂) = −푦̂ 휕
휕푥
퐴, D = 휖0E, and B = 휇0H. Furthermore,
 = 푣
푐
=
푞̇
푐
=
푝
푚푐
,
 = 1√
1 − 2 , (124)
and 휒 is a dimensionless shape function independent of 푣, being zero outside mirror and relative susceptibility of the
mirror’s dielectric 휒0 inside, and 휖0 is the permittivity of vacuum. By expanding in the powers of , this Lagrangian
gives the first- and second-order corrections to the quadratic Hamiltonian density as
휕
휕푉
Δ = 휕
휕푉
Δ(1) + 휕
휕푉
Δ(2) = − 휕
휕
휕
휕푉
||||=0 − 12 휕2휕2 휕휕푉 ||||=02. (125)
Hence, one may obtain
Δ(1) = −휖0푆 ∫
푞
0
휕
휕
⎡⎢⎢⎣12
(
1√
1 − 2
)2
휒||퐴푡 + 푐퐴푥||2⎤⎥⎥⎦
|||||||=0푑푥, (126)
which further simplifies as
Δ(1) = −휖0푆푐 ∫
푞
0
휒퐴푡퐴푥푑푥. (127)
It is appropriate to assume the approximation of conducting interface [105–107] for the mirror, such as the thickness
is let to approach zero, while it susceptibility increases proportionally. In that limit, one may set
휒 (푥, 푡) ≈ 휒0푑훿 [푥 − 푞 (푡)] , (128)
where 푑 is the mirror’s thickness. This is similar to the assumption of the locality of interaction by Gardiner & Zoller
[20], too. Hence, one gets
Δ(1) ≈ −휖0푐휒0퐴푡 (푞, 푡)퐴푥 (푞, 푡), (129)
with  = 푆푑 is the cavity volume. Now, one has from (45), 퐴푥 (푞, 푡) = 푠휋
√
2∕푞3
∑
푘푄푘, 퐴푡 (푞, 푡) = −푞̇퐴푥 (푞, 푡), and
thus
Δ(1) ≈ 2휋2푑휒0 푞̇
2
푞3
∑
푘푗푄푘푄푗 . (130)
It is quite remarkable that (130) is purely relativistic, and vanishes in the limit of infinite 푐, as shown below. Here, the
dependence on 푡 is hidden for convenience. This term translates after symmetrization into
Δ(1) = −2ℏ(푏̂† − 푏̂)2∑
푘
푤푘푗
(
푎̂
†
푘
+ 푎̂푘
)(
푎̂
†
푗
+ 푎̂푗
)
, (131)
where푤푘푗 =
√
푗푘휒0휋ℏ푑Ω∕4푚푐푙
2 are the coupling rates. Now, the quadratic correction Δ(2) is given by
Δ(2) = −1
2
휖0푆 ∫
푞
0
휕2
휕2
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
1
2
(
1√
1 − 2
)2
휒||퐴푡 + 푐퐴푥||2⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ 푑푥
||||||||=0
2. (132)
Simplifying and using the conducting interface approximation gives
Δ(2) = −1
2
푆휖0 ∫
푞
0
휒
[
퐴푡
2 + 푐2퐴푥
2
]2푑푥
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≈ −
1
2
휖0휒0 [푞̇2 + 푐2]퐴푥2 (푞, 푡)2
≈ −휋2푑휒0
푞̇2
푞3
∑
푘푗푄푘푄푗 . (133)
This one after insertion of operators gives Δ(2) = − 1
2
Δ(1) and thus the total relativistic correction is found as
Δ(1) + Δ(2) = −ℏ(푏̂† − 푏̂)2∑
푘
푤푘푗
(
푎̂
†
푘
+ 푎̂푘
)(
푎̂
†
푗
+ 푎̂푗
)
. (134)
In the end, the derivation of the optomechanical Hamiltonian has been carefully examined from the modal expan-
sions, equations of motion, all the way to the Lagrangian, and ultimately the Hamiltonian and relativistic considera-
tions. A set of correction terms to the nonlinear terms have been identified, which do not eliminate under any choice
of canonical momenta. With the careful system design which allows 푔0 = 0, these type of interactions are particularly
interesting and now being actively pursued. It was shown that under these conditions one may expect coupling of
mechanical momentum to the field position. Other sorts of interactions emerge under various conditions. In general,
when the optical frequency is not much larger than the mechanical frequency, novel nonlinear interactions may appear.
We furthermore showed for single-mode 1:1 optomechanical cavities where there exist one optical and one me-
chanical mode, that squeezing via the basic optomechanical interaction ℍOM is not possible. The reason is that the
linearized form is factorizable and a simple product. However, quadratic interactions with non-standard momentum-
field interactions give access to both of the quadratures of the mechanical/optical fields. As a result, squeezing via
quadratic interactions even in a single-mode 1:1 optomechanical cavity is possible, but the non-standard quadratic
corrections must survive.
The very important conclusion is that the behavior of optomechanical interaction under large electromagnetic
frequency Ω ≫ 휔 should be markedly different from large mechanical frequency 휔 ≫ Ω. While for 휔 ≫ Ω, which
has been the usual studied case so far, all momentum interaction terms vanish, forΩ≫ 휔momentum interaction terms
dominate and this leads to an unexplored and new realm in nonlinear quantum optomechanics.
4. Open Systems & Langevin Equations
This section describes the fundamental approach to solve the nonlinear Langevin equations arising from quadratic
interactions in quantum mechanics using operator algebra. While, the zeroth order linearization approximation to the
operators is normally used, here first and second order truncation perturbation schemes are introduced and employed.
These schemes employ higher-order system operators, and then approximate number operators with their correspond-
ing mean boson numbers, only where needed. Spectral densities of squared operators are derived later in §5, and an
expression for the second-order correlation function at zero time-delay has been found, which reveals that the cavity
photon occupation of an ideal laser at threshold reaches
√
6 − 2, in good agreement with other extensive numerical
calculations. As further applications, analysis of the quantum anharmonic oscillator, calculation of 푄−functions, and
also analysis of quantum limited amplifiers, and nondemoliton measurements will be later based on this scheme and
discussed in §6. An extensive application of higher-order operators to quantum and quadratic optomechanics as well
as cross-Kerr interaction are to be discussed in the subsequent sections §8 through §11, which also includes a dedi-
cated and in depth study of an unprecedented nonlinear symmetry breaking phenomenon referred to as the side-band
inequivalence §9.
In quantum optomechanics the standard interaction Hamiltonian is simply the product of photon number 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂
and the position 푥zp(푏̂+ 푏̂
†) operators [1–6], where 푥zp is the zero-pointmotion, and 푎̂ and 푏̂ are respectively the photon
and phonon annihilators. This type of interaction can successfully describe a vast range of phenomena, including
optomechanical arrays [27, 29–33, 108], squeezing of phonon states [37, 39, 109], non-reciprocal optomechanics
[41, 42, 110, 111], HeisenbergâĂŹs limited measurements [40], sensing [47–49], engineered dissipation and states
[50, 51], and non-reciprocal acousto-optics [112]. In all these applications, the mathematical toolbox to estimate the
measured spectrum is Langevin equations [19–22].
Usually, the analysis of quantum optomechanics is done within the linearized approximation of photon ladder
operators, normally done as 푎̂ → 푎̄ + 훿푎̂ with |푎̄|2 = 푛̄ being the mean cavity photon number, while nonlinear terms
in 훿푎̂ are ignored. But this suffers from limited accuracy wherever the basic optomechanical interaction ℍOM =
−ℏ푔0푛̂(푏̂+푏̂
†) is either vanishingly small or non-existent. In fact, the single-photon interaction rate 푔0 can be identically
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made zero by appropriate design [72–75], when quadratic or even quartic effects are primarily pursued. This urges
need for accurate knowledge of higher-order interaction terms.
Some other optomechanical phenomena such as four-wave mixing, also can be suitably understood by incorpora-
tion of higher-order interaction terms [80]. Recent experiments [81, 82] have already established the significance and
prominent role of such type of nonlinear interactions. In fact, quadratic nonlinear optomechanics [14, 16, 70, 76, 114–
125] is now a well recognized subject of study even down to the single-photon level [77], for which circuit analogues
have been constructed [36, 78] and may be regarded as fairly convenient simulators [126–128] of much more compli-
cated experimental optomechanical analogues. Dual formalisms of quadratic optomechanics are also found in ultracold
atom traps [79, 129] as well as optical levitation [130]. Such types of nonlinear interactions also appear elsewhere in
anharmonic quantum circuits [131]. Quadratic interactions are in particular important for energy and non-demolition
measurements of mechanical states [1, 2, 6, 132–134]. While the simple linearization of operators could be still good
enough to explain some of the observations, there remains a need for an exact and relatively simple mathematical treat-
ment. Method of Langevin equations also normally fails, and other known methods such as expansion unto number
states and master equation, require lots of computation while giving little insight to the problem.
Perturbative expansions and higher-order operators have been used by other researchers to study noise spectra of
lasers [135–138]. Also, the master equation approach [139, 140] can be used in combination with the quasi-probablity
Wigner functions [141, 142] to yield integrable classical Langevin equations. Nevertheless, a method recently has been
proposed [143], which offers a truncation correlation scheme for solution of driven-dissipative multi-mode systems.
While being general, it deals with the time evolution of expectation values instead of operators within the truncation
accuracy, so the corresponding Langevin equations cannot be analytically integrated.
Alternatively, a first-order perturbation has been proposed to tackle the nonlinear quadratic optomechanics [144].
This method perturbatively expands the unknown parameters of classical Langevin equations for the nonlinear sys-
tem, and proceeds to the truncation at first order. However, the expansion is accurate only where the ratio of photon
loss rate to mechanical frequency 휅∕Ω is large. This condition is strongly violated for instance in superconductive
electromechanical systems.
The treatment of quadratic interactions using quantum Langevin equations is first made possible recently using
higher-order operators. This section presents a perturbative mathematical treatment within the first and second order
approximations to the nonlinear system of Langevin equations, which ultimately result in an integrable system of
quantum mechanical operators. The trick here is to introduce operators of higher dimensionality into the solution
space of the problem. Having their commutators calculated, it would be possible to set up an extended system of
Langevin equations which could be conveniently solved by truncation at the desirable order.
To understand how it intuitively works, one may consider the infamous first order quadratic nonlinear Riccati
differential equation [145, 146], which is exactly integrable if appropriately transformed as a system of two coupled
linear first order differential equations. Alternatively, Riccati equation could be exactly transformed into a linear second
order differential equation, too. But this is not what we consider here, since it will result in a much more complicated
second-order system of Langevin equations involving derivatives of noise terms.
The method introduced here is useful in other areas of quantum physics [79, 130] than optomechanics, where
nonlinearities such as anharmonic or Kerr interactions are involved. We also describe how the 푄−functions could be
obtained for the anharmonic oscillator. Further applications of nonlinear stochastic differential equations [147–149]
beyond stochastic optomechanics [70, 123] includes finance and stock-market analysis [150], turbulence [151, 152],
hydrology and flood prediction [153], and solar energy [154]. Also, the Fokker-Planck equation [138, 155–158] is
actually equivalent to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with bosonic operator algebra, and its moments [159] trans-
late into nonlinear Langevin equations. Similarly, this method can deal with side-band generation in optomechanics
[160], superconducting circuits [161], as well as spontaneous emission in open systems [162, 163]. Applications in
estimation of other parameters such as the second order correlation 푔(2)(0) [164–167], quantum limited amplifiers
[168, 170] and quantum nondemolitionmeasurements [170–173] are demonstrated respectively next in §5 and §6, too,
and furthermore it is found that an unsqueezed ideal laser reaches
√
6 − 2 cavity photons at threshold.
For the moment being, let us postpone the details treatment of the third-order nonlinear optomechanics with the
HamiltonianℍOM to §8 and start right away now at the fourth-order nonlinear quadratic interactions. This will be revis-
ited again with large expansions in the mathematics and practical considerations in §10 separately, where momentum-
field interactions are investigated further.
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4.1. Hamiltonian
A nonlinear quadratic optomechanical interaction in the most general form [7] following (86) and the analysis
carried out in §3 is here defined as
ℍ = ℏ훾(푏̂± 푏̂†)2(푎̂ ± 푎̂†)2, (135)
where 훾 is the corresponding interaction rate, and various combinations of signs are allowed to give access to either of
the momentum- and position-field interactions. Furthermore, bosonic photon 푎̂ and phonon 푏̂ ladder operators satisfy
[푏̂, 푏̂†] = [푎̂, 푎̂†] = 1 as well as [푏̂, 푎̂] = [푏̂, 푎̂†] = 0. Meanwhile, quadratic interactions normally are [1, 2, 6]
ℍ = ℏ훾푎̂†푎̂(푏̂ ± 푏̂†)2, (136)
which by defining the photon number operator 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂ takes essentially the same algebraic form.
Direct expansion of (135) shows that it essentially brings in a different interaction type compared to (136). Doing
so, we obtainℍ = ℏ훾(푏̂2+ 푏̂†2±2푚̂±1)2(푎̂2+ 푎̂†2±2푛̂±1) where 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂. Hence, (135) includes interactions of type
푎̂2푏̂2, 푎̂2푏̂†2, and so on, which are absent in (136). It should be noticed that the widely used standard optomechanical
interactionℍOM results in nonlinear and linear Langevin equations when expressed respectively in the terms of {푎̂, 푏̂}
and {푛̂, 푥̂}. Hence, this type of interaction is not addressed here. In addition to the above Hamiltonians (135,136), there
exist still other types of nonlinear optomechanical interactions [39, 174] such as ℍ = ℏ푔(푏̂ ± 푏̂†)(푎̂2 ± 푎̂†2), which is
also not considered explicitly here, but can be well treated using the scheme presented here. This latter Hamiltonian for
instance can describes the photon pair generation, which can be addressed in a similar way and is considered separately
later in §9 where side-band inequivalence is discussed.
4.2. Linear Perturbation
The perturbation approach at the lowest order is what is being widely used by researchers to solve the systems based
on either (135) or (136). To this end, ladder field operators are replaced with their perturbations, while product terms
beyond are neglected and truncated. Obviously, this will give rise to interactions of the type ℏ(푏̂± 푏̂†)2(푞훿푎̂ + 푞∗훿푎̂†),
where 푞 = 2훾(푎̄ ± 푎̄∗) for (135) and 푞 = 훾푎̄ for (136) is some complex constant in general, and 훿푎̂ now represents
the perturbation term around the steady state average |푎̄| = √푛̄. This technique is mostly being referred to as the
linearization of operators, and directly leads to an integrable set of Langevin equations if also applied to the mechanical
displacement as well.
4.3. Square Field Operators
Here, we define the square field operators [7]
푐̂ =
1
2
푎̂2, (137)
푑̂ =
1
2
푏̂2.
for photons, which obviously satisfy [푐̂, 푎̂] = [푐̂, 푏̂] = [푑̂, 푎̂] = [푑̂, 푏̂] = [푐̂, 푑̂] = 0. Now, it is not difficult to verify that
these operators furthermore satisfy the commutation relationships
[푐̂, 푐̂†] = 푛̂ +
1
2
, (138)
[푐̂, 푛̂] = 2푐̂,
[푐̂†, 푛̂] = −2푐̂†,
[푐̂, 푎̂†] = 푎̂.
Defining the phonon number operator as 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂, in a similar manner we could write
[푑̂, 푑̂†] = 푚̂ +
1
2
, (139)
[푑̂, 푚̂] = 2푑̂,
[푑̂†, 푚̂] = −2푑̂†,
[푑̂, 푏̂†] = 푏̂.
The set of commutator equations (138) and (139) enables us to treat the quadratic nonlinear interaction perturba-
tively to the desirable accuracy, as is described in the following.
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4.4. Langevin Equations
The input/output formalism [19–22] can be used to assign decay channels to each of the quantum variables of the
system. This will result in the set of Langevin equations
푑
푑푡
{퐴} = [M]{퐴} −
√
[Γ]{퐴in}, (140)
where {퐴} is the system vector, [M] is the coefficients matrix whose eigenvalues need to have negative or vanishing
real parts to guarantee stability, and [Γ] is a real-valued matrix which is diagonal if all noise terms corresponding
to the members of {퐴} are mutually independent. When [M] is independent of {퐴}, (140) is linear and integrable
and otherwise nonlinear and non-integrable. If [M(푡)] is a function of time, then (140) is said to be time-dependent.
Furthermore, {퐴in} represents the input fields to the system at the respective ports, and {퐴out} is the output fields,
which are related together as [4, 5, 27]
{퐴out} = {퐴in} +
√
[Γ]{퐴}. (141)
Here, [Γ] is supposed to be diagonal for simplicity. From the scattering matrix formalism we also have
{퐴out} = [S]{퐴in}. (142)
Hence, taking푤 as the angular frequency and performing a Fourier transform on (140), the scattering matrix is found
by using (141) and (142) as
[S(푤)] = [I] −
√
[Γ] (푖푤[I] + [M])−1
√
[Γ]. (143)
Hence, [S] is well-defined if [M] is known. This can be obtained by using the Langevin equations
̇̂푧 =
푑
푑푡
푧̂ = −
푖
ℏ
[푧̂,ℍ] − [푧̂, 푥̂†](
1
2
Γ푥̂ +
√
Γ푧̂in) + (
1
2
Γ푥̂† +
√
Γ푧̂
†
in
)[푧̂, 푥̂], (144)
where 푥̂ is any system operator, which is here taken to be the same as 푧̂ to comply with (142).
By setting either 푧̂ = 푐̂ or 푧̂ = 푑̂ the commutators in (144) by (138) or (139) always lead back to the same
linear combination of these forms. Thus, the new set of Langevin equations is actually linear in terms of the square
or higher-order operators, if perturbatively truncated at a finite order. So, instead of solving the nonlinear system in
linearized 2×2 space {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푏̂}, onemay employ an expanded dimensional space with increased accuracy. There,
truncation and sometimesmean field approximations are necessary to restrict the dimension, since commutators of new
operators mostly lead to even higher-orders and are thus not closed under commutation. As examples, a 4 × 4 space
{퐴}T = {푎̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂} truncated at the first-order, or a 6 × 6 space {퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂} truncated at the second-
order could be used for (135,136). To illustrate the application of this method, we describe two examples next. It could
be extended to the accuracy of the second-order perturbation, too, by defining appropriate cross product operator terms
between photonic and phononic partitions.
4.5. Examples
Here, we describe two examples from the nonlinear interactions of having type (135) or (136).
4.5.1. Standard Quadratic Interaction (136)
Analysis of such systems requires analysis in a 4-dimensional space, spanned by {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂}. Taking the
plus sign here without loss of generality and after dropping a trivial non-interacting term ℍnon = ℏ훾푛̂, the nonlinear
interaction is
ℍ = 2ℏ훾푛̂(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂). (145)
This can be found by expansion of (136), plugging in (137) and [푏̂, 푏̂†] = 1, and dropping a trivial term ℏ훾푛̂. Using
(139), [푎̂, 푛̂] = 푎̂ and [푎̂†, 푛̂] = −푎̂† in the non-rotating frame of operators, and ignoring the self-energy Hamiltonian
ℍself = ℏ(휔 + 훾)푛̂+ ℏΩ푚̂ for the moment, Langevin equations become
̇̂푎 = −2푖훾푎̂(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂) −
1
2
Γ1푎̂ −
√
Γ1푎̂in,
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̇̂
푑 = −2푖훾푛̂(2푑̂ + 푚̂ +
1
2
) − (푚̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂ +
√
Γ2푑̂in),
̇̂
푑† = 2푖훾푛̂(2푑̂† + 푚̂ +
1
2
) − (푚̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂
† +
√
Γ2푑̂
†
in),
̇̂푚 = 4푖훾푛̂(푑̂ − 푑̂†). (146)
So far, the set of equations (146) is exact. However, integration of (146) is still not possible at this stage, and
taking Fourier transformation must be done later when arriving at a linear operator system. We present a first-order
and second-order perturbative method to deal with this difficulty.
It should be furthermore noticed that using a non-rotating frame with the self-energy Hamiltonian ℍself not ig-
nored, would have resulted in identical equations, except with the addition of the trivial terms −푖Δ푎̂, −푖2Ω푑̂, and
+푖2Ω푑̂† respectively to the first three equations, where Δ = 휔 + 훾 − 휈 is the optical detuning with 휈 being the cavity
optical resonance frequency, and 휔 and Ω are respectively the optical and mechanical frequencies. Also, the damping
coefficient in high mechanical quality factor 푄m limit could be estimated as Γ2 = 2Γm, where Γm is the damping rate
of the 푏̂ phononic field. Here, it is preferable not to use the rotating frames since the coefficients matrix [M] becomes
time-dependent.
4.5.2. First-order Perturbation to (146)
Now, if the photon and phonon baths each have a mean boson number respectively as ⟨푛̂⟩ = 푛̄ and ⟨푚̂⟩ = 푚̄, we
could immediately write down the linear system of equations in the non-rotating frame of operators and neglection of
self-energiesℍself as
̇̂푎 = −3푖훾푚̄푎̂ − 푖훾푎̄푑̂ − 푖훾푎̄푑̂† −
1
2
Γ1푎̂ −
√
Γ1푎̂in,
̇̂
푑 = −2푖훾푛̄
(
2푑̂ + 푚̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂ +
√
Γ2푑̂in
)
,
̇̂
푑† = 2푖훾푛̄
(
2푑̂† + 푚̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂
† +
√
Γ2푑̂
†
in
)
,
̇̂푚 = 4푖훾푛̄
(
푑̂ − 푑̂†
)
, (147)
which is now exactly integrable. Here, we use the linearization 2푎̂푑̂ = (푎̄ + 훿푎̂)푑̂ + 푎̂(푑̄ + 훿푑̂) → 푎̄푑̂ + 푑̄푎̂, where
푑̄ =
1
2
푎̄2 and higher-order terms of the form 훿푎̂훿푑̂ are dropped, and so on. But this cannot be applied to 푛̂푚̂ = 푎̂†푎̂푚̂
since 푛̂ and 푎̂† are absent from the basis. Furthermore, any linearization of this expansion would generate terms 푎̂푚̂
and 푎̂†푚̂ which are still nonlinear. Both of these issues can be resolved by a second-order perturbation as follows next.
This results in the operator equations
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂
푑̂
푑̂†
푚̂
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−푖3훾푚̄−
1
2
Γ1 −푖훾푎̄ −푖훾푎̄ 0
0 −푖4훾푛̄−
1
2
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
Γ2 0 −푖2훾푛̄
0 0 +푖4훾푛̄−
1
2
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
Γ2 푖2훾푛̄
0 푖4훾푛̄ −푖4훾푛̄ 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂
푑̂
푑̂†
푚̂
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
√
Δ1푎̂in√
Δ2푑̂in√
Δ2푑̂
†
in
0
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
, (148)
where
√
Δ1 =
√
Γ1 and
√
Δ2 =
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)√
Γ2. The set of equations (148) is linear and can be easily addressed
by standard methods of stochastic Langevin equations used in optomechanics [1, 2, 6, 19, 20] and elsewhere. More
specifically, one may employ analytical Fourier methods in frequency domain as an matrix algebraic problem to obtain
spectra of variables, or integrate the system numerically by stochastic numerical methods in time domain to obtain
time dependent behavior of expectation values.
All that remains is to find the average cavity boson numbers for photons 푛̄ and phonons 푚̄. In order to do this, one
may first arbitrate 푑∕푑푡 = 0 in (147) at steady state, and then use the equality of real parts in first equation to find the
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expression for 푛̄. Doing this, results in 푛̄ = 4|푎̄in|2∕Γ1 where |푎̄in| represents the amplitude of coherent laser input.
Also, the initial cavity phonon occupation number at 푡 = 0 could be estimated simply as 푚̄ = 1∕
[
exp(ℏΩ∕푘B푇 ) − 1
]
[19, 20], where 푘B푇 is the thermal energy with 푘B and 푇 being respectively the Boltzmann’s constant and absolute
temperature. Detailed numerical examinations reveal that the system of equations (148) is generally very well stable
withℜ{eig[퐌]} < 0 at sufficiently low optical intensities.
4.5.3. Full Quadratic Interaction (135)
Analysis of a fully quadratic system requires analysis in a 6×6 dimensional space, spannedby {퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂}.
Taking both of the plus signs here, the Hamiltonian could be written as
ℍ = 4ℏ훾(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂)(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂), (149)
where a trivial non-interacting term ℍnon = 2ℏ훾(1 + 푛̂ + 푚̂ + 푑̂ + 푐̂ + 푑̂
† + 푐̂†) is dropped. The set of Langevin
equations can be obtained in a similar manner, and in non-rotating frame of operators with neglection of self-energies
ℍself = ℏ(휔 + 2훾)푛̂+ ℏ(Ω + 2훾)푚̂ for the moment, results in
̇̂푐 = −푖4훾(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂)
(
2푐̂ + 푛̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ1푐̂ +
√
Γ1푐̂in
)
, (150)
̇̂푐† = 푖4훾(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂)
(
2푐̂† + 푛̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푛̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ1푐̂
† +
√
Γ1푐̂
†
in
)
,
̇̂푛 = 푖8ℏ훾(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂)(푐̂ − 푐̂†),
̇̂
푑 = −푖4훾(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂)
(
2푑̂ + 푚̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푚̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂ +
√
Γ2푑̂in
)
,
̇̂
푑† = 푖4훾(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂)
(
2푑̂† + 푚̂ +
1
2
)
−
(
푚̂ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂
† +
√
Γ2푑̂
†
in
)
,
̇̂푚 = 푖8ℏ훾(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂)(푑̂ − 푑̂†).
Similar to (146), the damping rate for sufficiently high optical quality factors푄 could be estimated as Γ1 = 2휅, where
휅 is the damping rate of the 푎̂ photonic field.
Quite clearly, should we have not ignored the self-energy Hamiltonian ℍself , then addition of the diagonal terms
−푖2Δ푐̂, +푖2Δ푐̂† to the first two whereΔ = 휔+2훾−휈 with 휈 being the optical cavity resonance frequency, and similarly
−푖2Ω푑̂ and +푖2Ω푑̂† to the fourth and fifth equations would have been necessary. These are not shown here only for the
sake of convenience. Again, it is emphasized that transformation to the rotating frame of operators here would make
the coefficients time-dependent in an oscillating manner, and it is far better to be avoided for these classes of nonlinear
problems.
4.5.4. First-order Perturbation to (150)
In a similar manner to (147), wemay assume photon and phonon baths each have amean boson number respectively
as ⟨푛̂⟩ = 푛̄ and ⟨푚̂⟩ = 푚̄, which gives
̇̂푐 = −푖4훾푚̄ (2푐̂ + 푛̂) − 푖4훾
(
푛̄ +
1
2
)
(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂) −
(
푛̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ1푐̂ +
√
Γ1푐̂in
)
, (151)
̇̂푐† = 푖4훾푚̄
(
2푐̂† + 푛̂
)
+ 푖4훾
(
푛̄ +
1
2
)
(푑̂ + 푑̂† + 푚̂) −
(
푛̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ1푐̂
† +
√
Γ1푐̂
†
in
)
,
̇̂푛 = 푖8ℏ푚̄(푐̂ − 푐̂†),
̇̂
푑 = −푖4훾푛̄
(
2푑̂ + 푚̂
)
− 푖4훾
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂) −
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂ +
√
Γ2푑̂in
)
,
̇̂
푑† = 푖4훾푛̄
(
2푑̂† + 푚̂
)
+ 푖4훾
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂) −
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)(
1
2
Γ2푑̂
† +
√
Γ2푑̂
†
in
)
,
̇̂푚 = 푖8ℏ훾푛̄(푑̂ − 푑̂†).
We here need to assume the redefinition
√
Δ1 = (푛̄ +
1
2
)
√
Γ1. Now, without taking ℍself into account, this will
lead to the linear system of matrix Langevin equations
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⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
−푖8훾푚̄−
푁̄
4
Γ1 0 −푖4훾푚̄ −푖2훾(푁̄) −푖2훾(푁̄) −푖2훾(푁̄)
0 푖8훾푚̄−
푁̄
4
Γ1 푖4훾푚̄ 푖2훾(푁̄) 푖2훾(푁̄) 푖2훾(푁̄)
푖8훾푚̄ −푖8훾푚̄ 0 0 0 0
−푖2훾(푀̄) −푖2훾(푀̄) −푖2훾(푀̄) −푖8훾푛̄−
푀̄
4
Γ2 0 −4푖훾푛̄
푖2훾(푀̄) 푖2훾(푀̄) 푖2훾(푀̄) 0 푖8훾푛̄−
푀̄
4
Γ2 푖4훾푛̄
0 0 0 푖8훾푛̄ −푖8훾푛̄ 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푐̂
푐̂†
푛̂
푑̂
푑̂†
푚̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
√
Δ1푐̂in√
Δ1푐̂
†
in
0√
Δ2푑̂in√
Δ2푑̂
†
in
0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
=
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푐̂
푐̂†
푛̂
푑̂
푑̂†
푚̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (152)
which is, of course, integrable now. Here, we make use of the adoptions 푁̄ = 2푛̄+ 1 and 푀̄ = 2푚̄+ 1 to simplify the
appearance. The initial cavity boson numbers 푛̄ and 푚̄ can be set in the same manner which was done for the system of
equations (148). Numerical tests reveal that (152) is conditionally stable if the optical intensity is kept below a certain
limit on the red detuning, and is otherwise unstable.
4.5.5. Second order Perturbation to (146,150)
The set of Langevin equations (146,150) can be integrated with much more accuracy, if we first identify and sort
out the cross terms as individual operators. For instance, (150) contains the cross operators 푐̂푑̂, 푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂푚̂, 푐̂†푑̂, 푐̂†푑̂†,
푐̂†푚̂, 푛̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†, as well as 푛̂푚̂ which is self-adjoint. These constitute an extra set of nine cross operators to be included
in the treatment. All these cross operators are formed by multiplication of photonic and phononic single operators,
whose notation order, such as 푐̂푑̂ = 푑̂푐̂ and so on, is obviously immaterial.
Now, one may proceed first to determine the commutators between these terms where relevant, which always result
in linear combinations of the other existing terms. This will clearly enable a more accurate formulation of (150) but in a
6+9 = 15 dimensional space, which is given by the array of operators{퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂, 푐̂푑̂, 푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂푚̂, 푐̂†푑̂, 푐̂†푑̂†, 푐̂†푚̂, 푛̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂}.
The independent non-trivial quadratic commutator equations among cross operators here are found after tedious
but straightforward algebra as
[푐̂푑̂, 푐̂†푑̂†] =
1
8
[(2푛̂푚̂ + 3)(푚̂+ 푛̂ + 2) + 푛̂2 + 푚̂2 − 4],
[푐̂푑̂, 푐̂†푚̂] =
1
2
(푛̂2 + 2푛̂푚̂ + 2푛̂ + 푚̂ + 2)푑̂,
[푐̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†] =
1
2
(푚̂2 + 3푚̂ + 2푚̂푛̂ + 푛̂ + 2)푐̂,
[푐̂푑̂, 푛̂푚̂] = (푛̂ + 푚̂ + 4)푐̂푑̂,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂†푑̂] =
1
8
(2푛̂푚̂ + 푚̂ + 푛̂ − 1)(푚̂− 푛̂),
[푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂†푚̂] =
1
2
[(2푛̂ + 1)푚̂ − (푛̂ + 1)(푛̂+ 2)] 푑̂†,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푛̂푑̂] =
1
2
[푚̂(푚̂ − 2푛̂) − (푚̂ + 푛̂)] 푐̂,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂] = 2(푚̂− 푛̂ − 2)푐̂푑̂†,
[푐̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂] = 2(푚̂+ 푛̂ + 2)푐̂푑̂,
[푐̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂†] = 2(푚̂+ 푛̂)푐̂푑̂†. (153)
The rest of commutators among cross operators are either adjoints of the above, or have a common term which makes
their evaluation possible using either (138) or (139). Commutators among cross operators and single operators can be
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always factored, such as [푐̂푑̂, 푛̂] = [푐̂, 푛̂]푑̂. Commutators among single operators are already known (138,139). It can
be therefore seen that commutators (153) always lead to operators of higher orders yet, so that they do not terminate
at any finite order of interest by merely expansion of operators basis. This fact puts the perturbative method put into
work. There are, however, nonlinear systems such as semiconductor optical cavities [137, 140] in which higher-order
operators yield an exact closed algebra and satisfy a closedness property within the original space by appropriate
definition.
The set of ten commutators now can be perturbatively linearized as a second-order approximation, by replacing
the number operators with their mean values, wherever needed to reduce the set of operators back to the available 15
dimensional space. This will give rise to the similar set of equations after some algebra
[푐̂푑̂, 푐̂†푑̂†] =
1
16
(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 8)푛̂푚̂ +
1
8
[
푚̄(푛̄ + 1) +
1
2
푛̄2 + 3
]
푚̂ +
1
8
[
푛̄(푚̄ + 1) +
1
2
푚̄2 + 3
]
푛̂ +
1
4
,
[푐̂푑̂, 푐̂†푚̂] =
1
2
(푛̄ + 2푚̄ + 2)푛̂푑̂ +
1
2
(푚̄ + 2)푑̂,
[푐̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†] =
1
2
(푚̄ + 3 + 2푛̄)푐̂푚̂ +
1
2
(푛̄ + 2)푐̂,
[푐̂푑̂, 푛̂푚̂] = (푛̄ + 푚̄ + 4)푐̂푑̂,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂†푑̂] =
1
16
(푚̄ − 푛̄)푛̂푚̂ +
1
8
[
푚̄(푛̄ + 1) − 1 −
1
2
푛̄2
]
푚̂ −
1
8
[
푛̄(푚̄ + 1) − 1 −
1
2
푚̄2
]
푛̂,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂†푚̂] =
1
2
(2푚̄ − 푛̄ − 3)푛̂푑̂† +
1
2
(푚̄ − 2)푑̂†,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푛̂푑̂] =
1
2
(푚̄ − 2푛̄ − 1)푐̂푚̂ −
1
2
푛̄푐̂,
[푐̂푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂] = 2(푚̄− 푛̄ − 2)푐̂푑̂†,
[푐̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂] = 2(푚̄+ 푛̄ + 2)푐̂푑̂,
[푐̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂†] = 2(푚̄+ 푛̄)푐̂푑̂†. (154)
where the reduction of triple operator products among single and cross operators as 4푥̂푦̂푧̂ → 푥̄푦̂푧̂ + 푥̄푦̄푧̂ + 푦̄푧̄푥̂ + 푧̄푥̄푦̂
is used where appropriate. For instance, the term 4푛̂푚̂2 is replaced as 푚̄푚̂푛̂ + 2푚̄푛̄푚̂ + 푚̄2푛̂ and so on. Also, similar
to (147), products among single operators are reduced as 2푥̂푦̂ → 푥̄푦̂ + 푦̄푥̂. This is somewhat comparable to the mean
field approach in cross Kerr optomechanics [175].
There are two basic reasons why we have adopted this particular approach to the linearization and cuting off the
diverging operators of higher orders. The first reason is that number operators vary slowly in time as opposed to their
bosonic counterparts which oscillate rapidly in time, given the fact that the use of rotating frames is disallowed here.
Secondly, number operators are both positive-definite and self-adjoint, and thus can be approximated by a positive real
number. These properties makes the replacements 푛̂→ 푛̄ and 푚̂→ 푚̄ reasonable approximations, and the replacement
with mean values needs only to be restricted to the number operators, to yield a closed algebra necessary for con-
struction of Langevin equations. Hence, the correct application of replacements only to the triple operator products
appearing in (153) will make sure that no operator having an order beyond than that of cross operators will appear in
the formulation.
Anyhow, it can be seen now that all approximate commutators in (154) allow the set of operators {퐴}T ∪ {1̂} =
{1̂, 푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂, 푐̂푑̂, 푐̂푑̂†, 푐̂푚̂, 푐̂†푑̂, 푐̂†푑̂†, 푐̂†푚̂, 푛̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂} to take on linear combinations of its members among
every pair of commutations possible, where 1̂ is the identity operator. Obviously, this approximate closedness property
now makes the full construction of Langevin equations for the operators belonging to {퐴} possible. It is noted that 1̂
is not an identity element for the commutation.
We can now define the set {푆} = span({퐴} ∪ {1̂}), which is spanned by all possible linear combinations of {1̂}
and the members of {퐴} together with the associative binary commutation operation [] defined in (138,139,154). The
ordered pair ({푆}, []) is now a semigroup.
Having therefore these ten commutators (154) known, we may proceed now to composing the second-order ap-
proximation to the nonlinear Langevin equations (150), from which a much more accurate solution could be obtained.
Here, the corresponding Langevin equations may be constructed at each step by setting both 푧̂ and 푥̂ in (144) equal
to either of the 15 operators, while the noise input terms for cross operators is a simple product of related individual
noise terms. The linear damping rates of higher-order operators is furthermore simply the sum of individual damping
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rates of corresponding single operators, which completes the needed parameter set of Langevin equations.
4.6. Optomechanical Interaction & Drive Terms
The method described in the above can be simultaneously used if other terms such as the standard optomechanical
interactionℍOM is non-zero, or there exists a coherent pumping drive termwhich can be expressed asℍd =
∑
푘 퐹푘푏̂
†+
퐹 ∗
푘
푏̂, where 퐹푘 are time-dependent drive amplitudes. While ℍd does not appear directly in the Langevin equations,
treatment of ℍOM requires inclusion of additional Langevin equations for 푎̂ and 푏̂ where appropriate, as well as few
extra terms in the rest. This can be done in a pretty standard way, and is not repeated here for the sake of brevity
[1, 2, 19–22].
4.7. Multi-mode Fields
The analysis is also essentially unaltered if there are more than one mechanical mode to be considered [46, 110,
176], and the method is still easily applicable with no fundamental change. Suppose that there are a total of 푀
mechanical modes with the corresponding bosonic operators 푏̂푘 and 푏̂
†
푘
where 푘 ∈ [1,푀]. Then, these modes
are mutually independent in the sense that [푏̂푗 , 푏̂푘] = 0 and [푏̂푗 , 푏̂
†
푘
] = 훿푗푘. The set of commutators (139) will
be usable for all 푀 modes individually and as a result (153) and therefore (154) may be still used. The first and
second order perturbations will respectively result in 3 + 3푀 = 3(푀 + 1) and 3 + 3푀 + 9푀 = 3(4푀 + 1)
equations. The redefined set of operators will be respectively now {퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂푘, 푑̂
†
푘
, 푚̂푘; 푘 ∈ [1,푀]} and
{퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂푘, 푑̂
†
푘
, 푚̂푘, 푐̂푑̂푘, 푐̂푑̂
†
푘
, 푐̂푚̂푘, 푐̂
†푑̂푘, 푐̂
†푑̂
†
푘
, 푐̂†푚̂푘, 푛̂푑̂푘, 푛̂푑̂
†
푘
, 푛̂푚̂푘; 푘 ∈ [1,푀]}.
Similarly, in case of 푁 optical modes satisfying [푎̂푗 , 푎̂푘] = 0 and [푎̂푗 , 푎̂
†
푘
] = 훿푗푘, the set of commutators (138) can
be used and the operator set should be now expanded as {퐴}T = {푐̂푗 , 푐̂
†
푗
, 푛̂푗 , 푑̂푘, 푑̂
†
푘
, 푚̂푘; 푗 ∈ [1, 푁]; 푘 ∈ [1,푀]} and
{퐴}T = {푐̂푗 , 푐̂
†
푗
, 푛̂푗 , 푑̂푘, 푑̂
†
푘
, 푚̂푘, 푐̂푗 푑̂푘, 푐̂푗 푑̂
†
푘
, 푐̂푗푚̂푘, 푐̂
†
푗
푑̂푘, 푐̂
†
푗
푑̂
†
푘
, 푐̂
†
푗
푚̂푘, 푛̂푗 푑̂푘, 푛̂푗 푑̂
†
푘
, 푛̂푗푚̂푘; 푗 ∈ [1, 푁]; 푘 ∈ [1,푀]} respec-
tively for first and second order perturbations. Hence, the corresponding dimensions will be now respectively either
3(푁 +푀) or 3(푁 +푀 + 3푁푀). Higher-order commutators (153) and (154) can be still used again by only addition
of appropriate photonic 푗 and phononic 푘mode indices to the respective operators contained in the expanded operator
basis set {퐴}.
4.8. The Husimi-Kano Q-functions
It is mostly appropriate that moments of operators are known, which are scalar functions and much easier to work
with. The particular choice of 푄−functions [88] is preferred when dealing with ladder operators, and are obtained by
taking the expectation value of density operator with respect to a complex coherent state |훼⟩ and dividing by 휋. This
definition leads to a non-negative real valued function 푄(훼) = 푄(ℜ[훼],ℑ[훼]) of |훼⟩. Then, obtaining 푄−function
moments of any expression containing the ladder operators would be straightforward [88]. However, it must be anti-
normally ordered, with creators be moved to the right. In {퐴}T above all operators are actually in the normal form,
except 푛̂2. It is possible to put the nontrivial members of {퐴} in the antinormal order
푛̂ = 푎̂푎̂† − 1, (155)
푛̂2 = 푎̂푎̂푎̂†푎̂† − 2푎̂푎̂†,
푛̂푐̂ =
1
2
푎̂푎̂푎̂푎̂† −
3
2
푎̂푎̂,
푐̂†푛̂ =
1
2
푎̂푎̂†푎̂†푎̂† −
3
2
푎̂†푎̂†.
While evaluating 푄−function moments, 푎̂ and 푎̂† are replaced with 훼 and 훼∗ respectively as⟨푛̂⟩ = |훼|2 − 1, (156)⟨푛̂2⟩ = |훼|4 − 2|훼|2,⟨푛̂푐̂⟩ = 1
2
훼2|훼|2 − 3
2
훼2,
⟨푐̂†푛̂⟩ = 1
2
훼∗2|훼|2 − 3
2
훼∗2.
All remains now is to redefine the array of푄−functions bases, using common terms fromwhich the original푄−functions
could be readily restored. These are {⟨퐴⟩}T = {훼2, 훼∗2, |훼|2, |훼|4, 훼4, 훼∗4, 훼2|훼|2, 훼∗2|훼|2} . This translates into a set
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of scalar differential equations which conveniently could be solved. Fluctuations of noise terms also vanish while
taking the expectation values, and only their average values survive. To illustrate this, suppose that the system is
driven by a coherent field 푎̂in with the normalized electric field amplitude 훽 = 훼∕
√
2 and at the frequency 휔. Then,
the 푄−function moments of the input fields after defining the loss rates Γ3 = 2Γ2 = 4Γ1 become ⟨푎̂in⟩ = √2Γ1훽,⟨푐̂in⟩ = √Γ2훽, ⟨푛̂in⟩ = √Γ2(2|훽|2 + 1), ⟨푐̂2in⟩ = √Γ3훽2, and ⟨푛̂in푐̂in⟩ = √Γ3훽2(2|훽|2 + 3).
4.9. Time-dependence
Under external drive, periodicity, or dynamical control [M(푡)] in (140) is time-dependent [170, 201]. For instance,
the ultimate optomechanical cooling limit is a function of system dynamics [202]. Then, integration should be done
numerically, since exact analytical solutionswithout infinite perturbationsexist only for very restricted cases. However,
there exists the approximate yet accurate expression
{퐴(푡)} ≈ exp
(
∫
푡
0
[M(휏)]푑휏
)
{퐴(0)} − ∫
푡
0
exp
(
∫
푡
휏
[M(푠)]푑푠
)√
[Γ]{퐴in(휏)}푑휏, (157)
where exp(⋅) is matrix exponentiation. In general (157) is exact if a time-ordering operator 핋 is applied to exp(⋅),
however, analytical evaluation of (157) will be no longer possible. Nevertheless, (157) under certain sufficient con-
ditions [203, 204] could still be exact, since the trace and product of eigenvalues of exp(⋅) remain unaltered if 핋 is
dropped [203, 204]. This hints the fact that 핋 might actually cause an orthogonal transformation which preserves the
eigenvalues. Anyhow, (157) remains sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes.
In the end, it has to be mentioned that under external drive, periodicity, or dynamical control [M(푡)] in (140) is
time-dependent [170, 201]. For instance, the ultimate optomechanical cooling limit is a function of system dynamics
[202]. Then, integration should be done numerically, since exact analytical solutions without infinite perturbations
exist only for very restricted cases. This is, however, beyond the scope of the current study.
In this section, a new method was described to solve quadratic quantum interactions using perturbative truncation
schemes, by including higher-order operators in the solution space. Transformation to scalar forms using푄−functions
was also presented. Spectral densities of square operators, calculation of the second-order correlation function, as well
as quantum limited amplifiers, nondemolition measurements, and quantum anharmonic oscillator are to be demon-
strated in the next three sections §5 through §7, followed by in depth discussions of quantum optomechanics, quadratic
optomechanics, and cross-Kerr interactions in §8 through §11.
5. Nonlinear Noise Spectra
This section deals with the calculation of nonlinear noise spectra for squared noise operators such as 푎̂2
in
(푡) and
so on. While the results are of relevance in part to the higher-order operator analysis, mostly we shall come across
multiplicative noise such as 푎̂푎̂in and make use of linearized approximations such as 푎̄푎̂in. This is quite tempting since
it makes the method of higher-order operators a lot easier to apply. However, still the knowledge of noise spectra
for squared operators is much useful and of relevance, at least when nonlinear oscillations are to be studied around
their equilibrium. We show that not only it is possible to estimate the spectral noise density of squared noise opera-
tors analytically but also further application of results can yield previously unknown quantities such as photon cavity
occupation number at lasing threshold. These are all to be discussed below in sufficient details.
The required noise spectra [177] of cross operators is clearly a product of each of the individual terms, since the
nature of particles are different. However, the noise spectra of quadratic operators themselves need to be appropri-
ately expressed. For instance, 푑̂in actually corresponds to the spectral input noise of the square operator 푑̂ = 푏̂푏̂∕2
√
Γ
from (137), which clearly satisfies 푑̂in(푡) =
1
2
푏̂in(푡)푏̂in(푡)∕
√
Γ, or 푑̂in(푤) =
1
2
푏̂in(푤) ∗ 푏̂in(푤)∕
√
Γ in the frequency
domain, where ∗ merely represents the convolution operation. Therefore, once 푎̂in(푤) and 푏̂in(푤) are known, all rele-
vant remaining input noise spectra could be obtained accordingly using simple convolutions or products in frequency
domain.
As a result, the corresponding spectral density of the noise input terms to the cross operators can be determined
from the relevant vacuum noise fluctuations and performing a Fourier transform. For instance, we have 푆퐶퐷퐶퐷[푤] =
푆퐶퐶[푤]푆퐷퐷[푤] where 푆퐶퐶 [푤] =
1
4
푆퐴2퐴2[푤] and 푆퐷퐷[푤] =
1
4
푆퐵2퐵2 [푤]. Then Isserlis-Wick theorem [81, 178]
could be exploited to yield the desired expressions. If we assume⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ (휏)
⟩
= 휁(푡 − 휏), (158)
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푓̂ (푡)푓̂ †(휏)
⟩
= 휓(푡 − 휏),
[푓̂ (푡), 푓̂ †(휏)] = 휐̂(푡 − 휏),
where the dimensionless correlation integrator runs on phase, instead of time, as⟨
푓̂ (푡)푔̂(휏)
⟩
= ∫ 푓̂ (푡 + 휏)푔̂(휏)푑(휔휏), (159)
then the functions 휁(⋅), 휓(⋅), and the operator 푣̂(⋅) should be all having the dimension of 푓̂ 2(⋅) as well. That means if 푓̂
is dimensionless, which is the case for the choice of ladder operators, then 휁(⋅), 휓(⋅), and 푣̂(⋅) become dimensionless,
too. The functions 휁(⋅) and 휓(⋅) together can cause squeezing or thermal states if appropriately defined [20, 22]. By
Isserlis-Wick theorem applied to scalars we have ⟨푥1푥2푥3푥4⟩ = ⟨푥1푥2⟩ ⟨푥3푥4⟩+ ⟨푥1푥3⟩ ⟨푥2푥4⟩+ ⟨푥1푥4⟩ ⟨푥3푥4⟩. This
gives for the operators
푆퐹 2퐹 2[푤] =
1
2휋 ∫
+∞
−∞
⟨
푓̂ 2(푡)푓̂ 2†(0)
⟩
푒푖푤푡푑푡 =
1
2휋 ∫
+∞
−∞
⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ (푡)푓̂ †(0)푓̂ †(0)
⟩
푒푖푤푡푑푡 (160)
=
1
2휋 ∫
∞
−∞
{⟨
푓̂ 2(푡)
⟩⟨
푓̂ 2†(0)
⟩
+ 2
⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ †(0)
⟩2
+ 2
⟨
푓̂ (푡)
[
푓̂ (푡), 푓̂ †(0)
]
푓̂ †(0)
⟩}
푒푖푤푡푑푡
=
1
2휋 ∫
∞
−∞
[
휁(0)휁∗(0) + 2휓2(푡) + 2
⟨
푓̂ (푡)휐̂(푡)푓̂ †(0)
⟩]
푒푖푤푡푑푡
= |휁(0)|2훿(푤) + 1
휋 ∫
∞
−∞
[
휓2(푡) +
⟨
푓̂ (푡)휐̂(푡)푓̂ †(0)
⟩]
푒푖푤푡푑푡.
Hence, for a given stochastic process where
⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ (휏)
⟩
= 0,
⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ †(휏)
⟩
= Ψ(푡 − 휏), and having the scalar commu-
tator [푓̂ (푡), 푓̂ †(휏)] = Υ(푡 − 휏), we simply get
푆퐹 2퐹 2[푤] =
1
휋 ∫
∞
−∞
Ψ2(푡)푒푖푤푡푑푡 +
1
휋 ∫
∞
−∞
Υ(푡)Ψ(푡)푒푖푤푡푑푡. (161)
Now, suppose that we have a coherent field of photons at the angular frequency휔 with an initial Gaussian distribu-
tion, in which Ψ(푡) = exp(−휒2휔2푡2∕2) exp(−푖휔푡) and Υ(푡) = Ψ(푡), while having the linewidth Δ푓 = 1
2휋
휒휔. Clearly,
휒 is a dimensionless and positive real number. In the limit of 휒 → 0+, the expected relationshipΨ(푡) =
√
2휋훿(휔푡)∕휒
is easily recovered.
This particular definition of the correlating functionΨ(푡) ensures that the corresponding spectral density is appro-
priately normalized, that is
∫
+∞
−∞
푆퐹퐹 [푤]푑푤 = ∫
∞
−∞
[
1
2휋 ∫
+∞
−∞
⟨
푓̂ (푡)푓̂ †(0)
⟩
푒푖푤푡푑푡
]
푑푤 (162)
= 1.
Hence, one may obtain the following spectral density
푆퐹 2퐹 2[푤] =
휒
휋
√
휋휔
exp
[
−
(푤 − 2휔)2
4휒2휔2
]
, (163)
which is centered at the doubled frequency 2휔, has a linewidth of
√
2Δ푓 , and satisfies the property
∫
+∞
−∞
푆퐹 2퐹 2 [푤]푑푤 =
2
휋
휒2. (164)
Once the spectral densities of input noise terms are found, spectral densities of all output fields immediately follows
(142,143) as {퐴[푤]}out = [S
†(푤)S(푤)]{퐴[푤]}in, inwhich [S
†(푤)S(푤)] = [|푆푖푗(푤)|2], {퐴[푤]}in is an array containing
the spectral densities of inputs, and similarly {퐴[푤]}out is the array of spectral densities at each of the output fields.
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5.1. Estimation of 푔(2)(0)
Many of the important features of an interacting quantum system is given by its second-order correlation function
푔(2)(0) at zero time-delay [164–166] defined as
푔(2)(0) =
⟨푎̂†(0)푎̂†(0)푎̂(0)푎̂(0)⟩⟨푎̂†(0)푎̂(0)⟩2 . (165)
It is fairly easy to estimate this function once the spectral densities of all higher order operators of the nonlinear system
are calculated. For this purpose, we may first employ the definition (137) to rewrite
푔(2)(0) = 4
⟨푐̂†(0)푐̂(0)⟩⟨푛̂(0)⟩2 = 4푛̄2 ⟨푐̂†(0)푐̂(0)⟩ = 4푛̄2 [⟨푐̂(0)푐̂†(0)⟩− 푛̄ − 12] . (166)
Estimation of the average within brackets can be done by having 푆퐶퐶[푤] =
1
4
푆퐴2퐴2[푤] corresponding to the higher-
order operator 푐̂. This can be assumed to has been already found from knowledge of the scattering matrix [S(푤)], spec-
tral densities of input fields {퐴[푤]}in, and subsequent derivation of spectral density array of output fields {퐴[푤]}out .
Then, 푆퐶퐶 [푤] will be simply an element of the vector {퐴[푤]}out . Using (161), this results in a fairly brief represen-
tation
푔(2)(0) =
4
푛̄2
(
∫
+∞
−∞
푆퐶퐶 [푤]푑푤
)
−
4푛̄ + 2
푛̄2
=
2
푛̄2
Ψ(0) [Ψ(0) + Υ(0)] −
4푛̄ + 2
푛̄2
. (167)
With the assumptions above for an ideal initial Gaussian distribution, we have Ψ(0) = Υ(0) = 1 and thus 푔(2)(0) =
4(
1
2
− 푛̄)∕푛̄2. One should have in mind that this relationship cannot be readily used for a coherent radiation, since for a
practical laser the true statistics is Poissonian and not Gaussian. This analysis thus reveals that the cavity occupation
number of such an ideal laser with the threshold defined as 푔(2)(0) = 1 is exactly 푛̄ =
√
6 − 2 ≈ 0.450. This is in
contrast to the widely used assumption of quantum threshold condition 푛̄ = 1 [179–184]. Interestingly, a new study
[185] of photon statistics in weakly nonlinear optical cavities based on extensive density matrix calculations [186, 187]
yields the value 푛̄ = 0.4172, which is in reasonable agreement to our estimate. An earlier investigation on quantum-dot
photonic crystal cavity lasers [188, 189] also gives the value 푛̄ = 0.485.
6. Quantum Read-out Circuits
This brief section presents the method of higher-order operators as applied to two of the very common quantum
circuits used in read-out process: quantum limited amplifiers, and quantum non-demolition measurements. A more
extensive and focused study of this subject through cross-Kerr interaction combined with parametric amplification
though follows later in §11, which is shown to admit a mathematically exact solution through the proper utilization of
the higher-order operators.
6.1. Quantum Limited Amplifiers
The method of higher-order operators can be extended to the quantum limited amplifiers, which in the general form
coincides with the expression (172), but is usually solved using a zeroth-order perturbation [168]. For the single-mode
degenerate quantum limited amplifier [5, 168, 169], the corresponding Hamiltonian is slightly different given by
ℍ = ℏ휔푛̂ + ℏ(푔푐̂ + 푔∗푐̂†), (168)
with the 3-dimensional basis {퐴}T = {푛̂, 푐̂, 푐̂†} which satisfies closedness. Then, the second-order accurate Langevin
equations with inclusion of the self-energyℍself = ℏ휔푛̂ can be shown to be unconditionally stable withℜ{eig[퐌]} <
0, given by
̇̂푛 = −푖2(푔푐̂ − 푔∗푐̂†), (169)
̇̂푐 = (−2푖휔 −
2푛̄ + 1
4
Γ2)푐̂ − 푖푔
∗푛̂ − 푖
1
2
푔∗ − (푛̄ +
1
2
)
√
Γ2푐̂in,
̇̂푐† = (2푖휔 −
2푛̄ + 1
4
Γ2)푐̂
† + 푖푔푛̂ + 푖
1
2
푔 − (푛̄ +
1
2
)
√
Γ2푐̂
†
in
.
In presence of Kerr nonlinearity [170] as ℍ = ℏ휔푛̂ + ℏ(푔푐̂ + 푔∗푐̂†) + ℏ훾푐̂†푐̂, one may use 4푐̂†푐̂ = 푛̂2 − 푛̂, [푛̂2, 푐̂] ≈
−
1
2
(6푛̄+ 7)푐̂, and the basis {퐴}T = {푛̂, 푛̂2, 푐̂, 푐̂†} to construct a set of 4 × 4 integrable Langevin equations. The rest of
necessary commutators are already found in (138), and later below in (175) and (176).
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6.2. Quantum Nondemolition Measurements
Quantum nondemolition measurements of states require a cross-Kerr nonlinear interaction of the type
ℍ = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ + ℏΩ푏̂†푏̂ + ℏ휒푎̂†푎̂푏̂†푏̂ (170)
= ℏ휔푛̂ + ℏΩ푚̂ + ℏ휒푛̂푚̂,
in which 푎̂ and 푏̂ fields respectively correspond to the probe and signal [171, 172]. This system can be conveniently
analyzed by the preferred choice [171] of the higher-order operators {퐴}T = {푛̂, 푚̂, 퐶̂, 푆̂}, where
퐶̂ =
1
2
[
(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2 푎̂ + 푎̂†(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2
]
, (171)
푆̂ =
1
2푖
[
(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2 푎̂ − 푎̂†(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2
]
,
are quadratures of the readout observable. It is straightforward to show by induction that [푓 (푎̂†), 푎̂] = −푓 ′(푎̂†) and
[푎̂†, 푓 (푎̂)] = −푓 ′(푎̂) with 푓 (⋅) ∶  ↦  being a real function of its argument. Now, the non-zero commutators of the
basis {퐴}T can be found after some algebra as [푛̂, 퐶̂] = −푖푆̂, [푛̂, 푆̂] = 푖퐶̂ , and [퐶̂, 푆̂] = 1
2
푖(푛̂ + 2)−1. All remains to
construct the Langevin equations now, is to linearize the last commutators as [퐶̂, 푆̂] ≈ 1
2
푖(푛̄+2)−1, by which the basis
{퐴}T = {푛̂, 푚̂, 퐶̂, 푆̂} would satisfy closedness. Input noise terms to the operators 퐶̂ and 푆̂ should be constructed by
linear combinations of 푎̂in and 푎̂
†
in
while replacing the multiplier term 1∕
√
푛̂ + 1 with the linearized form 1∕
√
푛̄ + 1.
In practice, both of the quantum limited amplification and cross-Kerr interaction are needed at once to perform a
quantum non-demolition read-out of system state. Hence, a practical system makes use of a combined Hamiltonian of
(168) and (170). Solution of such system becomes a lot more complicated, however, it still admits a mathematically
exact solution through nonlinear analysis of higher-order operators as shown later in §11.
7. Quantum Anharmonic Oscillator
The quantum anharmonic oscillator appears in many nonlinear systems including quadratic optomechanics [190,
191], where our method here is applicable, and this section discusses the application of higher-order operator algebra
to tackle this system.
The anharmonic Kerr Hamiltonian is [192, 193]
ℍ = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ +
1
2
ℏ휁푎̂†2푎̂2 = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ + 2ℏ휁푐̂†푐̂ = ℏ
(
휔 −
1
2
휁
)
푛̂ +
1
2
ℏ휁푛̂2, (172)
in which 휁 is a constant. It is well known that in case of 휁 > 2휔 this system exhibits an effective bistable potential,
and is otherwise monostable. However, we are here much interested in a slightly different but more complicated form
given by [194]
ℍ = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ −
1
2
ℏ휁
(
푎̂† + 푎̂
)4
, (173)
which is monostable or bistable if both 휔 and 휁 are respectively positive or negative. This type of nonlinearity is of
particular importance in fourth-order analysis of qubits [87, 195–200]. While the Hamiltonian (173) is for a single-
mode field, the case of multi-mode electromagnetic field could be easily devised following the existing interaction
Hamiltonians [194] and the presented method. Nevertheless, the above expression after some algebraic manipulations
can be put into the form
ℍ = ℏ(휔 − 3휁)푛̂ − 3ℏ휁푛̂2 − 2ℏ휁
[
푐̂2 + 푐̂†2 + 3
(
푐̂ + 푐̂†
)]
− 4ℏ휁
(
푛̂푐̂ + 푐̂†푛̂
)
, (174)
where a trivial constant term ℏ휁 is dropped. Here, we may proceed with the 8-dimensional basis operator set {퐴}T =
{푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푛̂2, 푐̂2, 푐̂†2, 푛̂푐̂, 푐̂†푛̂}, resulting in a second order perturbation accuracy.
Treating this problem using the Langevin equation (144), regardless of the values of 휁 and 휔, is possible, only if
the following non-trivial exact commutators
[푛̂, 푐̂2] = −4푐̂2, (175)
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[푛̂2, 푐̂] = −3푛̂푐̂ −
7
2
푐̂,
[푛̂2, 푐̂2] = 4(푛̂ − 2)푛̂푐̂2,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†] = 2푛̂푐̂ + 3푐̂,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†2] = 푛̂3 +
3
2
(
푛̂2 + 1
)
+
1
4
푛̂,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†푛̂] = 3 (푛̂ + 2) 푛̂푐̂ + 6푐̂,
[푐̂, 푐̂†푛̂] =
3
2
푛̂2,
[푛̂푐̂, 푐̂†푛̂] =
1
2
(
4푛̂2 − 3푛̂ + 2
)
푛̂,
are known, which may be found after significant algebra. The rest of required commutators which are not conjugates
of those in the above, can either directly or after factorization of a common term be easily found from (138). Again,
the set of commutators (175) does not yet satisfy the closedness property within {푆} = span({퐴} ∪ {1̂}), unless the
approximate linearization
[푛̂, 푐̂2] = −4푐̂2, (176)
[푛̂2, 푐̂] = −3푛̂푐̂ −
7
2
푐̂,
[푛̂2, 푐̂2] = 4(푛̄ − 2)푛̄푐̂2,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†] = 2푛̂푐̂ + 3푐̂,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†2] =
1
2
(2푛̄ + 3) 푛̂2 +
1
4
푛̂ +
3
2
,
[푐̂2, 푐̂†푛̂] = 3 (푛̄ + 2) 푛̂푐̂ + 6푐̂,
[푐̂, 푐̂†푛̂] =
3
2
푛̂2,
[푛̂푐̂, 푐̂†푛̂] =
1
2
(4푛̄ − 3) 푛̂2 + 푛̂,
is employed. The rest of the process is identical to the one described under (154). Construction of the respective noise
terms is also possible by iterated use of the results in §5 and so on.
8. Quantum Optomechanics
This section concerns the application of the method of higher-order operators to conventional optomechanics,
which is a third-order nonlinear interaction. The nonlinearity arises from radiation pressure acting upon the mirror,
which also in turn causes backaction unto mechanical oscillator. The combination of nonlinearity and backaction is
what is required to properly explain the behavior of optomechanical systems and time-domain evolution of operators
through Langevin equations. The tricky part is to recover the measureable spectral density by means of higher-order
algebra, and this is shown to be well doable. Once the appropriate formulation is set, no only the linearized results can
be recovered and the higher-order algebra is consistent with linearized optomechanics, but also, additional correction
terms and explicit expressions could be found as a result of nonlinearity. The coherent phonon population 푚̄ = ⟨푏̂†푏̂⟩,
which turns out to be significantly different from mean-field approximated value of |푏̄|2 = | ⟨푏̂⟩ |2, and side-band
inequivalence in §9, which is a counter-intuitive symmetry breaking in frequency shifts of Stokes/anti-Stokes side-
bands, are clear manifestions of higher-order effects in nonlinear optomechanics.
Similarly, a higher-order resonance shift exists appearing as changes in both of the optical and mechanical reso-
nances. We provide the first knownmethod to explicitly estimate the population of coherent phonons. We also calculate
corrections to spring effect due to higher-order interactions and coherent phonons, and show that these corrections can
be quite significant in measurement of single-photon optomechanical interaction rate. It is shown that there exists
non-unique and various choices for the higher-order operators to solve the optomechanical interaction with different
multiplicative noise terms, among which a minimal basis offers exactly linear Langevin equations, while decoupling
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one Langevin equation and thus leaving the whole standard optomechanical problem exactly solvable by explicit ex-
pressions. We finally present a detailed treatment of multiplicative noise as well as nonlinear dynamic stability phases
by the method of higher-order operators. Similar approach can be used outside the domain of standard optomechanics
to quadratic and all other types of nonlinear interactions in quantum physics.
Nonlinear quantum interactions with stochastic noise input stand among the most difficult analytical challenges to
solve in the context of stochastic differential equations. While linearized interactions remain accurate for description
of many experiments, a certain class of quadratic and higher-order physical phenomena cannot be normally understood
under linearized approximations. While in classical problems the resulting Langevin equations are scalar functions, in
quantum problems one has to deal with nonlinear operator differential equations. If expanded unto base kets, bosonic
operators can assume infinite-dimensional matrix forms, rendering the solution entirely intractable.
Such classes of nonlinear operator problems can be addressed by construction of Fokker-Planck or nonlinear
Schrödinger equations, among which there exists a one-to-one correspondence. The Fokker-Planck equation [138,
155–157, 205] is actually equivalent to the nonlinear Schrödinger equation with bosonic operator algebra, and its mo-
ments [159] translate into nonlinear Langevin equations. The method of master equations [139, 140] also can be used
in combination with the quasi-probablity Wigner functions [141, 142] to deal with nonlinear quantum interactions.
The master equation approach is reasonably accurate as long as Born and Markov approximations are not employed
[206]. But none of these methods is probably as convenient as the method of Langevin equations [19–22], which has
found popularity in the context of quantum optoemchanics [1, 3, 5, 6, 35, 65, 174, 207–213].
Being an inherently nonlinear interaction among photonic and phononic baths [25, 26, 36, 38, 39, 70, 167, 214,
215], the standard quantum optomechanics is normally described by linearized Langevin equations [19–22]. This will
suffice to address a majority of complex experimental situations such as optomechanical-induced transparency [216–
218] and polaron anti-crossing [219], but effects such as non-classical states of light [141, 142, 164, 220], optomechan-
ical emission of real photons from vacuum [221], photon blockade [164], nonlinear self-oscillations [222–226], and
chaos [227, 228] are all amongmanifestations of nonlinear regimes in standard optomechanics, which need description
using nonlinear algebra. Also, biquadratic interactions (mostly referred to as quadratic interactions) among bosonic
baths remain a hurdle. In quadratic optomechanics [14–17, 73, 74, 74–78, 115, 119], which is a topic of growing
interest in the recent year, having an analytical tool capable of addressing such kinds of nonlinearity is advantageous.
A perturbation technique based on the expansion of time-evolution operators [17] is employed to investigate quadratic
interactions and it has been shown that for mechanical frequencies exceeding optical frequencies a new unexplored
regime appears in which the roles of optical and mechanical partitions are interchanged.
Recently, the author has reconsidered the theoretical description of optomechanics [7] and shown that quadratic
interactions are subject to two corrections resulting from momentum conservation and relativistic effects. Such types
of quadratic corrections become significant when the mechanical frequency is within the same order of or exceeds
electromagnetic frequency. Furthermore, an analytical approach is proposed to tackle nonlinear quantum interactions
[8] and a method of expansion unto higher-order operators is proposed and investigated in details.
In this section, the higher-order operator approach recently proposed by the author [8, 10–12] is employed to
address the standard optomechanics, and it is shown that there exists a minimal choice of higher-order operator basis
which leads to exactly linear and fully separable Langevin equations with multiplicative input noise terms [23]. We
also present a full mathematical treatment of multiplicative noise terms, which turn out to play a crucial rule in higher-
order quantum optomechanics. This allows one to provide an exact and explicit solution using an operator-based
method to solve the optomechanical interactions in the nonlinear regime. There exists higher-order effects appearing
at high optical pump rates, and can be predicted using the method discussed here. These include inequivalent red
and blue detunings, higher-order resonance shift and spring effects, and also zero-point-field induced optomechanical
shift of mechanical frequency. The inequivalency of red and blue detuned side-bands, which appears as a counter-
intuitive difference in their respective frequency shifts, is different from the well-known anomalous Stokes-Anti-Stokes
symmetry breaking [229–231] which is connected to different scattering amplitudes. The samemethod of higher-order
operator algebra has been recently used independently as well [18].
We also show for the first time that the introduced method of higher-order operators can be used to estimate the
coherent population of phonons in the optomechanical cavity, here referred to as the coherent phonon number. This
quantity can not only be calculated explicitly in terms of optomechanical parameters, but also, can be found by fitting
the expressions of corrected spring effect to the experimental observations. Also, dynamic linear and nonlinear stability
phases in red and blue-detuned drives can be well computed and estimated using the method of higher-order operators.
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8.1. Choice of Basis
The standard optomechanical Hamiltonian after transformation into rotating frame of cavity resonance, and inclu-
sion of non-interacting self-energiesℍ푠 and interacting term ℍOM reads [1, 3, 5, 6, 207]
ℍ = ℍ푠 + ℍOM (177)
= ℏΩ푚̂ − ℏΔ푛̂ − ℏ푔0푛̂
(
푏̂ + 푏̂†
)
,
where 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂ and 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂ are photon and phonon number operators with 푎̂ and 푏̂ respectively being the photon
and phonon annihilators, Ω is the mechanical frequency, Δ is optical detuning from cavity resonance, and 푔0 is the
single-photon optomechanical interaction rate. The interaction ℍOM is not quadratic, but is still cubic nonlinear. It is
normally solved by a straightforward linearization [1, 3, 6], but can be also solved at the second-order accuracy using
the higher-order operators described in §4.
In order to form a closed basis of operators, we may choose either the higher-order operators
{퐴}T =
{
푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†
}
, (178)
of the second-degree, which forms a 3 × 3 system of Langevin equations, or
{퐴}T =
{
푎̂, 푏̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푛̂, 푐̂
}
, (179)
which forms a 6 × 6 system of Langevin equations. Here, we adopt the definition 푐̂ = 1
2
푎̂2 [7, 8].
It is easy to verify that this system is exactly closed, by calculation of all possible commutation pairs between the
elements. Out of the 6! commutators, the non-zero ones are [푎̂, 푛̂] = −[푎̂푏̂†, 푏̂] = 푎̂, [푎̂푏̂, 푛̂] = 푎̂푏̂, [푎̂푏̂†, 푛̂] = 푎̂푏̂†, and
[푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†] = [푐̂, 푛̂] = 2푐̂, which is obviously a closed basis. Now, one may proceed with composition of the Langevin
equations.
The applicability of the basis (178) becomes readily clear by calculating the braket [푎̂,ℍ] as appears in the cor-
responding Langevin equation. The terms involving the second-degree operators 푎̂푏̂ and 푎̂푏̂† immediately show up.
The key in the method of higher-order operators is to keep these operator pairs, triplets and so on together, as each
combination has a clear corresponding physical process. While 푎̂ and 푏̂ refer to individual ladder operators, 푎̂푏̂ and 푎̂푏̂†
respectively construct the blue and red 1-photon/1-phonon processes. For this reason, it is probably more appropriate
to call these higher-degree operator combinations as processes.
The Langevin equations for the blue 푎̂푏̂ and red 푎̂푏̂† processes do not close on themselves, because of the appearance
of third-order blue- and red-like processes 푎̂푏̂2 and 푎̂푏̂†2, describing 1-photon/2-phonon processes. Similarly, every
푗-th order blue- or red-like process such as 푎̂푏̂푗 and 푎̂푏̂†푗 will lead to the 푗 + 1-order process. Hence, the infinite-
dimensional basis {푎̂} ∪ {∀푎̂푏̂푗 , 푎̂푏̂†푗 ; 푗 ∈ N } can provide an exact solution to the optomechanics. Furthermore, the
convergence of solutions basis on such expansions would be questionable when 푔0 << Ω is violated. In general, the
푗-th order processes correspond to the 1-photon/푗-phonon interactions and contribute to the 푗 + 1-order sidebands.
Here, it has been shown that under practical conditions, it is unnecessary to take account of the processes 푗 ≥ 2
and the 3 × 3 basis (178) is rather sufficient for most practical purposes. Nonetheless, 푗 = 2 processes contribute
significantly to nonlinear stability and second-order mechanical sidebands. While the use of an infinite-dimensional
basis is surprisingly unnecessary in still a higher-order formulation, using the compact minimal basis to be discussed
in the following can lead to the mathematically exact solution.
The choice of basis is not unique, and every non-degenerate linear combination of bases leads to another equivalent
form. Onemay for instance arbitrate the three-dimensional linear basis {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푏̂, 푏̂†} or the four-dimensional linear
basis {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푏̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂†} as is taken in the context of linearized standard optomechanics [1, 3, 6], the five-dimensional
all-Hermitian basis {퐴}T = {푛̂, 푚̂, 푛̂2, 푛̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†), 푖푛̂(푏̂ − 푏̂†)} [17], and ultimately the minimal three-dimensional basis
{퐴}T = {푛̂2, 푛̂푏̂, 푛̂푏̂†} = {푁̂, 퐵̂, 퐵̂†}, (180)
assumed here, which is of the fourth-degree. We shall later observe that while (179) is necessary to construct the
closed Langevin equations, a second-order linearization will be needed to decouple three operators, leaving only the
basis (178) in effect. Quite remarkably, however, and in a similar manner, the use of minimal basis (180) turns out to be
fairly convenient to construct the optomechanical Langevin equations. This is not only since the Langevin equations
take on exactly linear forms, but also eventually the equation for 푁̂ and 퐵̂† will decouple. This leaves the whole
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standard optomechanical interaction exactly solvable through integration of only one linear differential equation in
terms of 퐵̂. The main difference between using various choices of higher-order operator bases [8] is the noise terms.
It turns out that the definition and higher-order operators lead to multiplicative noise inputs, which once known, the
problem will be conveniently solvable. Full mathematical treatment of multiplicative noise terms is necessary for
description of some various phenomena and this will be discussed in §8.12.
8.2. Outline of Results
Since the comprehensive treatment of quantum optomechanical effects cannot be described all at once, we prefer to
first present a quick overview of main deductions and later we expand the derivations and show the calculation details.
8.2.1. Coherent Phonon Population
The overall phonon population inside an optomechanical cavity can be parted into two groups: the non-coherent
phonons with population 푚th which are mostly due to the random thermal fluctuations, and coherent phonons with
population 푚̄which are driven by radiation pressure due to optomechanical interaction. It may be correctly anticipated
for a single-mode 1:1 optomechanical cavity that while 푚̄ should depend on the intracavity photon population 푛̄, 푚th
is determined by temperature and possible presence a cooling mechanism. Mostly, 푚th = 1∕[exp(ℏΩ∕푘B푇 ) − 1] at
thermal equilibrium can be kept well under unity by bringing temperature low enough and also a cooling tone can
effectively deplete the cavity from noisy thermal phonons.
Now, it is possible to show that 푚̄(Δ) = ⟨푏̂†푏̂⟩ is the coherent phonon population given by
푚̄(Δ) ≈
32푔2
0
Ω2
(
훾2 + 훾Γ + 4Δ2
)
(
훾2 + 4Δ2
) (
Γ2 + 4Ω2
)2 푛̄2(Δ) = 푔20휁(Δ)푛̄2(Δ), (181)
where Γ is the mechanical decay rate, and 훾 = 휅 + Γ is the total optomechanical decay rate with 휅 being the optical
decay rate, as proved in details in §8.8 using the method of higher-order operators. Also, 푛̄(Δ) can be found from
numerical solution of a third-order algebraic equation (201). The relationship 푚̄ ∝ 푛̄2 signifies the fact that mechanical
oscillations are nonlinearly driven by optical radiation pressure. While the expression (181) is significantly different
from |푏̄|2 = ⟨푏̂⟩ ⟨푏̂†⟩ = | ⟨푏̂⟩ |2, numerical tests show that |푏̄|2 is within 50% error range of the actual value (181).
8.2.2. Weakly Nonlinear Approximation of Side-band Inequivalence
Defining Δ푏 and Δ푟 respectively as the blue and red frequency shifts of sidebands, it is possible to show that these
two quantities do not necessarily agree in magnitude, such that Δ푏 + Δ푟 ≠ 0. As shown in §8.6, an explicit relation
for the side-band inequivalence 훿 = Δr +Δb − 2Δ, also alternatively defined as 2훿Δ =
1
2
(Δr +Δb) − Δ, can be found
through series expansion of the eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix from (211). With some algebra, it is possible to
show that for 푔0
√
푛̄ << Ω correct to the fourth-order in the weakly nonlinear limit, we get
훿Ω
Ω
=
1
2
훿
Ω
≈
(푔0
Ω
)2 (
푛̄ +
1
2
)
− 2
(푔0
Ω
)4 (
푛̄ +
1
2
)(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
. (182)
The typical behavior of this equation in the weakly nonlinear regime is that the side-band inequivalence 훿 should
increase linearly with 푛̄ before 푚̄ gets large enough to bring it down. However, the actual accuracy of (181) is limited
to when the normalized side-band inequivalence 훿̄ = 훿∕Ω does not exceed a few percent. A more accurate analysis of
side-band inequivalence shall be thus needed, to be presented in §9, showing that side-band inequivalence exhibits a
near-resonant behavior with respect to pump.
There is a related polaritonic splitting effect [216], as a result of anti-crossing between the optomechanically in-
teracting optical and mechanical resonances generated across either of the mechanical side-bands, amount of which
happens to be exactly 2훿Δ. This has nothing to do with the side-band asymmetry, which happens to occur on the two
opposite sides of the main cavity resonance. It should be mentioned that observation of this phenomenon in supercon-
ducting electromechanics [232] as well as parametrically actuated nano-string resonators [233, 234] can potentially
yield the most clear results due to various experimental conditions. In fact, intracavity photon numbers as large as 106
and 108 and more are attainable respectively in superconducting electromechanics and optically-trapped nano-particle
optomechanics.
A close inspection of a very high-resolution measurement on a side-band resolved microtoroidal disk[235] yields
a side-band inequivalence of 훿Δ ≈ 2휋 × (142 ± 36)Hz, which perfectly complies to (182) if 푛̄ = (5.1 ± 1.3) × 103.
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Unfortunately, further such a high resolution measurements on deeply side-band resolved optomechanical cavities are
not reported elsewhere to the best knowledge of authors. Nevertheless, clear signatures of side-band inequivalence can
be easily verified in few other experiments [232, 233, 236]. Remarkably, recent measurements on Stokes-Anti-Stokes
scattering from multi-layered MoTe2 exhibits a difference in frequency shift as large as 7% for the five-layered sample
[230], which corresponds to 0.88 ± 0.11cm−1. Also, a recent landmark experiment on room-temperature quantum
optomechanical correlations [237] has reported measurements which coincidentally exhibit a sideband inequivalence
up to 4kHz and roughly agree to the approximation훿 ≈ 2푔2
0
푛̄∕Ω. Much further experimental evidence is to be presented
in §9.
In any experimental optomechanical attempt to measure this phenomenon, a side-band resolved cavity could be
driven on resonance and noise spectra of the two mechanical side bands be measured with extreme precision in a
heterodyne setup. Even in case of well-known thermo-optical effects and two-photon dispersion or absorption which
cause drifts in the optical resonance and other optomechanical parameters [238], this effect should be still observable
in principle. The reason is that the amount of inequivalence is actually independent of the exact pump frequency as
long as intracavity photon population does not change significantly. So, it should be sufficient only if the cavity is
driven on or close to the optical resonance for the side-bands to be sufficiently different in their frequency shifts.
Quantum optomechanical experiments are typically difficult and require stringent fabrication constraints. To this
end, equivalent experimental setups which actually share identical third-order nonlinear interaction Hamiltonian could
be used. These include Brillouin/Raman scattering, ion/Paul traps, and electrooptic/acoustooptic modulation.
8.2.3. Higher-order Resonance Shift
The contribution of the off-diagonal terms to the mechanical frequency Ω in the coefficients matrix of optome-
chanical Langevin equations (212), can be ultimately held responsible for the so-called optomechanical spring effect
[1, 3, 6, 15, 239–243]. As the result of optomechanical interaction, both of the optical and mechanical resonance
frequencies and damping rates undergo shifts. Even at the limit of zero input optical power 훼 = 0 and therefore
zero cavity photon number 푛̄ = 0, it is possible to show that there is a temperature-dependent shift in the mechanical
resonance frequency, markedly different from the lattice-expansion dependent effect. This effect is solely due to the
optomechanical interaction with virtual cavity photons, which completely vanishes when 푔0 = 0. In close relationship
to the shift of resonances, we can also study the optomechanical spring effect with the corrections from higher-order
interactions included.
The analysis of spring effect is normally done by considerationof the effective optomechanical force acting upon the
dampedmechanical oscillator, thus obtaining a shift in squaredmechanical frequency 훿(Ω2), whose real and imaginary
parts give expressions for 훿Ω and 훿Γ. Corrections to these two terms due to higher-order interactions are discussed
in §8.2.4. Here, we demonstrate that the analysis using higher-order operator algebra can recover some important
lost information regarding the optical and mechanical resonances when the analysis is done on the linearized basis
{퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂, 푏̂†}.
To proceed,we consider finding eigenvalues of thematrixM as defined in (211). Ignoringall higher-ordernonlinear
effects beyond the basis {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}, we set 푠 = 0. This enables us to search for the eigenvalues of the
coefficients matrixM as
eig[M] = eig
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
푖(퐺 + 푓+) −푖(Ω − Δ) −
훾
2
0
−푖(퐺 − 푓−) 0 푖(Ω + Δ) −
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (183)
= 푖
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Δ + 휆1 + 푖훾1
Δ + 휆2 + 푖훾2
Δ + 휆3 + 푖훾3
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
= 푖
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Δ + 휂1(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휂2(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휂3(Δ, 푇 )
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ ,
in which 퐺 = 푔0푛̄, 푓
± = 푔0(푚̄ +
1
2
) ±
1
2
푔0, 휆푗 = ℜ[휂푗] and 훾푗 = ℑ[휂푗] with 푗 = 1, 2, 3 are real valued functions of
Δ and bath temperature 푇 . The temperature 푇 determines 푚̄ while 푛̄ is a function of Δ as well as input photon rate
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훼. In general, the three eigenvalues 휂푗 = 휆푗(Δ, 푇 ) + 푖훾푗(Δ, 푇 ), 푗 = 1, 2, 3 are expected to be deviate from the three
free-running values 휓1 = 푖
1
2
휅, 휓2 = −Ω + 푖
1
2
훾 , and 휓3 = Ω + 푖
1
2
훾 , as 휂푗 ≈ 휓푗 − Δ because of non-zero 푔0. Solving
the three equations therefore gives the values of shifted optical and mechanical frequencies and their damping rates
compared to the bare values in absence of optomechanical interactions with 푔0 = 0, given by 훿Ω = −
1
2
ℜ[휂2−휂3]−Ω,
훿휔 = −
1
2
ℜ[휂2 + 휂3], 훿Γ = ℑ[−2휂1 + 휂2 + 휂3] − Γ, and 훿휅 = 2ℑ[휂1] − 휅. This method to calculate the alteration
of resonances, does not regard the strength of the optomechanical interaction or any of the damping rates. In contrast,
the known methods to analyze this phenomenon normally require 푔 << 휅 and Γ + 훿Γ << 휅 [3].
8.2.4. Corrections to Optical Spring Effect
As shown in §8.9, the full expression for corrected spring effect is given as
훿Ω(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (184)
+
푔2
0
ℜ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
+
푔2
0
ℑ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
훿Γ(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (185)
+
푔2
0
ℜ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
−
푔2
0
ℑ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, the second and third terms on the rights hand sides of both equations are corrections to the spring effect due to
the higher-order interactions, resulting from the temperature-dependent expressions
ℜ[휇(푤)] =
푤
Ω
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
+
1
2
, (186)
ℑ[휇(푤)] =
Γ
2Ω
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
.
The temperature-dependence of (186) causes dependence of the spring effect on temperature as well. The influence of
additional terms in (184) due to higher-order interactions can strongly influence any measurement of 푔0 through spring
effect, as most easily can be observable in the weak coupling limit for Doppler cavities.
In the weakly coupled operation mode and far Doppler regime where 푔0 << Ω and 휅 >> Ω >> Γ hold [81, 244],
using (201) with 푛̄ ≈ (Δ2 + 1
4
휅2)−1|훼|2, the spring equations are obtained from (184) by setting 푤 = Ω as
훿Ω(Ω,Δ) ≈ 2Δ푔2
0
푛̄(Δ) + 푚̄(Δ) + 1
Δ2 +
1
4
휅2
≈ 푔2
0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2Δ|훼|2(
Δ2 +
1
4
휅2
)2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ + 푔
4
0
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
2Δ휁(Δ)|훼|4(
Δ2 +
1
4
휅2
)3
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (187)
Here, |훼| is photon input rate to the cavity with 훼 being complex drive amplitude, andℜ[휇(Ω)] = 푚̄+1 andℑ[휇(Ω)] ≈
0 from (186). The importance of this equation is that the optical spring effect is actually proportional to 훿Ω ∝ 푔2
0
(푛̄ +
푚̄) ∝ 푔2
0
푛̄(1+푔2
0
휁푛̄)where 휁(Δ) is already defined in (222). This shows that if 푔0 is to be determined from experimental
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measurement of the optical spring effect, then the experiment should be done at the lowest optical power possible,
otherwise the term 푚̄ ∝ 푔2
0
푛̄2 becomes large and would result in an apparent change in 푔0. This fact also can explain
why the measured 푔0 through optical spring effect using uncorrected standard expressions (234) is always different
from the design value, which could be attributed to the absence of the second term proportional to 푔4
0
in the corrected
optical spring effect using the higher-order algebra.
The above equation together with the fact that on the far red detuningΔ→ +∞ we have 푛̄(Δ) → 0, 푚̄(Δ)→ 0, and
훿Ω(Ω,Δ) → 0, provides an alternate approximation for the resonant coherent phonon number 푚̄(0) at zero-detuning
as
푚̄(0) ≈
휅2
8푔2
0
[
휕훿Ω(Ω,Δ)
휕Δ
]
Δ=0
− 4
|훼|2
휅2
− 1 ≈
32푔2
0
푄2m
Γ2
푛̄2(0) ≈
512푔2
0
푄2m
Γ2휅4
|훼|4, (188)
where 푄m = Ω∕Γ is the mechanical quality factor, and the expression within the brackets can be measured exper-
imentally, and represents the slope of frequency displacement due to the spring effect versus detuning. The second
expression proportional to 푛̄2(0) follows (222) from §8.8 where an explicit and accurate formula for 푚̄(Δ) is found.
Noting |훼|2 ∝ 푃op reveals that while the intracavity photon number is propotional to the optical power as 푛̄(0) ∝
푃op, the coherent phonon population is proportional to the square of the optical power as 푚̄(0) ∝ 푃
2
op. This implies that
the effects of coherent mechanical field gets important only at sufficiently high optical powers, and also marks the fact
that in the low optical power limit where linear optomechanics is expected to work well, effects of coherent phonons do
not appear. This also explains why this quantity has not been so far noticed in the context of quantum optomechanics.
Because it does not show up anywhere in the corresponding fully linearized Langevin equations.
8.2.5. Corrections to Spectral Noise Density
As shown in §8.12, a fairly convenient but approximate solution to the symmetrized spectral density of output
optical field due to multiplicative noise is given as
푆(휔) = |푌11(휔)|2푆퐴퐴(휔) (189)
+
1
훾2
|||[푌12(휔) + 푌13(휔)] ∗ 푎̄(휔)|||2 푆퐵퐵(휔) + 1휃2 ||||[푌14(휔) ∗ 푎푏(휔) + 푌15(휔) ∗ 푎푏∗(휔)]||||2 푆퐵퐵(휔),
where spectral power densities 푆퐴퐴 and 푆퐵퐵 are already introduced in (203) and convolutions ∗ take place over the
entire frequency axis. In practice it is far easier to use numerical integration, however, this can cause numerical
instabilities when |휔−Δ| > 1
2
Ω. Owing to the fractional polynomial expressions for the elements of scattering matrix
elements as well as the multiplicative terms, it is possible to evaluate the integrals exactly using complex residue
techniques. Here, we proceed using numerical integration of the convolution integrals. The third term involving the
functions 푎푏(휔) and 푎푏∗(휔) are unnecessary for the 3×3 second-order formalism, and arise only in the 5×5 third-order
formalism.
In the above equation, every term adds up the contribution from linear, second-order, and third-order optomechan-
ics. These respectively are due to the processes of photon creation-annihilation {푎̂, 푎̂†}, the 1-photon/1-phonon blue
{푎̂푏̂, 푎̂†푏̂†} and red {푎̂푏̂†, 푎̂†푏̂} processes, and the 1-photon/2-phonon second-order blue-like {푎̂푏̂2, 푎̂†푏̂†2} and red-like
{푎̂푏̂†2, 푎̂†푏̂2} sideband processes. Apparently the Hermitian conjugate operators do not exist in the original 5×5 higher-
order formalism (262), since they are completely uncoupled from their Hermitian counterparts. However, calculation
of the noise spectral densities necessitates their presence, so that a real-valued and positive definite spectral density has
actually already taken care of these conjugate processes. Obviously, the first term contributes to the푤 = Δ resonance,
while the second term contributes to the first-order mechanical side-bands at 푤 = Δ = ±Ω. Similarly, the third term
constitutes the second-order mechanical sidebands at 푤 = Δ = ±2Ω.
It has to be mentioned that the spectral density (189) is not mathematically exact, since the multiplicative operators
appearing behind Weiner noise terms, are approximated by their time-averaged frequency-dependent terms (260).
Simulations of the noise spectrum across the red mechanical sideband and optical resonance generated in an op-
tomechanical experiment on the whispering galley mode of an optical micro-toroid, reported in a very remarkable
experiment [219] has been done, and results using linearized and higher-order optomechanics are calculated. The sim-
ulations using 3 × 3 linear optomechanics with the basis {푎̂, 푏̂, 푏̂†}, and 4 × 4 linearized optomechanics using the basis
{푎̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂, 푏̂†}, and 3 × 3 higher-order optomechanics with the basis {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†} and 5 × 5 higher-order optomechan-
ics with the basis {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푎̂푏̂2, 푎̂푏̂†2} are all observed. Agreement between the two higher-order formalisms using
second-order 3 × 3 and third-order 5 × 5 formalisms is noticed to be remarkably good.
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8.2.6. Dynamic Stability Maps
It is possible to employ the method of higher-order operators to investigate the dynamic stability of optomechanical
systems in the side-band resolved operation limit. A stable optomechanical system can be still perturbed by thermal
effects and they appear to be dominant in driving the cavity into instability for Doppler samples. However, for side-
band resolved samples, thermal effects are much less pronounced and the major contribution to the instability comes
from inherent nonlinear dynamics of the optomechanical interactions. That implies that optomechanical interactions
are linearly stable, but they can become nonlinearly unstable at a certain interaction order to be discussed below.
The dynamic stability can be done by inspecting eigenvalues of the coefficientsmatrix [M]. If the real part of at least
one of the eigenvalues is positive, then the system is unstable and its response to any perturbation grows indefinitely
in time. The linear formalisms of optomechanics fails to describe this phenomenon, since they always yield constant
eigenvalues. Even the second-order higher-operator method with 3 × 3 formalism, which describes the nonlinear 1-
photon/1-phonon processes, fails to reproduce the correct expected stability phases. This only can be understood by
employing at least the third-order 5 × 5 operator method, which includes the nonlinear 1-photon/2-phonon processes.
Hence, surprisingly enough, it is the 1-photon/2-phonon process and beyond, which contributes to the instability of an
optomechanical system.
Detailed verification of the linear stability from 4 × 4 full linear formalism, reveals that not surprisingly, the linear
and nonlinear stability diagrams remarkably are different. The linear instability starts at moderate resonant pump
powers, while it starts rapidly growing exactly over the blue detuning at a slightly higher power.
Firstly, across almost the entire domains of linear stability, the system is also nonlinearly stable. Secondly, by
careful observation of the nonlinear stability and linear stability, it can be seen that in most of the domain of linear
stability, the system is already nonlinearly stable. Hence, any attempt to drive the system within the region of linearly
unstable but nonlinearly stable, ultimately results in significant growth of mechanical amplitude and therefore side-
bands. Any further increase in the amplitude of side-bands become limited due to nonlinear stability. Hence, four
possible stability scenarios could be expected:
• Linearly and Nonlinearly Stable: The intersect of the linear and nonlinear stability domains, marks a shared
domain of unconditionally stable optomechanical interaction. Unless the system is influenced by thermal or
other nonideal effects, the stability is always guaranteed.
• Linearly Unstable, but Nonlinearly Stable: By inspection, an optomechanical system can be linearly unstable
while nonlinearly stable. This corresponds to the domains where any attempt to drive the system in these regions
causes immediate but limited growth in the amplitude of mechanical oscillations.
• Linearly and Nonlinearly Unstable: Under this scenario, the optomechanical cavity is always unstable regardless
of the other nonideal effects. This happens only at remarkably high drive powers.
• Linear Stable, but Nonlinearly Unstable: The unlikely and surprising case of linear stability and nonlinear insta-
bility is also possible according to the stability maps at some portions of non-resonant high drive powers. This
strange behavior corresponds to the case when the system remains stable only at infinitesimal optical powers.
Any fluctuation beyond tiny amplitudes shall drive the system into unstable growing and large amplitudes.
There is a threshold power푃th at which instabilities start to appear. As it expected and in agreement to experimental
observations, the unstable domain mostly covers the blue domain with Δ < 0. However, at higher optical powers than
푃th, instability phase can diffuse well into the red detunings as well Δ > 0. Therefore, the general impression that
instability always occurs on the blue side at every detuning above a certain threshold power is not correct. Interestingly,
the boundary separating the dynamically stable and dynamically unstable phases for this side-band resolved sample
with Ω >> 휅 >> Γ can be well estimated using
푛̄(Δ) > 푛cr, (190)
in which 푛cr is a critical cavity photon number. Extensive numerical tests for cavities within deep side-band resolved
Ω >> 휅, deep Doppler Ω >> 휅, and intermediate Ω ∼ 휅 regimes reveal the existence of such a critical intracavity
photon number limit 푛cr, beyond which dynamical instability takes over. However, for a cavity in deep side-band
resolved regime, it can be estimated in a phenomenological way, and is roughly given by
푛cr ∼
4
0
(
Ω
휅
)2
. (191)
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Here, 0 is the single-photon cooperativity given by
0 = 푔20∕휅Γ. (192)
If the cavity is not side-band resolved, (191) cannot be used, but numerical computations can still yield the limiting
number 푛cr.
For Doppler cavities, no such dynamic instability can be observed, and therefore thermal effects should dominate
over dynamical effects in driving a Doppler cavity toward instability. Meanwhile, it is the nonlinear optomechanical
dynamics which seems to be dominant in driving a side-band resolved cavity into instability. As a result, the existence
of such a critical maximum intracavity photon number is not related to thermal effects, but rather to the nonlinear
stability.
Now, we are all set to dive deep into the details ofmathematics of higher-orderanalysis of nonlinear optomechanics.
8.3. Optomechanical Hamiltonian
TheLangevin equations for theHamiltonianℍ = ℏΩ푚̂−ℏΔ푛̂−ℏ푔0푛̂(푏̂+푏̂
†)with the basis {퐴}T =
{
푎̂, 푏̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푛̂, 푐̂
}
are given exactly by
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
0 푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
0 −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
) 0 0 푖푔0 0
푖푔0 (푚̂ + 푛̂ + 1) 0 푖
(
Δ퐵 + 푔0푏̂
)
−
훾
2
0 0 0
푖푔0 (푚̂ − 푛̂) 0 0 푖
(
Δ푅 + 푔0푏̂
†
)
−
훾
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 −휅 0
0 0 푖푔0푎̂ 푖푔0푎̂ 0 2푖
(
Δ + 푔0퐵̂
)
− 휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
√
휅푎̂in√
Γ푏̂in√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂
)
in√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂†
)
in√
2휅푛̂in√
2휅푐̂in
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
=
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (193)
in which 훾 = 휅 + Γ is the total optomechanical decay rate, 퐵̂ = (푏̂+ 푏̂†), Δ푅 = Δ+Ω, and Δ퐵 = Δ−Ω. We have set
푥̂ = 푎̂ in all equations except the second and third where both of the bath operators 푥̂ = 푎̂ and 푥̂ = 푏̂ are taken separately
to construct the noise terms,
√
2푛̂in = 푎̂
†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂, (푎̂푏̂
†)in = 푎̂in푏̂
† + 푎̂푏̂
†
in, (푎̂푏̂)in = 푎̂in푏̂ + 푎̂푏̂in and
√
2푐̂in = 푎̂푎̂in.
The system (193) is still nonlinear and non-integrable because of the dependence of the coefficients matrix on the
operators. But it can be simplified by first noting that from the fifth equation we could expect any disturbance in 푛̂
would decay as 훿푛̂(푡) ∼ exp(−휅푡) on time scales smaller than 휅−1. This can be further approximated as 푛̂ ∼ 푛̄ at steady
input. Similar argument goes with 훿푚̂ ∼ exp(−Γ푡) in response to a disturbance on time scales smaller than Γ−1, which
enables us to make the approximate replacement 푚̂ ∼ 푚̄ at equilibrium.
For the phononic mechanical operators 푏̂ and 푏̂† appearing within the brackets, approximate decays 훿푏̂(푡) ∼
exp[−(푖Ω +
1
2
Γ)푡] and 훿푏̂†(푡) ∼ exp[(푖Ω − 1
2
Γ)푡] in response to disturbances hold, making the coefficients matrix
time-dependent. But these can be nevertheless dropped in whole if we notice that 푔0푏̄ << Ω which is the normal
experimental condition of weakly-coupling in optomechanics. Otherwise, they can replaced by constant amplitudes 푏̄
and 푏̄∗ given below in (198) on sufficiently longer time scales than Γ−1 for strongly-coupled systems.
Such types of approximations are in fact quite highly in use within the context of continuous wave standard op-
tomechanics. Therefore, once the steady state solution to (193) around the equilibrium values due to optical drive⟨푎̂in⟩ = 훼 is sought, the coefficients matrix can be kept time-independent, keeping only the fluctuations of input terms
as the only source. The case of time dependent drive 훼 = 훼(푡) for pulsed experiments shall be discussed later below.
Having said that, all the operators 푛̂, 푚̂, 푏̂, and 푏̂† in the coefficients matrix can be replaced by their respective
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average values to proceed with the second-order accurate optomechanical system of equations as
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
0 푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
0 −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
) 0 0 푖푔0 0
푖퐿+ 0 푖
(
Δ퐵 + 푠
)
−
훾
2
0 0 0
푖퐿− 0 0 푖
(
Δ푅 + 푠
∗
)
−
훾
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 −휅 0
0 0 푖푔 푖푔 0 2푖(Δ + 2ℜ[푠]) − 휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
√
휅푎̂in√
Γ푏̂in√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂
)
in√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂†
)
in√
2휅푛̂in√
2휅푐̂in
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
=
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
, (194)
in which 푔 = 푔0
√
푛̄, 푠 = 푔0푏̄ withℜ[푏̄] = 푥̄∕2푥zp and 푥zp being the zero-point displacement,퐿
+ = 푔0(푚̄+ 푛̄+1), and
퐿− = 푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄). These can be further approximated by 퐿
± ≈ ±푔0푛̄ = ±퐹 under normal experimental conditions of
an ultracold cavity with sufficiently high pumping. The average mirror displacement 푥̄ is due to the average radiation
pressure. The fact that 퐿+ ≠ −퐿− provides the quantum mechanical asymmetry between blue and red sidebands.
It is easy to verify that this way of linearization decouples the state operators and reduces the space into a 3-
dimensional one spanned by {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}. This will be discussed in further details later.
In the absence of red-side-band optical cooling tone as well as any other interaction, the average population value
is 푚̄ = 1∕
[
exp
(
ℏΩ∕푘B푇
)
− 1
]
, while 푛̄ can be obtained from the steady state solution of the first row by replacements
of input noise term
√
휅푎̂in → 훼 +
√
휅푎̂in. Here, 훼 is the input photon flux originally due to an undisplayed resonant
drive term ℍd = ℏ(훼푎̂ + 훼
∗푎̂†) added to the Hamiltonian ℍOM. Furthermore, 훼 has some non-zero phase taken from
the cavity population 푛̄ away. Now that the drive term ℍd has been dropped from ℍOM, and 푎̂in now only contains the
fluctuations with zero-average ⟨푎̂in⟩ = 0.
As it will be shown later, the quantity 푚̄ here being referred to as the coherent phonon population, can enter the
optomechanical interaction processes due to higher-order effects, where its value normally needs to be fitted for cavities
in the Doppler regime. Hence, the coherent phonon population 푚̄ is independent of the simple thermal equilibrium
value 푚, and actually represents those number of phonons who take part in the optomechanical interaction. We will
observe that the negative detunings with the blue process can actually lead to a relatively constant phonon population,
whereas on the red detunings it starts to decrease with the detuning.
Defining 퐾 = 푛̄휅 we may use the substitutions for the noise and input terms as√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂
)
in →
√
Γ푛̄푏̂in +
√
휅푏̄푎̂in + 푏̄훼, (195)√
훾
(
푎̂푏̂†
)
in →
√
Γ푛̄푏̂
†
in +
√
휅푏̄∗푎̂in + 푏̄
∗훼,√
휅푛̂in →
√
퐾푎̂in +
√
퐾푎̂
†
in + 2
√
푛̄ℜ[훼],√
휅푐̂in →
√
퐾푎̂in +
√
푛̄훼.
These substitutions follow the fact that terms such as 푎̂푎̂in which contain the interaction of a time-dependent operator
푎̂(푡) and a purely white Weiner noise process with zero average ⟨푎̂in⟩ = 0, can be fairly well approximated by noting
first that 푎̂(푡) ∼ 푎̄ exp(푖Δ푡) around the equilibrium, and then noting that shifting the noise process 푎̂in in frequency to
the amount of Δ has essentially no effect by definition. Hence, the sinusoidal time dependence exp(푖Δ푡) is irrelevant
and can be dropped. Similar arguments hold for the phononic operator 푏̂(푡) ∼ 푏̄ exp(−푖Ω푡) and their Hermitian adjoints
interacting with a white noise term with uniform spectrum.
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This allows us to ultimately rewrite the Langevin equations (194) as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
0 푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
0 −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
) 0 0 푖푔0 0
푖퐿+ 0 푖
(
Δ퐵 + 푠
)
−
훾
2
0 0 0
푖퐿− 0 0 푖
(
Δ푅 + 푠
∗
)
−
훾
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 −휅 0
0 0 푖푔 푖푔 0 2푖(Δ + 2ℜ[푠]) − 휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0 0
0 0
√
Γ 0√
휅푏̄ 0
√
Γ푛̄ 0√
휅푏̄∗ 0 0
√
Γ푛̄√
퐾
√
퐾 0 0√
퐾 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푎̂in
푎̂
†
in
푏̂in
푏̂
†
in
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0
0 0
푏̄ 0
푏̄∗ 0√
푛̄
√
푛̄√
푛̄ 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
{
훼
훼∗
}
=
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푏̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푛̂
푐̂
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
. (196)
The second term on the right is the noise fluctuations due to the optical and mechanical fields with zero average⟨푎̂in⟩ = ⟨푏̂in⟩ = 0, and the last term in the above is proportional to the input photon flux |훼| = √휖휅푃∕ℏ휔 where
푃 is the incident radiation power and 휖 is the coupling efficiency. As it will be mentioned briefly later, the average
values 푛̄ and 푥̄ have to be solved by setting 푑∕푑푡 = 0 on the left and taking average values, which eliminates the noise
fluctuations, causing the replacements 푎̂ →
√
푛̄, 푏̂→ 푏̄, 푎̂푏̂→ 푏̄
√
푛̄, 푎̂푏̂† → 푏̄∗
√
푛̄, 푛̂→ 푛̄, and 푐̂ → 푛̄∕2.
Hence, the average values 푎̄ =
√
푛̄ and 푏̄ get nonlinearly coupled to the input flux 훼 through the system of algebraic
relations as⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
0 푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
0 −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
) 0 0 푖푔0 0
푖퐿+ 0 푖
(
Δ퐵 + 푔0푏̄
)
−
훾
2
0 0 0
푖퐿− 0 0 푖
(
Δ푅 + 푔0푏̄
∗
)
−
훾
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 −휅 0
0 0 푖푔 푖푔 0 푖
(
Δ + 푔0퐵̄
)
−
휅
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푎̄
푏̄
푎̄푏̄
푎̄푏̄∗
푎̄2
푎̄2
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
=
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
1 0
0 0
푏̄ 0
푏̄∗ 0
푎̄ 푎̄
푎̄ 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
{
훼
훼∗
}
, (197)
with 퐵̄ = 푏̄ + 푏̄∗. With a given input photon flux |훼|, this system can be now solved to obtain the phase ∠훼 in such a
way that ∠푎̄ = 0. Then 푎̄ and 푏̄ can be obtained in an algebraic manner. This sets up a system of equations in terms of
the total of four unknowns ∠훼, 푎̄ =
√
푛̄, 푏̄, and 푏̄∗.
In the above system, the second equation is independent of 훼, while together the fifth they yield
푏̄ =
푖푔0
푖Ω +
1
2
Γ
푎̄2, (198)
푎̄ = −
1
휅
(훼 + 훼∗).
This also already solves 푏̄∗ in terms of 푎̄. Plugging in the results into the first equation leads to the third-order algebraic
equation which can be now solved. Doing this and some algebraic manipulation gives the equation
푖푔2
0
2Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
푎̄3 +
(
푖Δ −
휅
2
)
푎̄ = 훼. (199)
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This equation in general is expected to yield only real-valued 푎̄. Separating the real and imaginary parts gives
ℜ[훼] = −휅
푎̄
2
(200)
ℑ[훼] = 푔2
0
2Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
푎̄3 + Δ푎̄.
The first of these is the same as the second of (198). The above two equations can be now iteratively solved to yield
∠훼 and 푎̄ for a given |훼|. One may also discard ∠훼 by combining the above two, resulting in
|훼|2 = ⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
휅2
4
+
⎛⎜⎜⎝
2푔2
0
Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
푛̄ + Δ
⎞⎟⎟⎠
2⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ 푛̄. (201)
Only real and positive-valued roots of (201) for 푛̄ are acceptable. Sufficiently large blue-detuning with Δ < Δb < 0
causes the well-known bistability. It is easy to find the negative blue detuning Δb < 0 at which bistability starts to
appear, by looking for the only negative real root of the cubic equation
−Δb
(
Δ2b +
9
4
휅2
)
=
27푔2
0
Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
|훼|2. (202)
These two noise terms we assume have the flat shot-noise uncorrelated spectral power densities
푆퐴퐴(휔) =
1
2
, (203)
푆퐵퐵(휔) = 푚 +
1
2
,
which are identical on both positive and negative frequencies. The ultimate difference of noise power spectral densities
will be later maintained by the asymmetry caused by퐿+−퐿− = 2퐹 +푔0 > 0. Here,푚 = 1∕
[
exp(ℏΩ∕푘B푇 ) − 1
]
is the
population of incoherent phonons under thermal equilibrium, which contribute to the random fluctuations of thermal
noise. This quantity is not to be mistaken with 푚̄ which here denotes the population of coherent phonons, contributing
coherently to the optomechanical interaction, and are driven by the optical radiation pressure. This shall be discussed
later in §8.8.
8.3.1. Perturbative Solution
At this moment, the system of equations (196) can be perturbed around equilibrium values found above. This
procedure and taking a Fourier transform gives out the solution. Let us define first
M =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
0 푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
0 −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
) 0 0 푖푔0 0
푖퐿+ 0 푖
(
Δ퐵 + 푠
)
−
훾
2
0 0 0
푖퐿− 0 0 푖
(
Δ푅 + 푠
∗
)
−
훾
2
0 0
0 0 0 0 −휅 0
0 0 푖푔 푖푔 0 2푖(Δ + 2ℜ[푠]) − 휅
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (204)
as well as
{훿퐴(휔)}T =
{
훿푎̂(휔), 훿푏̂(휔), 훿(푎̂푏̂)(휔), 훿(푎̂푏̂†)(휔), 훿푛̂(휔), 훿푐̂(휔)
}
, (205){
퐴in(휔)
}T
=
{
푎̂in(휔), 푎̂
†
in(휔), 푏̂in(휔), 푏̂
†
in(휔)
}
,
[√
Γ
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0 0
0 0
√
Γ 0√
휅푏̄ 0
√
Γ푛̄ 0√
휅푏̄∗ 0 0
√
Γ푛̄√
퐾
√
퐾 0 0√
퐾 0 0 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
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Then, taking I푗 as the 푗 × 푗 identity matrix, we get{
퐴out(휔)
}
=
{
퐴in(휔)
}
−
[√
Γ
]T
{훿퐴(휔)} = Y(휔)
{
퐴in(휔)
}
, (206)
{훿퐴(휔)} = Z(휔)
{
퐴in(휔)
}
,
Z(휔) =
[
M − 푖휔I6
]−1 [√
Γ
]
,
Y(휔) = I4 −
[√
Γ
]T
Z(휔).
Here, Y(휔) is the scattering matrix connecting the input and output ports. Now, the spectral density of reflected light
from the cavity can be found using (203) by the expression
푆(휔) =
[|푌11(휔)|2 + |푌12(휔)|2]푆퐴퐴(휔) + [|푌13(휔)|2 + |푌14(휔)|2]푆퐵퐵(휔), (207)
as long as the noise processes of 푎̂in and 푏̂in have zero cross-correlation [6].
8.4. Linearized Optomechanics
It is fairly easy to see that the system of equations (211) when simplified and rewritten for the basis {푎̂, 푏̂, 푏̂†}
reproduces the widely used linearized optomechanical equations [3]. To demonstrate this, we ignore the perturbation
matrix 훿N, as well as 푏̄∕
√
푛̄ in the noise terms, and then employ the substitutions
푎̂푏̂ → exp
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푡
]
푎̄푏̂ = exp
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푡
]√
푛̄푏̂, (208)
푎̂푏̂† → exp
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푡
]
푎̄푏̂† = exp
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푡
]√
푛̄푏̂†.
This will immediately result in rewriting (211) as
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훿푎̂
훿푏̂
훿푏̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
0 −푖Ω −
Γ
2
0
0 0 푖Ω −
Γ
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훿푎̂
훿푏̂
훿푏̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0
0
√
Γ 0
0 0
√
Γ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂in
푏̂in
푏̂
†
in
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ , (209)
which is nothing but exactly the linearized state equations of optomechanics. Hence, the method of higher-order
operators [8] is mathematically able to reproduce the less approximate linearized optomechanics.
8.5. Pulsed Drive
Under the situation of pulsed drive, one may assume the input photon rate 훼(푡) to be a function of time. If the input
drive varies on a time-scale or longer than the mechanical period with |푑훼(푡)∕푑푡| < Ω훼, then one may assume 푛̄(푡) is
solved through (201) at each moment with updated momentary mechanical frequencyΩ(푡) and linewidth Γ(푡) to yield
an effective time dependent coefficients matrixM(푡). This offers the solution
{퐴(푡)} = exp
[
∫
푡
0
M(휏)푑휏
]
{퐴(0)} + ∫
푡
0
exp
[
∫
푡−휏
0
M(휈)푑휈
]
[훽(휏)] {훼(휏)}푑휏 (210)
+ ∫
푡
0
exp
[
∫
푡−휏
0
M(휈)푑휈
]
[Γ(휏)]{퐴in(휏)}푑휏
[훽(푡)]T =
[
1 0 푏̄(푡) 푏̄∗(푡)
√
푛̄(푡)
√
푛̄(푡)
0 0 0
√
푛̄(푡) 0
]
,
{훼(푡)}T =
{
훼(푡), 훼∗(푡)
}
.
8.6. Side-band Inequivalence in Weakly Nonlinear Limit
Let us go back to the set of equations (204) and only retain the first, third, and fourth equations. This reduction
gives a 3 × 3 system of equations, identical to (206) with the redefinitions
M = N + 훿N (211)
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N =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
푖퐹 −푖(Ω − Δ) −
훾
2
0
−푖퐹 0 푖(Ω + Δ) −
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
{훿퐴(휔)}T =
{
훿푎̂(휔), 훿(푎̂푏̂)(휔), 훿(푎̂푏̂†)(휔)
}
,{
퐴in(휔)
}T
=
{
푎̂in(휔), 푏̂in(휔), 푏̂
†
in(휔)
}
,
[√
Γ
]
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0√
휅푏̄
√
Γ푛̄ 0√
휅푏̄∗ 0
√
Γ푛̄
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, the perturbation matrix 훿N is defined through the relation
훿N =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
푖푓+ 푖푠 0
푖푓− 0 푖푠∗
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (212)
in which 푓+ = 푔0(푚̄+ 1) and 푓
− = 푔0푚̄. It is quite apparent that the second and third rows of N in (211) are complex
conjugates.
By setting Δ = 0 in (211) one would expect identically displaced sidebands at ±Ω. However, this is contingent on
the fact that the eigenvalues of N be either complex conjugates as ℑ[휂] = ±Ω corresponding to the frequencies of the
sidebands, or ℑ[휂] = 0 corresponding to the resonant pump. However, the presence of perturbation matrix 훿N breaks
this symmetry between the sidebands. This causes a very tiny displacement of sidebands so that Δr + Δb ≠ 0. First
figure illustrates the side-band asymmetry for various intracavity photon numbers 푛̄ = (푔∕푔0)
2 and coherent phonon
numbers 푚̄, when 푔0∕Ω = 10
−3. This effect is actually due to the higher-order optomechanical spring effect analyzed
in the following.
It has to be noticed that the horizontal axes are nonlinear functions of the incident light intensity and therefore 훼.
Typically, an inequivalence would be observable in a heterodyne side-band resolved experiment if the effect is large
enough to allow clear and measurable motion of side-bands. This condition requires |Δr + Δb| > Γ = Ω∕푄m, in
which 푄m is the mechanical quality factor. If 푄m > 10
5, then an intracavity occupation number of 푛̄ > 104 should be
sufficient to detect any such inequivalence.
The side-band inequivalence should not be mistaken with the fundamental energy conservation and time reversal
symmetry. Firstly according to these, the spectral density on the negative frequencies of the spectrum should be mirror
symmetric with respect to the positive frequencies. Normally, the actual optical frequency 휔 is much larger than the
mechanical frequencyΩ, so that the observed red- and blue-detuned sidebandswithin the rangeΔ ∈ (−Ω,+Ω) actually
entirely correspond to the positive absolute frequencies. So the speculation that 훿Δ could be non-zero has nothing to
do with the time-reversal symmetry. Secondly, side-band inequivalence is a purely nonlinear effect and is therefore
strictly forbidden in any linearized approximation of the optomechanical Hamiltonian.
8.7. Resonance Shift
The contribution of the terms ±푖퐹 + 푖푓± to the mechanical frequency Ω in the second and third equations of
(212), can be held responsible for the so-called optomechanical spring effect [1, 3, 6, 15, 239–243]. As the result
of optomechanical interaction, both of the optical and mechanical resonance frequencies and damping rates undergo
shifts. Even at the limit of zero input optical power 훼 = 0 and therefore zero cavity photon number 푛̄ = 0, it is possible
to show that there is a temperature-dependent shift in the mechanical resonance frequency, markedly different from
the lattice-expansion dependent effect. This effect is solely due to the optomechanical interaction with virtual cavity
photons, which completely vanishes when 푔0 = 0. In close relationship to the shift of resonances, we can also study
the optomechanical spring effect with the corrections from higher-order interactions included.
The analysis of spring effect is normally done by considerationof the effective optomechanical force acting upon the
dampedmechanical oscillator, thus obtaining a shift in squaredmechanical frequency 훿(Ω2), whose real and imaginary
parts give expressions for 훿Ω and 훿Γ. Corrections to these two terms due to higher-order interactions are discussed
in the above. Here, we demonstrate that the analysis using higher-order operator algebra can recover some important
lost information regarding the optical and mechanical resonances when the analysis is done on the linearized basis
{퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂, 푏̂†}.
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To proceed,we consider finding eigenvalues of thematrixM as defined in (211). Ignoringall higher-ordernonlinear
effects beyond the basis {퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}, we set 푠 = 0. This enables us to search for the eigenvalues of the
coefficients matrixM as
eig{M} = eig
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0
푖(퐺 + 푓+) −푖(Ω − Δ) −
훾
2
0
−푖(퐺 − 푓−) 0 푖(Ω + Δ) −
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (213)
= 푖
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Δ + 휆1(Δ, 푇 ) + 푖훾1(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휆2(Δ, 푇 ) + 푖훾2(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휆3(Δ, 푇 ) + 푖훾3(Δ, 푇 )
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭
= 푖
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
Δ + 휂1(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휂2(Δ, 푇 )
Δ + 휂3(Δ, 푇 )
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ ,
in which 휆푗 = ℜ[휂푗] and 훾푗 = ℑ[휂푗] with 푗 = 1, 2, 3 are real valued functions of Δ and bath temperature 푇 . The
temperature 푇 determines 푚̄ while 푛̄ is a function of Δ as well as input photon rate 훼.
In general, the three eigenvalues 휂푗 = 휆푗(Δ, 푇 ) + 푖훾푗(Δ, 푇 ), 푗 = 1, 2, 3 are expected to be deviate from the three
free-running values 휓1 = 푖
1
2
휅, 휓2 = −Ω + 푖
1
2
훾 , and 휓3 = Ω + 푖
1
2
훾 , as 휂푗 ≈ 휓푗 − Δ because of non-zero 푔0. Solving
the three equations therefore gives the values of shifted optical and mechanical frequencies and their damping rates
compared to the bare values in absence of optomechanical interactions with 푔0 = 0
훿Ω = −
1
2
ℜ[휂2 − 휂3] − Ω, (214)
훿휔 = −
1
2
ℜ[휂2 + 휂3],
훿Γ = ℑ[−2휂1 + 휂2 + 휂3] − Γ,
훿휅 = 2ℑ[휂1] − 휅.
This method to calculate the alteration of resonances, does not regard the strength of the optomechanical interaction
or any of the damping rates. In contrast, the known methods to analyze this phenomenon normally require 푔 << 휅
and Γ + 훿Γ << 휅 [3].
A very simple way to estimate the shift in eigenvalues is by separating the real and imaginary parts of the optome-
chanical interaction, as Ω → Ω −ℜ[푠] and 훾 → 훾 + 2ℑ[푠]. These shifts in mechanical frequency and damping rates
can be approximated using (198) as
훿Ω + 훿휔 ≈ −푔0ℜ[푏̄] = −
푔2Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
, (215)
훿Γ + 훿휅 ≈ 푔0ℑ[푏̄] =
푔2Γ
2(Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2)
,
where 푔 has been defined under (194). This approximation requires the optomechanical processes {푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†} being in-
dependent of the other state variables. Since this decoupling is not exact, relations (215) also will remain approximate.
However, the accuracy of these are still quite remarkable as is demonstrated here.
First of all, it is noticed through extensive numerical computations that the shifts in optical and mechanical fre-
quencies take place primarily in the optical part. That implies the resonance shift is typically much stronger in the
optical partition of the system instead of the mechanical partition, leading to marked change in reflection spectra of
optomechanical cavities. Extensive numerical calculations for various configurations establish the fact that it is actu-
ally the optical resonance frequencywhich receives the optomechanical interaction effect. The asymmetry of this shift
in cavity optical frequency across the zero-detuning Δ = 0, is well exhibited for relatively large intracavity photon
numbers. This clear signature underlines the fact that the well-known asymmetry of cavity optical response at high
intensities could be in part actually a result of this higher-order spring effect, rather than thermally induced instabilities.
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Summarizing, any such higher-order resonance shift will cause a change in mechanical frequency 훿Ω and decay
rate 훿Γ, as well as optical detuning 훿휔 = −훿Δ and decay rate 훿휅. While all these four components are non-zero, it
is 훿Δ which is ultimately dominant over the three others in the bistability relation (201). This will make the cavity
response to follow the bistability and therefore appear to be asymmetric at high illumination drive intensities.
As a result of higher-order spring effect and 훿Δ, a shift in intracavity photon number follows 훿푛̄, which immediately
shifts the higher-order spring effect and therefore 훿Δ. The infinite cycle of shifts in intracavity photon number and
optical resonance frequency establishes a deterministic chaotic behavior, which is also a well known experimental
observation in the community.
Furthermore, the zero-point optical field can change the mechanical frequency, which is being in close relationship
with the Dynamical Casimir effect [207]. This value could be in principle measured if temperature-induced expansion
and the resulting change of mechanical frequency is much smaller. The thermal expansion coefficient of Silicon is
roughly 2.6×10−6K−1, roughly equivalent to 2.6kHz/K. The contribution of zero-point field can be therefore larger or
at least within the same order of magnitude. Here, we have assumed that the thermal expansion coefficient of Silicon
is independent of temperature and also Ω shifts linearly with temperature.
The same calculation gives out typical valuesmuch less than the temperature expansion drift for the same structure.
This phenomenon has been also noticed and referred to as the Nonlinear Transduction [244] where the photon-phonon
coupling can induce a temperature-dependent change in the resonance frequency of the cavity, even on the order of
cavity linewidth.
8.8. Coherent Phonon Population
It is here shown that the method of higher-order operators allows one to find an explicit expression for 푚̄. In order
to do this, we need to write down the 3 × 3 reduced set of higher-order optomechanical equations with the fluctuations
terms dropped, which reads
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
1
2
휅 푖푔0 푖푔0
푖푔0(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) 푖Δ퐵 −
1
2
훾 0
푖푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖Δ푅 −
1
2
훾
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ −
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훼
푏̄훼
푏̄∗훼∗
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (216)
Here, 훼 should be taken as a complex number from (200), 푏̄ is substituted from (198) in terms of 푎̄, where 푎̄ =
√
푛̄ is
taken as a real number and 푛̄ can already by found from the solution of the third-order algebraic equation (201).
We are here interested in the steady state solutions, so that the time derivative 푑∕푑푡 = 0 can be set to zero. Then
we arrive at the system of equations
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
1
2
휅 푖푔0 푖푔0
푖푔0(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) 푖Δ퐵 −
1
2
훾 0
푖푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖Δ푅 −
1
2
훾
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̄
푎푏
푎푏∗
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훼
푏̄훼
푏̄∗훼∗
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (217)
In the above system of equations, 푎푏 corresponds to the time-average of the operators ⟨푎̂푏̂⟩, while 푎푏∗ corresponds to
the time-average of the operators ⟨푎̂푏̂†⟩. Quite obviously, 푎푏 ≈ 푎̄푏̄ and 푎푏∗ ≈ 푎̄푏̄∗ can approximately hold based on the
mean-field approximation. We shall here furthermore observe that this approximation does not any longer hold for the
coherent phonons as 푚̄ = ⟨푏̂†푏̂⟩ ≠ 푏̄∗푏̄ for the reasons discussed below.
We now can rearrange (217) in terms of the unknown quantities 푚̄, 푎푏, and 푎푏∗ as
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
0 푖푔0 푖푔0
푖푔0푎̄ 푖Δ퐵 −
1
2
훾 0
푖푔0푎̄ 0 푖Δ푅 −
1
2
훾
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푚̄
푎푏
푎푏∗
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훼 −
(
푖Δ −
1
2
휅
)
푎̄
푏̄훼 − 푖푔0 (푛̄ + 1) 푎̄
푏̄∗훼∗ + 푖푔0푛̄푎̄
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (218)
This linear system of equations after appropriate substitutions from (198) and (200) now can be solved to find
푚̄(Δ) =
64푔2
0
Ω2푛̄2(Δ)
(
훾2 + 훾Γ + 4Δ2
)
−
[
(Γ2 + 4Ω2
)2 (
훾2 + 4Δ(Δ + Ω)
]
2
(
훾2 + 4Δ2
) (
Γ2 + 4Ω2
)2 . (219)
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Here, a small imaginary part remains which has to be dropped and results from the inexactness of (198) and (200)
coming from linearized optomechanics, and not being in complete consistency with the higher-order formalism.
In a similar manner, one may find
푎푏 =
푖
√
푛̄
[
푔2
0
(8푛̄ + 4) + (2Δ + 푖휅)(2(Δ + Ω) + 푖훾)
]
− 2푖훼
[
8Γ푔2
0
푛̄
Γ2+4Ω2
+ 훾 − 2푖(Δ + Ω)
]
4푔0(훾 − 2푖Δ)
, (220)
푎푏∗ =
2훼
[
8푖Γ푔2
0
푛̄
Γ2+4Ω2
− 푖훾 − 2Δ + 2Ω
]
−
√
푛̄
[
4푖푔2
0
(2푛̄ + 1) + (휅 − 2푖Δ)(푖훾 + 2Δ − 2Ω)
]
4푔0(훾 − 2푖Δ)
.
The expression (219) for 푚̄ is accurate within half a quanta ± 1
2
, so that in order to satisfy the zero limits at infinite
detuning
lim
Δ→∞
푚̄(Δ) = 0, (221)
a half-quanta must be added to (219). Then it will read
푚̄(Δ) =
32푔2
0
Ω2
(
훾2 + 훾Γ + 4Δ2
)
(
훾2 + 4Δ2
) (
Γ2 + 4Ω2
)2 푛̄2(Δ) − 2ΔΩ훾2 + 4Δ2 ± 12 (222)
≈
32푔2
0
Ω2
(
훾2 + 훾Γ + 4Δ2
)
(
훾2 + 4Δ2
) (
Γ2 + 4Ω2
)2 푛̄2(Δ)
= 푔2
0
휁(Δ)푛̄2(Δ).
The approximation holds well if 푛̄ is well above unity. Hence, we can infer from (222) that 푚̄ ∝ 푛̄2. In the lossless limit,
where 훾 ≈ 0 and Γ ≈ 0, one may even further simplify (222) to obtain the simple expression 푚̄ ≈ 2푔2
0
푛̄2∕Ω2 which is
typically accurate within 10% of the actual value or better. It is not difficult to check the resonant coherent phonon num-
ber 푚̄(0). In the practical limit of 휅 >> Γ, it is easy to verify that (222) actually simplifies to 푚̄(0) ≈ 32[푔0푄m푛̄(0)∕Γ]
2
with 푄m = Ω∕Γ being the mechanical quality factor. In the next section, we point out a straightforward method to
measure this quantity through experiment on the well-known optical spring effect.
In practice, the expression (222) is sensitive to the choice of optomechanical parameters and in particular 푔0. A
slight variation in the basic optomechanical parameters
{
푔0, 휔, 휅,Ω,Γ
}
with 훾 = 휅 + Γ as small as few percent can
make a pronounced effect in expected behavior in 푚̄.
For the side-band resolved systems in the lossless limit, it is within 10% of the relationship 푚̄ ∝ 2|푏̄|2, meanwhile
for Doppler cavities, the agreement is roughly within 3% or better. This result perfectly agrees to the large-amplitude
oscillation limit of 푏̄(푡) ≈ 훿푏̂(푡)+[푏̄+ 푏̄ exp(−푖Ω푡)]where 훿푏̂ represents the random fluctuations in the mechanical field
with ⟨훿푏̂⟩ = 0. This also tells that the coherent oscillations of the mechanical field are not differential in amplitude,
and can vary in the range (0, 2|푏̄|). So, the amplitude of coherent mechanical oscillations is just as big as their average.
This large-amplitude coherent mechanical wave is driven and waked by the optical coherent field inside the cavity,
through optomechanical interactions. The mean field approximations 푎푏 ≈ 푎̄푏̄ and 푎푏∗ ≈ 푎̄푏̄∗ seem however to always
hold better than 0.1% for Doppler cavities. This accuracy breaks down for side-band resolved cavities.
If there are more than onemechanical fields available 푗 = 1, 2,⋯, the coherent phonon population of eachmode 푚̄푗
shall be determinedwith the corresponding sets of optomechanical parameters
{
푔0,푗 , 휔푗 , 휅푗 ,Ω푗 ,Γ푗
}
, with the expected
approximate result 푚̄푗 ≈ 2푔
2
0,푗
푛̄2
푗
∕Ω2
푗
as long as the mechanical modes are almost uncorrelated. The case of coherent
phonon numbers of two or more correlated mechanical modes needs a separate study.
It is here again stressed out that the oscillations of the mechanical field can be decomposed into the incoherent and
coherent parts. The incoherent part results from random thermal fluctuations with the thermal occupancy 푚, as well
as half a quanta contributing from the quantum noise of the coherent part, while the coherent oscillations correspond
to the coherent phonon number 푚̄. The same also should be true for the optical field, however, the random fluctuations
of a coherent light is only half a quanta, and the thermal optical occupancy 푛 of optomechanical cavity is normally
negligible under practical considerations and working temperatures.
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8.9. Higher-order Spring Effect
It is possible to calculate the optomechanical spring effect due to the standard linearized and higher-order interac-
tions. In order to do this, we start from the matrix [M] given in (211), and after dropping the noise and drive input
terms we notice the expansion of first Langevin equation for the operator 푎̂. That reads
푑
푑푡
푎̂ = (푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푎̂ + 푖푔0푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂
†). (223)
From the second and third equations we get
푎̂
푑
푑푡
푏̂ +
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푎̂ + 푖푔0푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂
†)
]
푏̂ = 푖(푓+ + 퐹 )푎̂ +
[
푖(Δ퐵 + 푔0푏̂) −
1
2
훾
]
푎̂푏̂, (224)
푎̂
푑
푑푡
푏̂† +
[
(푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푎̂ + 푖푔0푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂
†)
]
푏̂† = 푖(푓− − 퐹 )푎̂ +
[
푖(Δ푅 + 푔0푏̂) −
1
2
훾
]
푎̂푏̂†.
This is equivalent to
푑
푑푡
푏̂ = 푖(푓+ + 퐹 + 푏̂†푏̂) − (푖Ω +
1
2
Γ)푏̂, (225)
푑
푑푡
푏̂† = 푖(푓− − 퐹 + 푏̂푏̂†) + (푖Ω −
1
2
Γ)푏̂†.
These two equations can be now combined after dropping the nonlinear terms by addition and subtraction, and then
taking the Fourier transform to yield the system[
−푖푤 +
1
2
Γ 푖Ω
푖Ω −푖푤 +
1
2
Γ
]{
푏̂ + 푏̂†
푏̂ − 푏̂†
}
= 2푖푔0
{
푚̄ +
1
2
푛̄ +
1
2
}
. (226)
This can be solved now to yield the expression for 훿푥̂ = 푥zp(푏̂ + 푏̂
†) as
훿푥̂(푤) = 2푖푥zp푔0
(−푖푤 +
1
2
Γ)(푚̄+
1
2
) − 푖Ω(푛̄ +
1
2
)
(−푖푤 +
1
2
Γ)2 − (−푖Ω)2
. (227)
A rearrangement of this expression yields
훿푥̂(푤) =
2푥zp푔0Ω
−(푤 + 푖
1
2
Γ)2 + Ω2
{
푛̄ +
[(
푤
Ω
+ 푖
Γ
2Ω
)(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
+
1
2
]}
. (228)
It is straightforward now to see that the term within brackets contributes to the necessary corrections to the spring
effect. This will change the mechanical response function Σ(푤) [1, 3, 6, 246] as
Σ(푤,Δ) = 2Ω푔2
0
[
1
(Δ +푤) +
푖
2
휅
+
1
(Δ −푤) −
푖
2
휅
]
[푛̄ + 휇(푤)], (229)
where a term with the dimension of mass in the numerator, which in the following calculation ultimately cancels out,
and is equal to the effective motion mass 푚eff, is not shown for simplicity. We have also
휇(푤) =
1
Ω
(
푤 +
푖
2
Γ
)(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
+
1
2
, (230)
represents corrections to yield the effective cavity photon number 푛̄eff = 푛̄+휇(푤) because of higher-order interactions.
This corrections is easy to see that are important if the pump level is not too high. Typically, for 푛̄ < 102 higher-order
spring effects are quite significant, and when 푛̄ > 103 the higher-order effects are suppressed by the standard spring
effect.
The spring effect modifies the measured mechanical frequencyΩ and linewidth Γ as
훿Ω(푤,Δ) =
1
2푤
ℜ[Σ(푤,Δ)], (231)
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훿Γ(푤,Δ) = −
1
푤
ℑ[Σ(푤,Δ)].
Put together combined, we get
훿Ω(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ (232)
+
푔2
0
ℜ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
+
푔2
0
ℑ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
훿Γ(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
+
푔2
0
ℜ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
−
푔2
0
ℑ[휇(푤)]Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ .
Here, the second and third terms on the rights hand sides of both equations are corrections to the spring effect due to
the higher-order interactions, resulting from the temperature-dependent expressions
ℜ[휇(푤)] =
푤
Ω
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
+
1
2
, (233)
ℑ[휇(푤)] =
Γ
2Ω
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
.
The temperature-dependence of (233) causes dependence of the spring effect on temperature as well.
The uncorrected standard expressions read [3, 246]
훿Ω(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ Δ +푤(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 +
Δ −푤
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (234)
훿Γ(푤,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
푤
⎡⎢⎢⎣ 휅(Δ +푤)2 + 14휅2 −
휅
(Δ −푤)2 +
1
4
휅2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
from which we may observe
훿Ω(푤,Δ) = −훿Ω(푤,−Δ), (235)
훿Ω(−Δ,Δ) =
푔2
0
푛̄Ω
2
Δ
Δ2 +
1
16
휅2
,
which do hold for the standard spring effect at sufficiently high optical powers.
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8.10. Minimal Basis
Complete solution of optomechanical interactionℍOM can be attained analytically using the minimal basis {퐴}
T =
{푛̂2, 푛̂푏̂, 푛̂푏̂†} = {푁̂, 퐵̂, 퐵̂†}. Construction of Langevin equations leads to the system
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푁̂
퐵̂
퐵̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−2휅 0 0
푖푔0 −푖Ω −
훾
2
0
푖푔0 0 푖Ω −
훾
2
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푁̂
퐵̂
퐵̂†
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ −
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
√
4휅푁̂in√
훾퐵̂in√
훾퐵̂
†
in
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (236)
Here, the multiplicative noise terms are defined as√
4휅푁̂in = 2
√
휅
(
푛̂푎̂†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂푛̂
)
, (237)√
훾퐵̂in =
√
2휅푏̂푛̂in +
√
Γ푛̂푏̂in,
where 푛̂in is already defined under (193), and the spectral density of which can be estimated using themethod described
elsewhere [247]. A very effective method to deal with multiplicative noise is to be discussed in §8.12. This can be
immediately noticed to be reducible as
푑
푑푡
{
푁̂
퐵̂
}
=
[
−2휅 0
푖푔0 −푖Ω −
훾
2
]{
푁̂
퐵̂
}
−
{ √
4휅푁̂in√
훾퐵̂in
}
. (238)
These will make the evaluation of spectral densities 푆푁푁 (휔) and 푆퐵퐵(휔) possible. Interestingly, (238) is actually
decoupled, since the equation for 푁̂ is already independent of 퐵̂, which admits the solution
푁̂(푡) = 푁̂(0)푒−2휅푡 − 2
√
휅푒−2휅푡 ∫
푡
0
푁̂in(휏)푒
2휅휏푑휏. (239)
We can be now plug (239) in the second equation of (238) to solve exactly for 퐵̂. We define 휗 = 푖Ω+ 훾
2
and may write
down
퐵̂(푡) = 퐵̂(0)푒−휗푡 − 푒−휗푡 ∫
푡
0
푒휗휏
[
푖푔0푁̂(휏) +
√
훾퐵̂in(휏)
]
푑휏. (240)
The treatment of multiplicative noise terms (237) can be quite difficult in the most general form, especially that
they demand prior knowledge of photonic and phononic ladder operators. However, assuming that the extra ladder
operators can be replaced by their mean values, we can do the zeroth order approximations√
4휅푁̂in ≈
√
휅푛̄푛̄
(
푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in
)
→ 2
√
휅푛̄푛̄푎̌in, (241)√
훾퐵̂in ≈
√
휅푛̄푏̄
(
푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in
)
+
√
Γ푛̄푏̂in → 2
√
휅푛̄푏̄푎̌in +
√
Γ푛̄푏̂in.
Here, the real-valued Weiner process 푎̌in(푡) with the symmetrized classical spectral density 푎̌in(휔) is obtained as
푎̌in(푡) =
푎̂in(푡) + 푎̂
†
in(푡)
2
, (242)
푎̌in(휔) = ℜ[푎̂in(휔)].
While this type of approximations in multiplicative noise could be useful formany cases, there are some phenomena
which cannot be reproduced without correct treatment of multiplicative noise. This shall be discussed in details in
§8.12. Nevertheless, it is also instructive the take the expectation values of (236) to obtain the classical system
푑
푑푡
{
푁(푡)
퐵(푡)
}
=
[
−2휅 0
푖푔0 −푖Ω −
훾
2
]{
푁(푡)
퐵(푡)
}
+ 2
√
푛̄
{
푛̄
푏̄
}
ℜ[훼]. (243)
Togetherwith (198,201), and setting the time-derivative on the left of the above to zero, makes the evaluation of steady-
state values푁(∞) = 푛̄2 and 퐵(∞) = 푛푏 ≈ 푛̄푏̄ readily possible. Doing this and solving for 푛̄ and 푏̄ precisely gives back
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(198). This not only is in agreement with the equilibrium equation (201), but also confirms the general finding that
the equilibrium intracavity photon population 푛̄(Δ) is independent of the coherent phonon population 푚̄(Δ). However,
the opposite is not correct, and as it was shown in the previous sections, 푚̄(Δ) can actually be either determined from
푛̄(Δ) and fitting to the experimental data, or directly estimated using the expression (222) in §8.8.
Existence of such an exact transformationwhich puts the optomechanical interaction into exactly linear form should
be connected to the polaron transformation [3] which leaves behind a Kerr nonlinear term as 푛̂2 in the transformed
optomechanical Hamiltonian. It furthermore highlights the fact that usage of higher-order operators ultimately can
reach a fully linear system at which convergence of this method to the exact solution is evident.
8.11. Higher-Order Sidebands
When the optical frequency is much larger than the mechanical frequency, apart from the mechanical sidebands
which are roughly placed at Δ(1) ≈ ±Ω, there exist higher-order sidebands such as Δ(2) ≈ ±2Ω and so on. The occur-
rence of these higher-order sidebands, which are observable for sideband-resolved experiments, is obviously stringent
on the existence of two- and multi-phonon processes. Normally, one would expect that these could be studied by con-
structing the Langevin equations for the operators 푏̂2, 푏̂†2 and so on. But this guess turns out to be incorrect, since the
corresponding Langevin equations would be totally independent of the one for 푎̂, implying that the second- and higher-
order sidebands could not be reconstructed via the fully linearized Langevin equations. This has already been shown
to be a nonlinear process which does not naturally appear in the Hamiltonian of the fully linearized optomechanics
[215]. But this difficulty can be appropriately addressed by the method of Higher-order Operators, too.
In order to investigate this phenomenon, let us restrict the case only to the second-order sidebands roughly located
at Δ(2) ≈ ±2Ω. In order to study these, it is sufficient to extend the basis {퐴}T =
{
푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†
}
to
{퐴}T = {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푎̂푏̂2, 푎̂푏̂†2}, (244)
where the third-rank higher-order operators 푎̂푏̂2 and 푎̂푏̂†2 take care of the one-photon two-phonon processes, ultimately
leading to formation of second-order sidebands atΔ(2) ≈ ±2Ω. The Langevin equations for this basis within the zeroth-
order approximation of multiplicative noise reads
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) 푖Δ퐵 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖Δ푅 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0
0 푖푔0(푚̄ + 2푛̄ + 2) 0 푖Δ퐵퐵 −
휃
2
0
0 0 푖푔0(푚̄ − 2푛̄ − 1) 0 푖Δ푅푅 −
휃
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푎̂푏̂2
푎̂푏̂†2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0√
1
2
휅푚̄
√
Γ푛̄ 0√
1
2
휅푚̄ 0
√
Γ푛̄
1
2
√
휅푚̄
√
Γ푛̄푚̄ 0
1
2
√
휅푚̄ 0
√
Γ푛̄푚̄
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂in
푏̂in
푏̂
†
in
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0
푏̄ 0
푏̄∗ 0
푏̄2 0
푏̄∗2 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
{
훼
훼∗
}
=
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푎̂푏̂2
푎̂푏̂†2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
. (245)
Here, 휃 = 휅 + 2Γ is the decay rate associated with the third-rank one-photon two-phonon processes 푎̂푏̂2 and 푎̂푏̂†2,
Δ퐵퐵 = Δ − 2Ω and Δ푅푅 = Δ + 2Ω. The approximation 2|푏̄|2 ≈ 푚̄ is used following the discussions in §8.8. We do
observe that this treatment of multiplicative noise causes non-negligible error in some cases, and is due to be discussed
later in §8.12.
Vertical and horizontal partitions separate single-phonon {푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†} and two-phonon processes {푎̂푏̂2, 푎̂푏̂†
2
}. So by
retaining only the first 3 × 3 blocks and first 3 rows what remains is nothing but the equations of first-order optome-
chanics in terms of the second-rank single-phonon operator basis {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}.
The first-order 훿Δ(1) and second-order 훿Δ(2) sideband inequivalences take on similar expansions as
훿Δ(1)
Ω
≈ −
훿Δ(2)
2Ω
≈
(푔0
Ω
)2 (
푛̄ +
1
2
)
− 2
(푔0
Ω
)4 (
푛̄ +
1
2
)(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
≈ 2 − 442
0
. (246)
Here, 0 = 푔0∕Ω and  = 푔∕Ω are normalized interaction rates with respect to the mechanical frequency, where
푔 = 푔0
√
푛̄ is the enhanced optomechanical interaction rate. Furthermore, 푚̄ is approximated from (222) in the above.
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Results of noise spectrum calculations using the fully linearized and higher-order formulations of optomechanics
is already verified at input powers being high-enough to cause the cavity to exhibit asymmetric reflectivity, a very
clear hallmark of bistability seen easily in experiments. This may be calculated for various linear and higher-order
formulations resulting from simulating a scanning pump experiment. In practice, the fully-linearized optomechanics
cannot reasonably reproduce the highly asymmetric and non-Lorentzian lineshape of cavity under strong pump. As a
simple measure of reflectivity, one may use the Langevin equation for photons 푎̂ with the semi-classical substitutions
푎̂ → 푎̄ and 푏̂ → 푏̄, where 푏̄ is correspondingly given from (198), and 푛̄ can be nonlinearly solved from (201). For a
side-coupled cavity where the reflectivity is not identity, and external coupling rate 휅ex is known, we have 휂 = 휅ex∕휅,
leading to the approximation
(휔,Δ) = 1 − 푖휅ex
휔 + Δ + 2푔2
0
푛̄
Ω
Ω2+
1
4
Γ2
+ 푖
1
2
휅
, (247)
where even more accurate solutions can be found by taking the scattering matrix element = 푌11.
The existence of tiny second-order sidebands around ±2Ω is successfully reproduced in reflectivity near the cor-
responding resonances using higher-order algebra, too, although the depths of these resonances are rather small.
8.12. Multiplicative Noise
Rewriting (245) without the zeroth-order approximation for multplicative noise, gives the exact higher-order set of
Langevin equations
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푎̂푏̂2
푎̂푏̂†2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
=
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) 푖Δ퐵 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖Δ푅 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0
0 푖푔0(푚̄ + 2푛̄ + 2) 0 푖Δ퐵퐵 −
휃
2
0
0 0 푖푔0(푚̄ − 2푛̄ − 1) 0 푖Δ푅푅 −
휃
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
×
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
푎̂
푎̂푏̂
푎̂푏̂†
푎̂푏̂2
푎̂푏̂†2
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭
−
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0√
휅푏̂
√
Γ푎̂ 0√
휅푏̂† 0
√
Γ푎̂√
휅푏̂2
√
Γ푎̂푏̂ 0√
휅푏̂†2 0
√
Γ푎̂푏̂†
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푎̂in
푏̂in
푏̂
†
in
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ +
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
1 0
푏̄ 0
푏̄∗ 0
푏̄2 0
푏̄∗2 0
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
{
훼
훼∗
}
. (248)
To illustrate how the multiplicative noise terms on the second line are to be treated, let us assume that a simple
equation is given as
푑
푑푡
A (푡) = (푖Δ −
1
2
휅)A (푡) −
√
휅푥̂(푡)푎̂in(푡), (249)
where 푥̂ is some dimensionless and time-dependent operator and 푎̂in corresponds to a white noise random process.
The spectral density of the zero-average operator A by definition is
푆A A (푤) = ∫
∞
−∞
푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨A †(푡)A (푡 + 휏)⟩ . (250)
Therefore, the symmetrized spectral density via symmetrization operator  which is the actual quantity measured in
experiments is
푆A A (푤) = ∫
∞
−∞
푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨{A †(푡)A (푡 + 휏)}⟩ (251)
= ∫
∞
−∞
푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨A †(푡)A (푡 + 휏)⟩S .
The equation (249) admits a formal solution
A (푡) = −
√
휅핃(푡)푥̂(푡)푎̂in(푡), (252)
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where 핃 is given as
핃(푡) =
(
푑
푑푡
− 푖Δ +
1
2
휅
)−1
, (253)
and is an operator which can be understood as an inverse Fourier transform such as
핃(푡) = −1
⎛⎜⎜⎝ 1푖푤 − 푖Δ + 12휅
⎞⎟⎟⎠ (푡) = −1{퐿(푤)}(푡). (254)
Here, we are not interested in an explicit form of 핃 although it is easy to be evaluated or looked up from table of Fourier
transforms.
The formal solution (252) gives rise to the symmetrized spectral density
푆A A (푤) = 휅 ∫
∞
−∞
푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푥̂†(푡)핃†(푡)핃(푡+ 휏)푥̂(푡 + 휏)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S . (255)
Now, we can employ the Isserlis-Wick theorem to decompose the expectation value as [8, 178, 248, 249]
⟨푎̂†in(푡)푦̂†(푡)푦̂(푡 + 휏)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S = ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S ⟨푦̂†(푡)푦̂(푡 + 휏)⟩S (256)
+ ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푦̂†(푡)⟩S ⟨푦̂(푡 + 휏)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S
+ ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푦̂(푡 + 휏)⟩S ⟨푦̂†(푡)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S .
where 푦̂(푡) = 핃(푡)푥̂(푡) is adopted for shorthand notation. Since 푎̂in is a white noise Wiener random process, we may
expect that to a very good approximation the second and third terms vanish and thus
푆A A (푤) = 휅 ∫
∞
−∞
푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(푡 + 휏)⟩S ⟨푦̂†(푡)푦̂(푡 + 휏)⟩S . (257)
The random nature of a Weiner process requires that [6]
푆A A (푤) = ||||휅 ∫ ∞−∞ 푑휏푒푖푤휏 ⟨푦̂†(푡)푦̂(푡 + 휏)⟩S||||
2 푆퐴퐴(푤) (258)
= |퐿(푤) ∗ 푥̂(푤)|2 푆퐴퐴(푤).
Here, ∗ represents convolution in frequency and 퐿(푤) is defined in (254) and actually represents the equivalent to
the scattering matrix element. The expression (258) presents a mathematically exact solution to the spectral density
problem of multiplicative noise (249).
In the context of higher-order quantum optomechanics and referring to (248) the operator 푥̂ may represent either
of the operators within the set {푎̂, 푏̂, 푏̂†, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†, 푏̂2, 푏̂†2}. However, not only these are not yet known, but also, they
are influenced by random processes from the correspondingly lower-order interactions with the optical field and me-
chanical bath. The only approximation needed here is to replace these with corresponding non-operator functions
which can be already obtained from the solution to lower-order equations. Doing this results in a set of equations for
{푎̄, 푏̄, 푏̄∗, 푎푏, 푎푏∗, 푏̄2, 푏̄∗2}, where solutions for {푏̄, 푏̄∗, 푏̄2, 푏̄∗2} can be obtained by having 푏̄. This is here calculated from
the 3 × 3 linearized optomechanics, giving rise to the expression
푏̄(푤) =
훼
푖(푤 + Ω) +
1
2
Γ
. (259)
In a similar manner to §8.8, the next required expressions can be explicitly obtained by햬햺헍헁햾헆햺헍헂햼햺 as
푎̄(푤) =
−훼2푔0(푤 − Δ − Ω − 푖
1
2
훾)
(푤 + Ω −
1
2
푖Γ)
{
2푔2
0
[
(Δ −푤 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
]} ,
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푎푏(푤) =
훼2
[
푔2
0
(푚̄ − 푛̄) − (푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)(푤 − Δ − Ω −
1
2
푖훾)
]
(푤 + Ω −
1
2
푖Γ)
{
2푔2
0
[
(Δ −푤 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
]} ,
푎푏∗(푤) =
− |훼|2 [푔2
0
(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) − (푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)(푤 − Δ + Ω −
1
2
푖훾)
]
(푤 + Ω +
1
2
푖Γ)
{
2푔2
0
[
(Δ −푤 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
푤 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
]} ,
(260)
where 푛̃ = 푛̄+ 1
2
and 푚̃ = 푚̄+ 1
2
. In the above equations, it has to be noticed that 훼 is a complex quantity which satisfies|훼| =√휅ex푃op∕ℏ휔, and also by (200) we have
훼 =
√
푛̄
⎡⎢⎢⎣−휅2 + 푖
⎛⎜⎜⎝Δ +
2푔2
0
Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
푛̄
⎞⎟⎟⎠
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (261)
Now, we can rewrite the Langevin equations (248) as
푑
푑푡
{훿퐴} = [M]{훿퐴} − [Ĝ]{퐴in}, (262)
[M] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖Δ −
휅
2
푖푔0 푖푔0 0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ + 푛̄ + 1) 푖Δ퐵 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0 0
푖푔0(푚̄ − 푛̄) 0 푖Δ푅 −
훾
2
0 푖푔0
0 푖푔0(푚̄ + 2푛̄ + 2) 0 푖Δ퐵퐵 −
휃
2
0
0 0 푖푔0(푚̄ − 2푛̄ − 1) 0 푖Δ푅푅 −
휃
2
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,
{훿퐴}T =
{
훿푎̂, 훿(푎̂푏̂), 훿(푎̂푏̂†), 훿(푎̂푏̂2), 훿(푎̂푏̂†2)
}
,
{퐴in}
T =
{
푎̂in, 푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in
}
,
[Ĝ] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0√
휅푏̂
√
Γ푎̂ 0√
휅푏̂† 0
√
Γ푎̂√
휅푏̂2
√
Γ푎̂푏̂ 0√
휅푏̂†2 0
√
Γ푎̂푏̂†
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.
After defining the decay matrix
[
√
Γ] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
√
휅 0 0 0 0
0
√
훾 0 0 0
0 0
√
훾 0 0
0 0 0
√
휃 0
0 0 0 0
√
휃
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (263)
taking the Fourier transform, and using the input-output relation
{퐴out(휔)} = {퐴in(휔)} + [
√
Γ]T{훿퐴(휔)}, (264)
we arrive at the definition of the scattering matrix
[Y(휔)] = I − [
√
Γ]T ([M] − 푖휔[I])−1 [
√
Γ], (265)
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by which and (258) we can evaluate the desired symmetrized spectral density of output optical field as
푆(휔) = |푌11(휔)|2푆퐴퐴(휔) (266)
+
1
훾2
|||[푌12(휔) + 푌13(휔)] ∗ 푎̄(휔)|||2 푆퐵퐵(휔)
+
1
휃2
||||[푌14(휔) ∗ 푎푏(휔) + 푌15(휔) ∗ 푎푏∗(휔)]||||2 푆퐵퐵(휔),
where spectral power densities 푆퐴퐴 and 푆퐵퐵 are already introduced in (203) and convolutions ∗ take place over the
entire frequency axis.
8.13. Elements of Higher-order Scattering Matrices
This section reports the explicit elements of the first row of scattering matrix [Y] in (265), as needed for calculation
of the spectral density according to (266). These might be useful only when the method of residues are to be used for
exact evaluation of complex convolution integrals, otherwise full numerical simulation of (266) is much preferable.
The elements of the scattering matrix are explicitly found using 햬햺헍헁햾헆햺헍헂햼햺, and after some simplification they
take the form
푌11(휔) = 1 −
2푖휅ex
[(
휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
]
2푔2
0
[
(Δ − 휔 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
] , (267)
푌12(휔) =
−푖푔0
√
훾휅ex
(
휔 − Δ − Ω −
1
2
푖훾
)
2푔2
0
[
(Δ − 휔 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
] ,
푌13(휔) =
−푖푔0
√
훾휅ex
(
휔 − Δ + Ω −
1
2
푖훾
)
2푔2
0
[
(Δ − 휔 +
1
2
푖훾)푚̃+ Ω푛̃
]
+ (휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖휅)
[(
휔 − Δ −
1
2
푖훾
)2
− Ω2
] .
These expressions are useful in speed up of the code, as well as wherever the method of residues is to be used.
The convergence of 3×3 is sufficiently good for most practical purposes, and also the explicit expressions for 5×5
matrices decompose into products of fourth-order polynomials in terms of 휔 in their denominators, which severely
limits the usefulness of applicability of the method of residues. For this reason, their explicit expressions are not
included here.
Summarizing this section, a new analytical method was shown to solve the standard optomechanical interaction
with cubic nonlinearity interaction, based on the higher-order operators. It was demonstrated that not only the higher-
order operator method can reproduce the linear optomechanics, but also it can predict and provide estimates to unno-
ticed effects such as a new type of symmetry breaking in frequency, here referred to as side-band inequivalence, and
yield new explicit expressions for quantities such as the coherent phonon population and higher-order spring effect.
Corrections to the standard spring effect due to higher-order interactions have been found, and it has been shown that
such corrections arise mainly because of the coherent phonons and can significantly influence measurement of single-
photon optomechanical interaction rate through spring effect. Aminimal basis has been definedwhich allows exact and
explicit solution to standard nonlinear optomechanics, using the method of higher-order operators. This method can
be finally used to investigate the dynamic nonlinear stability of optomechanical systems, and it has been demonstrated
that at least the third-order nonlinear processes are prerequisite for occurrence of dynamic instability. We have shown
that there is a reasonable correspondence between the onset of nonlinear dynamic instability and a critical intracavity
photon number limit, which remains independent of thermal effects.
9. Side-band Inequivalence
The goal of this section is to revisit the side-band inequivalence obtained in the previous section within the weakly
coupled limit, and extend it into a more general form. Frequency shifts of red- and blue-scattered (Stokes/anti-Stokes)
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side-bands in quantum optomechanics are shown to be counter-intuitively inequal, resulting in an unexpected symme-
try breaking. This difference is referred to as side-band inequivalence, which normally leans towards red, and being
a nonlinear effect it depends on optical power or intracavity photon number. Also there exists a maximum attainable
side-band inequivalence at an optimal operation point. The mathematical method employed here is a combination
of operator algebra equipped with harmonic balance, which allows a clear understanding of the associated nonlinear
process. This reveals the existence of three distinct operation regimes in terms of pump power, two of which have
immeasurably small side-band inequivalence. Compelling evidence from various experiments sharing similar inter-
action Hamiltonians, including quantum optomechanics, ion/Paul traps, electrooptic modulation, Brillouin scattering,
and Raman scattering unambiguously confirm existence of a previously unnoticed side-band inequivalence.
In the weak coupling approximation, side-band inequivalence exhibits linear increase with intracavity photon num-
ber, and this behavior has to change at sufficiently high pump levels or sufficiently strong nonlinearity. In order to
accomplish this, one needs to do a theoretical analysis from a different perspective.
So far, we have analyzed the phenomenon of side-band inequivalence through a different theoretical means, and
together with the analysis to be presented in this section, we manage to obtain side-band inequivalence through three
essentially different theoretical tools. These are
1. Comparison of asymmetric shifts in dynamic eigenvalues corresponding to the generation of side-bands, which
was done in §8.6. This analysis breaks down in the strong nonlinear regime.
2. Harmonic Higher-order Operator analysis of quantum optomechanical Langevin equations. The method pre-
sented here in §9.1 thoughmathematically not being exact, it is still able to recover theweakly nonlinear behavior
and also reasonably explain the strongly nonlinear behavior.
3. Study of Akhmediev breather analytical solution to classical optomechanical nonlinear equations. This results in
an approximate soliton-like solutions to the system discussed in §9.4, which of course do encompass side-band
inequivalence.
In all these very different three types of analyses, two things are noticeably common. Firstly, side-band inequivalence
is always towards the red or Stokes side-band. Secondly, in the weakly nonlinear approximation it increases almost
linearly with enhanced optomechanical interaction rate 푔, which is the product of the square-root of intracavity photon
population
√
푛̄ and single-photon optomechanical interaction rate 푔0.
It is fairly straightforward to verify the existence of side-band inequivalence at least in the strongly nonlinear regime
through numerical analysis of optomechanical equations, too. This can be done either through study of time-domain
behavior of classical optomechanical equations for electromagnetic andmechanical amplitudes, or solving the quantum
master equation which is much more reliable from a fundamental point of view, but demands excessive computational
hardware. Surprisingly or not, side-band inequivalence shows up in either way.
The nonlinearity of optomechanical interaction [1–4, 6, 250–253] causes scattering of incident photons with the
annihilator 푎̂ from the cavity unto either red- or blue-shifted photons through annihilation or generation of a cavity
phonon with the annihilator 푏̂, giving rise to the first-order mechanical side-bands. Taking the optical frequency 휔 to
be at a detuning Δ = 휔c − 휔 from cavity resonance 휔c, the 휈−th order sidebands are naturally expected to occur at
the detunings Δ±휈 = Δ ∓ 휈Ω, where Ω represents the mechanical frequency. As a results, the first-order mechanical
side-bands of scattered red Δ+1 and blue Δ−1 processes must average out back to the original pump detuning Δ.
Defining the side-band inequivalence as the deviation of this average from Δ, as 훿 = (Δ+1 + Δ−1) − 2Δ, then one
may conclude 훿 = 0. A non-zero 훿 would have otherwise implied the so-called side-band inequivalence. This type of
asymmetry appears to have a classical nonlinear nature.
There is, however, another well-known type of side-band asymmetry between the red and blue side-bands in the
context of optomechanics, which has a quantum nature and may be used for instance to accurately determine the
absolute temperature through a reference-free optomechanical measurement [254, 255]. This is based on the ratio of
Stokes to anti-Stokes Raman transition rates, which is equal to exp(ℏΩ∕푘B푇 ) where 푘B is the Boltzmann’s constant
and 푇 is the absolute temperature [256, 257]. Clearly, side-band inequivalence is quite different from this type of
side-band asymmetry.
While both time-reversal symmetry and energy conservation are fundamentally preserved in this scattering process,
a nonlinear analysis of quantum optomechanics using the recently developed method of higher-order operators [7–11]
necessitates a slight difference among detunings of blue and red-scattered photons, the amount of which was initially
found to increase roughly proportional to the intracavity photon number 푛̄. Here, 푛̄ is defined as the steady-state mean-
value of the number operator 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂.
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Surprisingly enough, this disagreement satisfying 훿 ≠ 0 does not violate the energy conservation law, actually
allowed by the finite cavity linewidth as well as the single-photon/single-phononnature of the process involved. More-
over, the time-reversal symmetry is also preserved.
Among the pool of available experimental data, only a handful of side-band resolved cavities reveal this disagree-
ment [9]. Some initial trial experiments recently done at extremely high intracavity photon numbers 푛̄, and/or extremely
large single-photon optomechanical interaction rates 푔0, though, failed to demonstrate its existence. This may raise the
speculation that whether side-band inequivalence would have been merely a mathematical artifact, or something has
been missing due to not doing the operator analysis to the highest-order.
A careful analysis of this phenomenon, however, confirms the latter, thus classifying the quantum optomechanical
interaction into three distinct regimes with different behaviors:
• Fully Linear: This regime can be investigated using the lowest-order analysis and first-order operators, which
is conventionally done by linearizing the Hamiltonian around equilibrium points. This will require the four-
dimensional basis of first-order ladder operators {푎̂, 푎̂†, 푏̂, 푏̂†} and is indeed quite sufficient to understand many
of the complex quantum optomechanical phenomena [12].
• Weakly Nonlinear: This regime requires higher-order operator analysis of at least second-order. This can be
done using the three-dimensional reduced basis [9, 12] given as {푎̂, 푎̂푏̂, 푎̂푏̂†}.
• Strongly Nonlinear: Full understanding of this interaction regime requires the highest-order analysis using third-
order operators. Referred as to the minimal basis [9, 12], the convenient reduced choice is the two-dimensional
basis {푛̂2, 푛̂푏̂}. While most of the quantumoptomechanical experiments happen to fall in this regime, the striking
behavior of governing equations is in such a way that a fully-linearized analysis of fluctuations mostly happens
to work.
side-band inequivalence is essentially forbidden in the fully linear regime, and it also quickly fades away in the
strongly nonlinear regime. But it may only happen in the weakly nonlinear regime. This is now also confirmed both
by the higher-order operator method and extensive calculations. It typically does not exceed one part in million to one
part in ten thousand in optomechanics, and therefore, it is a very delicate phenomenon and elusive to observe. As it
will be shown, Raman scattering experiments may instead exhibit much stronger inequivalences.
This letter provides a direct route towards clear understanding of this complex nonlinear phenomenon. Using a
combination of operator algebra and harmonic balance (used in analysis of laser diodes) [258], we obtain a closed
form expression for side-band inequivalence 훿 as a function of intracavity photon number 푛̄, which is expected to
be valid through all three above operation regimes, and for any arbitrarily chosen set of optomechanical parameters.
Not only the findings of this work reproduce the approximate linear expression found earlier through second-order
operators [9] for the weakly nonlinear regime, but also we can show that there is an optimal point at which the side-
band inequivalence attains a maximum. Moving away from the optimal point, both at the much smaller and much
larger pump rates, 훿 attains much smaller values, tending to zero in the limit of very large 푛̄.
This will be greatly helpful to designate the investigation range of experimental parameters given any available
optomechanical cavity. Furthermore, it marks a clear and definable border among the three above-mentioned operation
regimes.
As further unexpected results, we show a closely associated symmetry breaking in particle pair generation as the
time-reversed optomechanics. Even more unexpectedly, we can demonstrate that the Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio as a
nonlinear quantity also is a function of the nonlinearity strength. Hence, it can change in a nonlinear way and does not
necessarily require the quantum mechanical and Bose-Einstein statistics to exceed unity. This phenomenon can very
well mask the quantum mechanical effect in the strong nonlinear regime. Therefore, the accuracy of optomechanical
or Raman thermometry should be limited to the weakly nonlinear optomechanical systems.
9.1. Harmonic Higher-order Operator Method
The analysis of side-band inequivalence proceeds with considering the behavior of optomechanical cavity under
steady-state conditions. We will focus only on the first-order side-bands and discard all other contributions coming
from or to the second- and higher-order side-bands. We consider a single-frequency pump with ideally zero linewidth
at a given detuningΔ, which normally gives rise to two stable blue- and red- side-bands. Hence, the time-dependence
of the photon annihilator will look like
푎̂(푡) = 푎̂0푒
푖Δ푡 + 푎̂푏푒
푖(Δ−Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+ 푎̂푟푒
푖(Δ+Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+⋯ , (268)
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where 푎̂0, 푎̂푏, and 푎̂푟 respectively correspond to the central excitation resonance at pump frequency, and blue- and red-
detuned side-bands. The steady-state time-average of central excitation satisfies ⟨푎̂0⟩ = √푛̄, where 푛̄ can be determined
by solution of a third-order algebraic equation once the optical power pump rate 푃op, detuning Δ, external coupling
휂 and all other optomechanical parameters are known. The standard set of basic optomechanical parameters needed
here are mechanical frequency Ω, optical decay rate 휅, and mechanical decay rate Γ. Therefore, the photon number
operator up to the first side-bands will behave as
푛̂(푡) = 푎̂
†
0
푎̂0 + 푎̂
†
푏
푎̂푏 + 푎̂
†
푟
푎̂푟 (269)
+ 푎̂
†
푏
푎̂0푒
−푖(−Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+ 푎̂
†
0
푎̂푏푒
푖(−Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+ 푎̂†
푟
푎̂0푒
−푖(Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+ 푎̂
†
0
푎̂푟푒
푖(Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+⋯ ,
while the mechanical annihilator will exhibit a closely spaced doublet around the mechanical frequency spaced within
훿 as
푏̂(푡) = 푏̂0 + 푏̂푏푒
−푖(Ω−
1
2
훿)푡
+ 푏̂푟푒
−푖(Ω+
1
2
훿)푡
+⋯ . (270)
Here, the average mechanical displacement satisfies
푏0 = ⟨푏̂0⟩ = 푖푔0푛̄
푖Ω +
1
2
Γ
. (271)
Now, let us get back to the Langevin equation for mechanical motions, which simply is
푑
푑푡
푏̂(푡) = (−푖Ω−
1
2
Γ)푏̂(푡) + 푖푔0푛̂(푡) +
√
Γ푏̂in(푡), (272)
where 푏̂in(푡) is the operator for mechanical fluctuations. For the purpose of our analysis here, all fluctuations can be
discarded since they are irrelevant to the formation of side-band frequencies and average out to zero. Using (269) and
(270) we get
−푖(Ω +
훿
2
)푏̂푟푒
−푖(Ω+
훿
2
)푡
− 푖(Ω −
훿
2
)푏̂푏푒
−푖(Ω−
훿
2
)푡 (273)
≈ −(푖Ω +
Γ
2
)푏̂푟푒
−푖(Ω+
훿
2
)푡
− (푖Ω+
Γ
2
)푏̂푏푒
−푖(Ω−
훿
2
)푡
+ 푖푔0푎̂
†
0
푎̂푏푒
−푖(Ω−
훿
2
)푡
+ 푖푔0푎̂
†
푟
푎̂0푒
−푖(Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+⋯ .
From the above, we obtain two key operator equations
푏̂푟 =
푖2푔0
−푖훿 + Γ
푎̂†
푟
푎̂0, (274)
푏̂푏 =
푖2푔0
푖훿 + Γ
푎̂
†
0
푎̂푏.
In a similar manner, the Langevin equation for the photon annihilator is
푑
푑푡
푎̂(푡) = (푖Δ −
1
2
휅)푎̂(푡) + 푖푔0푎̂(푡)[푏̂(푡) + 푏̂
†(푡)] +
√
휅푎̂in. (275)
Using (268) and (270) we obtain
푖Δ푎̂0푒
푖Δ푡 + 푖(Δ − Ω +
훿
2
)푎̂푏푒
푖(Δ−Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+ 푖(Δ + Ω +
훿
2
)푎̂푟푒
푖(Δ+Ω+
훿
2
)푡
≈ (276)
(푖Δ −
휅
2
)
[
푎̂0푒
푖Δ푡 + 푎̂푏푒
푖(Δ−Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+ 푎̂푟푒
푖(Δ+Ω+
훿
2
)푡
]
+푖푔0
[
푎̂0푒
푖Δ푡 + 푎̂푏푒
푖(Δ−Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+ 푎̂푟푒
푖(Δ+Ω+
훿
2
)푡
]
×[
푥̂0 + 푏̂푟푒
−푖(Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+ 푏̂푏푒
−푖(Ω−
훿
2
)푡
+ 푏̂†
푟
푒
푖(Ω+
훿
2
)푡
+ 푏̂†
푏
푒
푖(Ω−
훿
2
)푡
]
.
where 푥̂0 = 푏̂0 + 푏̂
†
0
. This will yield the further operator equations as
휅
2푖푔0
푎̂0 = 푎̂0푥̂0 + 푎̂푏푏̂
†
푏
+ 푎̂푟푏̂푟, (277)
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푖(−Ω +
훿
2
) +
휅
2
푖푔0
]
푎̂푏 = 푎̂푏푥̂0 + 푎̂0푏̂푏,[
푖(Ω +
훿
2
) +
휅
2
푖푔0
]
푎̂푟 = 푎̂푟푥̂0 + 푎̂0푏̂
†
푟
.
Now, substituting whatever we have in hand in the second equation of (277), and taking expectation values at the
end, we obtain a key algebraic equation in terms of 훿 as
푖
(
−Ω +
1
2
훿
)
+
1
2
휅 = 푖푔0푥0 + 푖푔0
√
푛̄
2푖푔0
√
푛̄
푖훿 + Γ
. (278)
with 푥0 = 푏0 + 푏
∗
0
. Rearrangement of the above gives rise to the equation
훿2 −
[
2Ω + 푖훾 + 2푔0푥0
]
훿 +
[
(2푖Ω− 휅)Γ − 4푔2
0
푛̄ + 2푖Γ푔0푥0
]
= 0, (279)
in which 푥0 = 푏0 + 푏
∗
0
and 훾 = 휅 + Γ is the total optomechanical decay rate [8, 9].
This approximate nature of this equation will yield complex values for 훿 the imaginary value of which has to be
discarded. Furthermore, it leaves room to ignore the square terms 훿2, to admit the solution
훿 = ℜ
[
(2푖Ω− 휅)Γ − 4푔2
0
푛̄ + 2푖Γ푔0푥0
2Ω + 푖훾 + 2푔0푥0
]
. (280)
This solution can be put into the more convenient form using (271) and further simplification as
훿(푛̄) = ℜ
[
퐴 + 퐵푛̄
퐶 − 푖퐷푛̄
]
(281)
=
ℜ[퐴퐶∗] + (퐵ℜ[퐶] −ℑ[퐴]퐷)푛̄|퐶|2 − 2ℑ[퐶]퐷푛̄+퐷2푛̄2
=
[2Γ2Ω] + 2Ω(퐵 − Γ퐷)푛̄|퐶|2 − 4Ω퐷푛̄ +퐷2푛̄2 ,
where
퐴 = Γ(2푖Ω− 휅), (282)
퐵 =
4푔2
0
(Ω −
1
2
Γ)2
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
= 퐵∗,
퐶 = 푖훾 + 2Ω,
퐷 =
4푔2
0
Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
= 퐷∗.
One should keep inmind that the expansions (268) and (269) are notmathematically exact. It just has been tried here
to keep the physically relevant terms and ignore the rest. It is believed that there should be infinitely and increasingly
less significant doublets at multiples of 훿 around the mechanical frequency in (270), since they can be easily seen in
numerical simulations for unphysically large 푔0.
So, there are no chances for existence of an exact and explicit mathematical expression for side-band inequivalence.
However, it can be noticed that both of the second and third equations of (277) should be satisfied and able to sit on
equal footings only if we take optical spring effect into account as well. In order to do this, one needs to modify (270)
with doublets placed asymmetrically as Ω + 훿1 and Ω − 훿2. Then the average of 훿1 and 훿2 will yield the side-band
inequivalence, while their difference will yield the optical spring shift.
The reason this has been ignored here is three fold:
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1. This will lead to third-order algebraic equations for 훿 instead of the quadratic (279), which is a lot more difficult
to solve with useless results. Since both the quadratic and algebraic equations will be nevertheless approximate
and eventual expressions for roots will be large physically uninteresting to the researchers, which remain still
inexact.
2. The optical spring effect is well studied and is known to vanish at resonant pump, while side-band inequiavlence
does not. Hence, one may assume a resonant pump and simply ignore the spring effect while it will leave
undoubtedly some error in the ultimate result. The same arguments go for the imaginary part of 훿 which has
been ignored, too.
3. The assumption for existence of a non-zero side-band inequivalence term 훿 in (268), (269), and (270) is supported
by the fact that a non-zero훿 value is actually admissible by the governing equations although it seems not possible
to obtain an exact explicit solution.
The expression (281) obtained for the side-band inequivalence has interesting properties at the limits of zero and
infinite intracavity photon number. We may obtain here after some simplification easily the asymptotic expressions
lim
푛̄→∞
훿(푛̄) ∼
Ω
훽푛̄
, (283)
lim
푛̄→0
훿(푛̄) ∼
2Γ2Ω
4Ω2 + 훾2
≈ 0,
where 훽 = 2푔2
0
∕Ω2, while noting that Γ << Ω and also for a side-band resolved cavity 휅 << Ω, together which we
have 휅 < 훾 << Ω.
One should take into account the fact that for Doppler cavities, side-bands normally resolve well enough for a
decisive measurement [12], and the concept of side-band inequivalence is only practically meaningful for side-band
resolved cavities. Therefore, the following approximations are valid
퐴 ≈ 2푖ΓΩ, (284)
퐵 ≈ 4푔2
0
,
퐶 ≈ 2Ω,
퐷 ≈
4푔2
0
Ω
,
훿(푛̄) ≈
2Γ2Ω + 8푔2
0
Ω푛̄
훾2 + 4Ω2
[
1 − 2
(
푔0∕Ω
)2
푛̄
]2 .
Any final result in any sense if given in an explicit expression in this context will be approximate. However, the
obtained expression (284) above is able to explain two operation regimes: When it is considered a function of intra-
cavity photon number 푛̄, and when it is considered as a function of Ω. The limit of large 푛̄ may not be experimentally
feasible to study, but surprisingly enough, the limit of large Ω is easily accessible. For this to happen, one may notice
thatΩ represents the modulation frequency which is although not tunable in optomechanical cavities as the frequency
of mechanical mode, it actually is a controllable quantity in electrooptic and acoustooptic modulators.
As long as satisfies 푛̄ << 2|ℑ[퐶]|∕퐷 = Ω2∕푔2
0
, then second order term 푛̄2 in the denominator of (282) is negligible
and can be ignored. Under this regime, the side-band inequivalence varies almost linearly with 푛̄ as
훿(푛̄) ≈
2Γ2Ω
4Ω2 + 훾2
+
8푔2
0
Ω(4Ω2 + 훾2 + Γ2)
(훾2 + 4Ω2)2
푛̄
≈
2푔2
0
Ω
푛̄. (285)
This result is also well in complete agreement with the expression obtained earlier for the side-band inequivalence [9]
in the limit of 푔0 << Ω given as 푔
2
0
∕Ω, considering that a factor of 1
2
must be added as a result of different definition
of 훿.
The first immediate conclusion which can be obtained from (285) is that the side-band inequivalence 훿 is always
positive, meaning that the detuning frequency of red-sideband should be always a bit larger in magnitude than the
blue-sideband. This also agrees with the previous findings of higher-order operator algebra [9].
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The unique mathematical form of (281) which is composed of a first- and second-order polynomials in terms of
푛̄ respectively, offers a clear maximum at a certain optimum intracavity photon number 푛̄max. To do this, let us first
define the dimensionless constants 훼 = 4푔2
0
∕Γ2 and 훽 already defined under (283), 휗 = 훾∕2Ω, and 휓 = Γ2∕2Ω2.
Then, the side-band inequivalence (284) can be rewritten as
훿(푛̄) = Ω휓
1 + 훼푛̄
휗2 + (1 − 훽푛̄)2
. (286)
This offers the optimum intracavity photon number and thus the maximum attainable side-band inequivalence as
푛̄max =
√
(훼 + 훽)2 + 훼2휗2
훼훽
−
1
훼
≈
1
훽
=
Ω2
2푔2
0
, (287)
훿max = 훿(푛̄max) ≈
4Ω3
훾2
.
We should take note of the fact that the maximum practically measureable side-band inequivalence, which occurs at
the optimum intracavity photon number 푛̄max = Ω
2∕2푔2
0
, is actually at the onset of bistability, and under practical
conditions, heating due to optical losses in dielectric.
Variation of side-band inequivalence versus intracavity photon number and in terms of different settings for input
parameters {훼, 훽, 휗} can be easily therefore deduced.
Another very important result which can be drawn from the above discussions, is marking the boundaries of linear,
weakly nonlinear, and strongly nonlinear interaction regimes in quantum optomechanics. This follows by normalizing
훿 with respect to the mechanical frequencyΩ first, as 훿̄ = 훿∕Ω.
• Fully Linear: This regime is easily given by 푛̄ << 푛̄max, where intracavity photon number is essentially too low
to cause any appreciable side-band inequivalence. Here, the behavior of normalized side-band inequivalence is
proportional to 푛̄.
• Weakly Nonlinear: This regime is next given by 푛̄ ∼ 푛̄max around the optimum operation point, where the side-
band inequivalence rises to attain a maximum. The behavior of normalized side-band inequivalence is nearly
Lorentzian centered at 푛̄ = 푛̄max, with an intracavity photon number linewidth of Δ푛̄ = 휗푛̄max.
• Stongly Nonlinear: This regime at larger intracavity photon numbers satisfying 푛̄ >> 푛̄max will push the system
into strongly nonlinear regime where the side-band inequivalence quickly start to fade away. Here, the behavior
of normalized side-band inequivalence is inversely proportional to 푛̄.
These three behaviors in above operation regimes can be respectively displayed as
훿̄(푛̄) ∼
⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩
(
푛̄
푛̄max
)
훿̄max, 푛̄ ≪ 푛̄max,[
1 + 휗−2
(
푛̄
푛̄max
− 1
)2]−1
훿̄max, 푛̄ ∼ 푛̄max,(
푛̄max
푛̄
)
훿̄max, 푛̄ ≫ 푛̄max.
(288)
It is easy to verify that the side-band inequivalence does not violate the two fundamental symmetries of the nature.
Here, both the time-reversal symmetry as well as the conservation of energy are preserved. The energy of scattered
red- and blue- photons ℏ휔∓ℏΩ is normally expected to be within the energy of one phonon ℏΩwhere휔 is the angular
frequency of incident electromagnetic radiation. Per every annihilated photon, exactly one phonon is either annihilated,
giving rise to a blue-shifted photon, or one phonon is created, giving rise to a red-shifted photon.
However, not all phonons are having exactly the same energies. This is permissible by the non-vanishing mechan-
ical linewidth Γ > 0 of the cavity. One should expect that once this quantity vanishes, the side-band inequivalence is
gone, since it is by (286) proportional to Γ2. Hence, basically it should be not contradictory to have a possible non-zero
side-band inequivalence.
With regard to the time-reversal symmetry, onemust take notice of the fact that all optical frequencies are physically
positive, since we first must move back out of the rotating reference frame. For instance, the blue- and red-scattered
photons have frequencies given by 휔푏 = 휔푐 + Ω −
1
2
훿 and 휔푟 = 휔푐 − Ω −
1
2
훿. Therefore, blue and red processes are
not time-reversed processes of each other, as they both stay on the positive frequency axis. Negative frequency images
corresponding to both processes do however exist and exactly satisfy the time-reversal.
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9.2. Amplitude Asymmetry
It is a well-known fact that there is an amplitude asymmetry between red and blue side-bands due to their differ-
ent frequencies, and therefore, different thermal populations following the standard Bose-Einstein statistics. Being a
quantum mechanical effect, this fact can be used to estimate the temperature of a reservoir through a reference-free
mechanism. However, this quantum asymmetry is gradually replaced by a classical asymmetry biased towards red
once the nonlinearity is sufficiently strong, henceforth, the accuracy of quantum thermometry should be limited to
weakly nonlinear optomechanical reservoirs. Now, let us examine carefully what happens to the amplitude asymmetry
for strongly nonlinear optomechanics.
We can plug-in (271) and (274) into the first of (277). Some simplifications, while ignoring the inequilibrium
quantum thermal effects on the population of side-bands, gives the equation
푛̄푟 − 푛̄푏 ≈
⎛⎜⎜⎝ Ω푛̄Ω2 + 14Γ2
⎞⎟⎟⎠ 훿 (289)
≈
푛̄
Ω
훿.
Here, 푛̄푟 = | ⟨푎̄푟⟩ |2 and 푛̄푏 = | ⟨푎̄푏⟩ |2 respectively refer to the number of scattered photons unto red and blue side-
bands. Then, from (286), and assuming that 푁̄ = (푛̄푟 − 푛̄푏)∕푛̄ denotes the normalized asymmetry of side-bands, we
get
푁̄(푛̄) =
휓(1 + 훼푛̄)
휗2 + (1 − 훽푛̄)2
. (290)
Accordingly the asymmetry is increases up to a positive maximum, before decreasing back to zero at sufficiently high
powers. This is another striking result and unexpected aspect of higher-order operator analysis. More surprisingly, this
asymmetry also is biased towards red, and can in part explain why Stokes/anti-Stokes ratio is also a strong power of
incident power, and that is not all about thermal quantum effects, but rather the inherent nonlinearity of optomechanical
interaction.
9.3. Pair Generation
Finally, it is easy to see that the same nonlinear symmetry breaking can lead to asymmetry in the particle pair
production or parametric down conversion, which can be considered as the dual of optomechanical process [283, 284].
In order to observe this fact, consider an optomechanical system with a mechanical frequency roughly double the
optical frequencyΩ ≈ 2휔. If the mechanics is driven strong enough at the frequnecyΩ, then the effective interaction
Hamiltonian will be simply ℍef f = 푖ℏ푔(푎̂
†푎̂†푏̂ − 푎̂푎̂푏̂†), where a phonon with energy ℏΩ dissociates into two photons
with energies ℏ(휔 ± 훿) with 훿 representing the corresponding symmetry breaking in pair frequencies caused by side-
band inequivalence. Parametric down conversion for phonons has recently been observed and reported, too [285].
Also, based on the duality of effective interaction Hamiltonian in linear electro-optic modulation (within the valid-
ity of rotating wave approximation), with the optomechanical Hamiltonian [286–288], one could predict that the same
nonlinear inequivalence to appear in relevant experiments, too. Optical modulation of Hydrogen [277] may already be
shown to exhibit side-band inequivalence. Hence, further implications could be expected in communications technol-
ogy and filtering, where precise positioning of side-bands are of importance. Similar arguments should be valid for
enhanced Raman scattering of single molecules by localized plasmonic resonances as well [97].
9.4. Breathing Solutions
In the fully classical approximation, the nonlinear optomechanical equations read
푑
푑푡
Υ =
(
푖Δ −
1
2
휅
)
Υ + 푖푔0Υ(Φ + Φ
∗), (291)
푑
푑푡
Φ =
(
−푖Ω −
1
2
Γ
)
Φ + 푖푔0Υ
∗Υ.
Under the assumption of slowly varying amplitude |푑Υ∕푑푡| << Ω|Υ| and large optical quality factor 휅 << |Δ|, the
set of equations (291) admits an analytical solution for the optical field of the form
Υ(푡) =
휃푒푖휃
2휏√
2퐷∕|Δ|
[
2휄2 cosh(휗휏) − 푖2휄휗 sinh(휗휏)
cosh(휗휏) −
√
1 − 휄2
− 1
]
, (292)
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referred to Akhmediev breathers [289, 290]. Here, 휏 = |Δ|푡 is normalized time, 휃 is a real constant to be determined,
퐷 is defined in (282), and 휗 = −2휃2휄
√
1 − 휄2. For 휄 < 1 solutions are breathing soliton-like, while for 휄 > 1 solutions
become nonlinear oscillatory waves.
When 휄 < 1, then the expression within the brackets is composed of an even real part and an odd imaginary part.
Hence, the Fourier transform of this hyperbolic expression within the brackets is real-valued, which we here denoted
by (푤). Obviously, the magnitude of Fourier transform, or the spectrum |(푤)| no longer needs to be even. Hence,
the Fourier transform ofΥ(푡), which is given by  (푤) = {Υ(푡)}(푤) is simply the shifted transform (푤−휃2|Δ|), and
the amount of frequency shift is nothing but the side-band inequivalence. This fact is a direct result of the multiplying
term exp(푖휃2휏) in the analytical solution (292), and thus the side-band inequivalence.
While, the algebraic hyperbolic form of (292) with 휄 < 1 disallows analytical evaluation of the spectrum  (푤),
however, calculation of  (푤) from (292) with 휄 > 1, which leads to periodic nonlinear oscillatory solutions, becomes
explicitly possible as shown in the following. To do so, wemay proceedwith the substitution 휄 = |(Ω+푖Γ∕2)∕푔| ≈ Ω∕푔
where 푔 = 푔0
√
푛 is the enhanced optomechanical interaction rate, which in theweakly-coupled limit obviously satisfies
휄 >> 1. Hence, we have 푖휗 = 2휃2휄
√
휄2 − 1 ≈ 2휃2휄2. Now, we can rearrange (292) as
Υ(푡) =
2휄휃푒푖휃
2휏√
2퐷|Δ|
[
휄|Δ| cos(휛푡) + 푖휛 sin(휛푡)
cos(휛푡) − 푖
√
휄2 − 1
−
|Δ|
2휄
]
, (293)
where the replacement 푖휗휏 = 휛푡 has been made and휛 = Ω+훿Ω is the shifted mechanical frequencywhile taking the
optical spring effect 훿Ω into account. The expression within brackets in (293) can be simplified using trigonometric
identities as
Υ(푡) = Ξ푒
푖
1
2
훿푡
[
(휄|Δ| +휛)푒푖휛푡 + (휄|Δ| −휛)푒−푖휛푡
푒푖휛푡 + 푒−푖휛푡 − 2푖
√
휄2 − 1
−
|Δ|
2휄
]
(294)
= Ξ푒
푖
1
2
훿푡
[
2푖
√
휄2 − 1(휄|Δ| +휛) − 2휛푒−푖휛푡
푒푖휛푡 + 푒−푖휛푡 − 2푖
√
휄2 − 1
+
2휄(휄|Δ| +휛) − |Δ|
2휄
]
= 2Ξ푒
푖
1
2
훿푡
[
푖휍 −휛푒−푖휛푡
푒푖휛푡 + 푒−푖휛푡 − 2푖
√
휄2 − 1
]
+ Ξ
[
2휄(휄|Δ| +휛) − |Δ|
2휄
]
푒
푖
1
2
훿푡
= 푖Ψ푒
1
2
훿푡
푓 (푡) + Λ푒
푖
1
2
훿푡
,
in which Ξ =
√
2휄휃∕
√
퐷, Λ = Ξ(2|Δ|휄2 − 2휛휄− |Δ|)∕2휄, 휍 = √휄2 − 1(휄|Δ|+휛), and Ψ = 2Ξ휍. We here may notice
that 훿 = 휃2|Δ| > 0 is nothing but the side-band inequivalence. The function 푓 (푡) can be rewritten as
푓 (푡) =
1 + 푖
휛
휍
푒−푖휛푡
푒푖휛푡 + 푒−푖휛푡 − 2푖
√
휄2 − 1
=
푒푖휛푡 + 푖휘
(푒푖휛푡 − 푖
√
휄2 − 1)2 + 휄2
(295)
=
푒푖휛푡 + 푖휘
(푒푖휛푡 − 푖휁+)(푒푖휛푡 − 푖휁−)
=
1
2휄
휁+ + 휘
푒푖휛푡 − 푖휁+
−
1
2휄
휁− + 휘
푒푖휛푡 − 푖휁−
= ℎ(푒푖휛푡),
where the replacement 휁± = ±휄 +
√
휄2 − 1 has been made and 휘 = 휛∕휍 with 휁+휁− = −1, 휁+ > 0 and 휁− < 0
respectively lying in the upper and lower half-complex planes. Obviously, the pole at 푖휁+ falls outside the unit circle,
and only the pole at 푖휁− remains inside the unit circle. Hence, 휘 << −휁− << 1 << 휁+. These will be needed later to
derive the spectrum of (293).
All remains now is to solve 푖휗휏 = 휛푡, which gives rise to the approximate solution
훿 ≈
2휛
휄
√
휄2 − 1
= 2푔2
Ω + 훿Ω√
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
√
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2 − 푔2
. (296)
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This can be further written as
훿
2
≈
Ω + 훿Ω
휄2
= 푔2
Ω + 훿Ω
Ω2 +
1
4
Γ2
≈
푔2
Ω
+
푔2
Ω2
훿Ω ≈
푔2
Ω
−
2푔4Δ
Ω2
(Ω2 −
1
4
휅2)
(Ω2 +
1
4
휅2)2
, (297)
since 훿Ω ≈ −2푔2Δ(Ω2 − 1
4
휅2)∕(Ω2 +
1
4
휅2)2. It is here seen that the correction arising from spring effect is 푂(푔4)
while the side-band inequivalence is 푂(푔2). Hence, the normalized side-band inequivalence 훿̄ = 훿∕Ω can be finally
approximated for the side-band resolved regime Ω >> 휅 as
훿̄ ≈
2푔2
Ω2
⎡⎢⎢⎣1 −
2푔2Δ(Ω2 −
1
4
휅2)
Ω(Ω2 +
1
4
휅2)2
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ≈
2푔2
Ω2
[
1 −
2푔2
Ω3
Δ
]
, (298)
showing that the correction of optomechanical spring effect to the ansatz (268), ultimately yielding the expression for
side-band inequivalence (14) had been safely ignored indeed. There is also a higher-order correction to the optome-
chanical spring effect 훿Ω [3] as a result of non-zero coherent phonon population 푚̄, which results in an extra correction
to (297) by replacing 푔 = 푔0
√
푛̄ within the brackets of (298) with 푔 ≈ 푔0
√
푛̄ + 푚̄ + 1. But this leaves our derivations
and conclusions regarding the side-band inequivalence unchanged.
This solution (294) is a bi-periodic and complex-valuedproduct of two periodic functions푓 (푡) and exp(푖훿푡). Fourier
transform of the periodic function 푓 (푡) = 푓 (푡 + 2휋∕휛) defined as 퐹 (푤) = 1
2휋
∫ ∞
−∞
푓 (푡)푒−푖푤푡푑푡 is starightforward to
obtain. In fact, one should have 퐹 (푤) =
∑
휈 푓휈δ(푤− 휈휛), where δ(⋅) are Dirac’s delta functions, and 푓0 = 푓 (1)while
푓휈 = exp(푖2휋∕휈), 휈 ≠ 0. Hence, it is straightforward to see that how its spectrum looks like. Defining the spectrum
of 푓 (푡) as |퐹 (푤)| in the Fourier domain 푤 simply is 퐹 (푤) = ∑휈 |푓휈|δ(푤 − 휈휛), which consists of Dirac deltas at
푤 = ±휈휛 ≈ ±휈Ω, 휈 ∈ ℕ corresponding to the side-bands. A practical system obviously does not exactly follow the
breather solution (292) and hence side-bands all have finite non-zero linewidths. Ultimately, we have 퐼(푤) = | (푤)|.
Therefore the ultimate spectrum of the cavity within the approximation of breather solutions is 퐼(푤) ≈ |퐹 (푤 −
1
2
훿)|+푅(푤), where푅(푤) is the reflection from cavity at central resonance푤 = 0. Since the reflected central resonance
푅(푤) normally masks out the zeroth harmonic, therefore the side-bands appear to be positioned asymmetrically in
frequency equal to the side-band inequivalence 훿. Hence, 퐼(푤) may be written conveniently as
퐼(푤) = | 1
2휋
Λ + 푖Ψ푓0|δ(푤− 12훿) + Ψ ∞∑
휈=1
[|푓휈|δ(푤− 12훿 − 휈휛) + |푓−휈|δ(푤 − 12훿 + 휈휛)] , (299)
푓휈 =
1
2푖휛휋 ∮
ℎ(푧)
푧휈+1
푑푧,
= −
[
휁− + 휘
2휛휄(푖휁−)휈+1
]
+
1
휛휈!
[
푑휈
푑푧휈
ℎ(푧)
]
푧=0
푢(휈)
=
[
푖(휁− + 휘)
2휛휄푖휈(휁−)휈+1
]
−
휁− + 휘
2휄휛휈!
[
(−1)휈휈!
푖휈+1(휁−)휈+1
]
푧=0
푢(휈)
=
[
푖(휁− + 휘)
2휛휄푖휈(휁−)휈+1
] [
1 + (−1)휈푢(휈)
]
.
where the change of variables 푧 = exp(푖휛푡) has taken place, and the integration is taken counter-clockwise on the
unit circle in the complex 푢−plane. The only contributing pole of ℎ(푧) is at 푧 = 푖휁− ≈ −푖∕2휄2. Furthermore, 푢(⋅) is
the unit-step function, which allows the second term to contribute only if 휈 ≥ 0. The function ℎ(푧) = (푧 − 휘)∕(푧 −
푖휁+)(푧 − 푖휁−) was also defined in (295). In (299), the positive odd harmonics identically vanish, and 푓휈 and 푓−휈
respectively correspond to Stokes and anti-Stokes amplitudes. There are no odd-ordered Stokes components in the
breather nonlinear oscillatory wave (293), and also anti-Stokes components diminish in strength with their order −휈
increasing as (휁−)−휈 according to (299).
The total power 푃 = ∫ ∞−∞ 퐼(푤)푑푤 is now simply 푃 ≈ ∑휈 |푓휈|, and total harmonic distortion shall be given by
the simple expression THD ≈
∑|휈|≥2 |푓휈|∕∑|휈|≥1 |푓휈|. The first-order mechanical side-bands correspond to 푓±1 with
sharp peaks located at±휛− 1
2
훿 ≈ ±Ω−
1
2
훿, confirming the initial ansatz (268) and speculation regarding the existence
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of side-band inequivalence. In summary, the breathing analytical solution (292) actually highlights the existence of
a non-zero side-band inequivalence, simply because of the multiplying term exp(푖휃2휏) and its bi-periodic form, and
furthermore side-band inequivalence has to be always towards red (Stokes) simply because 휃2 > 0 is always positive.
The ratios of coefficients 푓휈 in (299) can be estimated using binomial expansion of denominator in (294) and the
original form, resulting in approximate expressions for the ratios of side-band powers. For instance, the ratio of optical
amplitude in the first-order side-bands with respect to the central resonance is roughly
퐼1
퐼0
=
|푓1| + |푓−1|
2
||| 12휋Λ + 푖Ψ푓0||| =
휋
휛휄
휁− + 휘[
Λ − (휁− + 휘)휋Ψ∕(휛휄휁−)] (300)
≈
휋휁−
휛휄Λ − 휋Ψ
.
The accuracy of breathing solutions for second- and higher-order harmonics is insufficient to obtain a meaningful ratio
such as (300), nevertheless, it exhibits a positive and unmistakable side-band inequivalence towards red.
In summary, in this section we presented a complete analysis of side-band inequivalence in quantum optomechan-
ics, and showed it undergoes a maximumand obtained closed-formexpressions for optimum intracavity photon number
as well as maximum attainable side-band inequivalence. We classified the operation into the linear, weakly nonlinear,
and strongly nonlinear regimes, in which the behavior of system is markedly different. The results of this investiga-
tion can provide the accuracy constraints as well as necessary experimental set up to resolve the elusive side-band
inequivalence. Analysis of high resolution measurements of Brillouin scattering and Raman scattering for different
materials as well as ion traps, Paul traps, electrooptic modulators, and acoustooptic modulators confirms the existence
of side-band inequivalence. One could speculate that precise measurement of the variation of side-band inequialence
in terms of various system parameters could provide further insight into unexplored nonlinear properties of different
materials.
We successfully and consistently demostrated the existence of side-band inequivalence through three essentially
very different theoretical methods, which agree at least in the weakly nonlinear regime. As byproducts of this anal-
ysis presented here, we notice the existence of a similar symmetry breaking in particle pair generation, which can
be considered as the time-reversed process of optomechanics. More surprisingly, there is a symmetry breaking in
Stokes/anti-Stokes ratiowhich is nonlinear and does not depend on the quantummechanical and temperature-dependent
Bose-Einstein statistics. This phenomenon can actually mask the quantum mechanical effect in the strong nonlinear
regime.
10. Quadratic Optomechanics
This section presents a full operator analytical method for studying the quadratic nonlinear interactions in quantum
optomechanics. The method is based on the application of higher-order operators, using a six-dimensional basis of
second order operators which constitute an exactly closed commutators. We consider both types of standard position-
field and the recently predicted non-standardmomentum-fieldquadratic interactions, which is significant when the ratio
of mechanical frequency to optical frequency is not negligible. This unexplored regime of large mechanical frequency
can be investigated in few platforms including the superconducting electromechanics and simulating quantum cavity
electrodynamic circuits. It has been shown that the existence of non-standard quadratic interaction could be observable
under appropriate conditions.
The field of quantum optomechanics [1, 3, 6] is flourishing as one of the modern applications of quantum physics,
where interactions of optical field and mechanical motion inside a confined cavity is being studied. Nonlinear in-
teractions in optomechanics play a critical role in a growing number of studied physical phenomena, which include
emergence of second-order mechanical side-bands [187, 292], nonlinear optomechanical induced transparency [190,
216, 293, 295], phonon-laser [296, 297], nonlinear reciprocity [298], and parameteric phonon-phonon coupling for
cascaded optical transparency [299]. Recently, existence of optomechanical chaos has been confirmed [70], which
is contingent on and can be explained only using the nonlinearity of interactions. Meterology with optomechanical
symmetry breaking [300] as well as Kerr-type nonlinear interactions [190, 295] are other examples of optomechanical
phenomena which call for nonlinear analysis. Interestingly, it has been also shown using an extensive analysis, that
the gravitational constant can be measured by increased precision using nonlinear optomechanics [301], reaching an
ideal fundamental sensitivity of 10−15ms−2 for state-of-the-art parameters.
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Many of the studies in this field utilize linearization of photonic 푎̂ and phononic 푏̂ ladder operators around their
mean values as 푎̂ → 푎̄+ 푎̂ and 푏̂→ 푏̄+ 푏̂, where the substituted ladder operators now represent field fluctuations around
their respective mean values. This way of linearization is however insufficient for quadratic [14–17, 74, 76, 115, 302]
and higher-order interactions where the resulting Langevin equations [19–22] are expected to be strongly nonlinear.
Full linearization essentially transforms back every such nonlinear interaction picture into the simple linearized form
of (푎̂ + 푎̂†)(푏̂ + 푏̂†). As a result, the behavior of systems under study due to quadratic and higher-order interactions
becomes indifferent to that of ordinary linearized optomechanics, implying that in this way of linearization some of
the important underlying nonlinear physics may be lost.
Recently, theory of optomechanics has been revisited by the author [7] as well as others for nonlinear [303] and
quadratic [304] interactions. It has been shown that a non-standard quadratic term could exist due to momentum-field
interaction and relativistic effects, the strength of which is proportional to (Ω∕휔)2 with Ω and 휔 respectively being
the mechanical and optical frequencies [7]. Normally, such momentum-field interactions are not expected to survive
under the regular operating conditions of large optical frequencies휔 >> Ω. However, it would be a matter of question
that whether they could be observable in spectral response of a cavity, given that the 휔 and Ω could be put within the
same order of magnitude? The answer is Yes.
Superconducting electromechanics provides a convenient means to observe quadratic effects at such conditions.
Not only high photon cavity numbers could be attained, but also mechanical and radio or microwave frequencies could
be set within the same order of magnitude with relative ease. This conditions have been actually met at least in one
reported experiment [98], where the mechanical and superconducting circuit frequencies are designed to be equal
at 휔 = Ω = 2휋 × 720kHz. Tuning to the lowest-order odd-profiled mechanical mode, or using the membrane-in-
the-middle setup [98, 190] in optomechanical experiments could altogether eliminate the standard optomechanical
interaction, leaving only the quadratic terms and higher.
Apart from experimental considerations for observation of quadratic effects, there remains a major obstacle in
theoretical analysis of combined standard and non-standard quadratic interactions. To the best knownledge of the
author, this regime has been investigated theoretically for the case of only standard quadratic interaction using the
time-evolution operators [17].
Growing out of the context of quantum optomechanics, the method of higher-order operators developed by the
author [8] can address problems with any general combination of nonlinearity, stochastic input, operator quantities,
and spectral estimation. Higher-orderoperators have been already used in analysis of nonlinear standard optomechanics
[9], where its application has uncovered effects known as sideband inequivalence, quantities such as coherent phonon
population, as well as corrections to the optomechanical spring effect, zero-point field optomechanical interactions,
and a minimal basis with the highest-order which allows exact integration of optomechanical Hamiltonian subject to
multiplicative noise input. Also, it has been independently used [18] for investigation of quadratic effects. But this
method has not been verified yet for non-standard quadratic optomechanics, which is the central topic of this study.
We employ a six-dimensional basis of higher-order operators, all being second order, which satisfy an exact closed
commutation relations. This basis can be used to analyze the quadratic interactions of both standard and non-standard
types, which has been so far not done. It has been shown that the momentum-field interaction, referred to as the non-
standard quadratic term, does have observable effects on the spectral response of the optomechanical cavity, if the
design criteria could violate Ω << 휔. Hence, the effect of this interaction should not be overlooked when the ratio
Ω∕휔 is non-negligible. The non-standard term appears to survive even under weak quadratic coupling. This study
paves the way for probing a previously unexplored domain of quantum optomechanics.
10.1. Quadratic Interaction Hamiltonian
In this section, we discuss the model Hamiltonian for the quadratic interaction in quantum optomechanics. As it
will be shown, it is composed of two contributing terms. The first term ℍ1 is the well-known standard quadratic term,
resulting from the product of photon number 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂ and squared displacement 핏2 = (푏̂ + 푏̂†)2. The second term
ℍ2, which is also quadratic in order, represents the non-standard term and describes the momentum-field interaction
among the squared momentum of the mirror ℙ2 = (푏̂ − 푏̂†)2 and squared second quadrature of the electromagnetic
field 2 = (푎̂ − 푎̂†)2 [7], thus admitting the form 2ℙ2. It should be mentioned that the phase of 푎̂ can be arbitrarily
shifted by 휋∕2, allowing one to rewrite the latter interaction as 2ℙ2, where 2 = (푎̂+ 푎̂†)2. In that sense, the referral
to the field quadratures as either  or  is quite arbitrary.
For the purpose of this section, we consider that the standard optomechanical interactionℍOM, also denoted by ℍ0
in the paper, vanishes due to appropriate design with 푔0 = 0. This not only simplifies the description of the problem
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and reduces the dimension of basis significantly, but is also favorable from an experimental point of view, since the
lowest order surviving interaction now would be quadratic. As mentioned in the above, this criterion can be easily
met in superconducting electromechanics by tuning the electroagnetic frequency to the first odd-profiled mechanical
mode, or in optomechanics by using arrangements such as the membrane-in-the-middle setup [98, 190]. In general,
the condition 푔0 = 0might not be exactly achieved and it may cause some difficulty in observation of quadratic effects,
since standard optomechanical interactions could still mask out the much weaker quadratic interactions. However,
for the purpose of current study, we may neglect this effect in the same way is being done by other researchers [14–
17, 74, 76, 115, 302]. The total Hamiltonian in absence of ℍ0 is thus given by ℍ = ℍ푠 + ℍ1 + ℍ2 + ℍd where
ℍ푠 = ℏ휔̃푎̂
†푎̂ + ℏΩ̃푏̂†푏̂ = ℏ휔̃푛̂ + ℏΩ̃푚̂, (301)
ℍ1 = ℏ
1
2
휀푎̂†푎̂(푏̂ + 푏̂†)2 = ℏ
1
2
휀푛̂핏2,
ℍ2 = −ℏ
1
2
훽(푎̂ − 푎̂†)2(푏̂ − 푏̂†)2 = −ℏ
1
2
훽2ℙ2,
ℍd = ℏ훾(훼푒
푖휔d푡푎̂ + 훼∗푒−푖휔d푡푎̂†).
Here, 휔̃ and Ω̃ are respectively the bare unperturbed optical and mechanical frequencies. We notice that the relative
frequency notation of optical detuning, which is useful in standard optomechanical and quadratic interactions [9] is not
to be used here. In (301), furthermore, we assume the existence of only one drive term with the complex amplitude
훼 and frequency 휔d. In general, it is possible to assume the existence of multiple drive terms at different frequencies,
but this does not alter the mathematical approach under consideration. We furthermore notice that the non-standard
quadratic term can be also written asℍ2 = −ℏ
1
2
훽2ℙ2 with basically no physically significant difference, as mentioned
in the above section, too. Hence, the non-standard term can take on either of the sign conventions−− as 2ℙ2, or +−
as 2ℙ2. We shall proceed with the latter. Also, 휀 is the strength of the standard quadratic interaction and 훽 is the
strength of the non-standard quadratic interaction. These are shown to be related as [7]
훽 =
1
4
(
휋2
3
+
1
4
)(
Ω̃
휔̃
)2
휀 ≡ 1
2
휌휀. (302)
It is easily seen that in the regime of large optical frequency 휔̃ >> Ω̃, we get 훽 ≈ 0 and the non-standard term
vanishes. This is what has actually been probed in nearly all experiments on quadratic optomechanical interactions so
far [14–16, 18, 74, 76, 115, 302]. The large mechanical frequency regime of standard quadratic interactions has been
however recently probed [17] and it has been suggested that the roles of optical and mechanical parts are expected
to interchange without consideration of the non-standard quadratic effect. Hence, the condition defining the critical
mechanical frequency as Ω̃ = 1
2
√
1
3
휋2 +
1
4
휔̃ ≈ 0.941휔̃marks a critical value for the transition border, across which the
regimes of large and small mechanical frequencywith respect to the given electromagnetic frequency are distinguished.
This happens to be remarkably close to the identical frequencies as Ω̃ = 휔̃, too. It is not difficult to see that the above
Hamiltonian with the sign convention taken as +− can be rewritten as
ℍ = ℏ휔푛̂ + ℏΩ푚̂ + ℏ휖
[
푛̂(푚̂ + 푑̂ + 푑̂†) − 휌(푛̂ + 푐̂ + 푐̂†)(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂)
]
+ ℍd, (303)
in which 푐̂ = 1
2
푎̂2 and 푑̂ = 1
2
푏̂2 are defined and discussed extensively in the preceding sections and articles [7–9],
and time-independent non-interacting terms are dropped which are irrelevant to the behavior of system dynamics.
Furthermore, the altered effective optical and mechanical frequencies due to the quadratic optomechanical interaction
assume different forms, and now read
휔 = 휔̃ +
1
2
휀 + 훽, (304)
Ω = Ω̃ + 훽.
The importance of the non-standard quadratic termℍ2 [7] is that it describes a non-vanishing correction to the field-
mirror interaction, beyond simple nonlinear quantum back-action of mirror on the reflected light. In standard picture
of quantum optomechanics, the light gets reflected off a displaced mirror which already has shifted the resonance
frequency of cavity. Higher-order corrections to combination of these effects give rise to quadratic interactions. But
in quadratic quantum optomechanics, either momenta of field and mirror do not apparently come into consideration,
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or their contributions are somehow lost because of the approximations used in the expansions. It is expected that
normally such an interaction should take care of momentum exchange. The exchange and conservation of momenta
under standard quadratic interaction is uncertain and actually not quite obvious, since momentum operators do not
show up in the interaction.
10.2. Six-dimensional Basis
Analysis of the Hamiltonian (303) here is going to be based on the six-dimensional space spanned by the basis
operators {퐴}T = {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂} [8]. This basis can be easily seen to be the smallest possible set, with closed
commutators, capable of describing the system modeled by (301). The commutation properties of this basis [8] is here
given for the sake of convenience
[푐̂, 푐̂†] = 푛̂ +
1
2
, (305)
[푐̂, 푛̂] = 2푐̂,
[푛̂, 푐̂†] = 2푐̂†,
[푑̂, 푑̂†] = 푚̂ +
1
2
,
[푑̂, 푚̂] = 2푑̂,
[푚̂, 푑̂†] = 2푑̂†.
All commutators among photonic {푐̂, 푐̂†, 푛̂} and phononic operators {푑̂, 푑̂†, 푚̂} are clearly zero. This fact together with
the set of commutators (305) establishes the closedness property of our basis. The basis {퐴} under consideration is
called to be second-order, since its operators are all products of two single ladder operators. Other bases of the third-
and higher-orders are discussed elsewhere, respectively for standard optomechanics [9] and quadratic interactions [8].
Furthermore, we will need [푐̂, 푎̂] = [푐̂†, 푎̂†] = 0 along with the pair of relationships
[푐̂, 푎̂†] = [푎̂, 푛̂] = 푎̂, (306)
[푎̂, 푐̂†] = [푛, 푎̂†] = 푎̂†,
to evaluate the effect of drive and input noise terms later. Assumption of a resonant drive term here requires 휔d = 휔,
which highlights a constant shift in cavity optical frequency because of the presence of quadratic optomechanical
interactions. This will greatly simplify the mathematics involved in construction of Langevin equations. These latter
relations (305,306) show that the eight-dimensional basis {푎̂, 푎̂†}
⋃
{퐴}, which is of the mixed first and second-order,
also constitutes a closed commutation relationships. However, for the purpose of our study here, the original six-
dimensional basis {퐴} is sufficient.
The task of construction of Langevin equations proceeds with the original equation [1, 3, 6, 19–22]
̇̂푧 = −
푖
ℏ
[푧̂,ℍ] − [푧̂, 푥̂†]
(
1
2
훾푥̂ +
√
훾푥̂in
)
+
(
1
2
훾푥̂† +
√
훾푥̂
†
in
)
[푧̂, 푥̂], (307)
where 푧̂ is an arbitrary operator belonging to the basis, 푥̂ is any system annihilator associated with the decay rate 훾 , and
푥̂in is the corresponding input field including contributions from both of the deterministic drive and stochastic noise
terms. Also, we may set either 푥̂ = 푎̂ with 훾 = 휅 and 푥̂in = 푎̂in, or 푥̂ = 푏̂ with 훾 = Γ and 푥̂in = 푏̂in to allow simple
and straightforward construction of noise terms. This particular choice avoids appearance of squared noises, which
are otherwise required [8].
10.3. Six-dimensional Langevin Equations
There are a total of six Langevin equations for the system (301), which can be constructed one by one, corre-
sponding to the six members of {퐴}. These equations can be obtained using the commutators (305,306) after some
straightforward algebra as
̇̂푐 = −푖2휔푐̂ − 휅푐̂ − 푖휀
[
2(푚̂ + 푑̂ + 푑̂†)푐̂ − 휌(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂)(2푐̂ + 푛̂ +
1
2
)
]
+ 푖훼∗푒−푖휔푡푎̂ −
√
휅푎̂푎̂in, (308)
̇̂푐† = 푖2휔푐̂† − 휅푐̂† + 푖휀
[
2(푚̂ + 푑̂ + 푑̂†)푐̂† − 휌(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂)(2푐̂† + 푛̂ +
1
2
)
]
− 푖훼푒푖휔푡푎̂† −
√
휅푎̂
†
in푎̂
†,
̇̂푛 = −푖2훽(푐̂ − 푐̂†)(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂) − 휅푛̂ + 푖(훼푒푖휔푡푎̂ − 훼∗푒−푖휔푡푎̂†) −
√
휅(푎̂†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂),
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̇̂
푑 = −푖2Ω푑̂ − Γ푑̂ − 푖휀
[
푛̂(2푑̂ + 푚̂ +
1
2
) − 휌(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂)(푚̂ +
1
2
− 2푑̂)
]
−
√
Γ푏̂푏̂in,
̇̂
푑† = 푖2Ω푑̂† − Γ푑̂† + 푖휀
[
푛̂(2푑̂† + 푚̂ +
1
2
) − 휌(푐̂ + 푐̂† + 푛̂)(푚̂ +
1
2
− 2푑̂†)
]
−
√
Γ푏̂
†
in푏̂
†,
̇̂푚 = −푖2휀(푑̂ − 푑̂†)
[
(휌 − 1)푛̂ + 휌(푐̂ + 푐̂†)
]
−
√
Γ(푏̂†푏̂in + 푏̂
†
in푏̂).
10.4. Steady-state Equilibrium
The special algebraic form of non-standard interaction together with the presence of drive term makes the analysis
requiring a bit of care. Ambiguities could be avoided by using explicit decompositions and replacements
푎̂(푡) → 푎̄푒−푖휔푡 + 푎̂(푡), (309)
푎̂†(푡) → 푎̄∗푒푖휔푡 + 푎̂†(푡),
푛̂(푡) → 푛̄ + 푛̂(푡),
푚̂(푡) → 푚̄ + 푚̂(푡),
where 푛̄ = |푎̄|2 is the average cavity photon number and 푚̄ is the average cavity phonon number. From now on, 푛̂ and
푚̂ will represent only deviations from the average steady-state populations. In a similar manner, we can employ the
decompositions and replacements
푐̂(푡) → 푐̄푒−2푖휔푡 + 푐̂(푡), (310)
푐̂†(푡) → 푐̄∗푒2푖휔푡 + 푐̂†(푡),
푑̂(푡) → 푑̄푒−2푖Ω푡 + 푑̂(푡),
푑̂†(푡) → 푑̄∗푒2푖Ω푡 + 푑̂†(푡).
It has to be mentioned that the replacements (309,310) are not linearization, but rather an algebraic convention which
further allows distinction of steady-state cavity photon and phonon populations under resonant drive. The first sepa-
rated scalar terms represent the major non-oscillating parts 푛̄ and 푚̄, and oscillating parts for the rest.
One may now proceed to construct the equations for steady-state populations 푛̄ and 푚̄. This requires employing
the replacements (309,310) in Langevin equations (308), taking the derivatives on the left, multiplying both sides of
the first and fourth equations of (308) by respectively 푒푖2휔푡 and 푒푖2Ω푡, and discarding all remaining time-dependent
terms. This is equivalent to a Rotating-Wave Approximation (RWA) analysis, but carried out at double frequencies.
Obviously, all subsequent derivations and calculations in the steady-state will retain their validity within the constraint
of RWA condition.
Under resonance conditions where optical and mechanical frequencies are the same 휔 = ±Ω, there remain a few
extra terms. After discarding stochastic noise input, application of these steps to the first, third, fourth, and sixth
equations of (308) and simplifying, gives the following four nonlinear algebraic equations for steady state terms
푖훼∗
√
푛̄ =
1
2
휅푛̄ + 푖휀
[
1
2
(1 + 휌)푚̄푛̄ − 휌(푛̄ +
1
2
)(훿휔,Ω푑̄ + 훿휔,−Ω푑̄
∗)
]
, (311)
푚̄2 − 푚̄ = 4|푑̄|2,
−Γ푑̄ = 푖휀
[
2(1 + 휌)푛̄푑̄ − 휌(푚̄ +
1
2
)(훿휔,Ω + 훿휔,−Ω)푛̄
]
,
휅푛̄ = 푖(훼 − 훼∗)
√
푛̄ − 푖2훽(푑̄∗ − 푑̄)푛̄(훿휔,Ω − 훿휔,−Ω).
Here, 훿휃,휑 represents the Kronecker’s delta, and equals 1 if 휃 = 휑 and 0 otherwise. Also, 훼 is the complex drive
amplitude as already defined in the above under (301). These are four equations in terms of 푛̄, 푚̄, 푑̄, and ∠훼, and we
notice that |훼| = 휂푃op∕ℏ휔 is the photon flux incident on the cavity due to the optical power 푃op, where 휂 is the input
coupling efficiency. When there is no resonance between optics and mechanics with 훿±휔,±Ω = 0, the system (311)
reduces to the fairly simple pair
|훼|2 = 휀2(1 + 휌)2푚̄2푛̄, (312)
푛̄|훼|2 = 휀2(푚̄2 − 푚̄).
These two nonlinear algebraic equations can be numerically solved for non-negative real roots of 푛̄ and 푚̄.
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10.5. Integrable System & Stability
The Langevin equations (308) are still nonlinear and thus non-integrable, but they are instead expressed in terms of
second-order operators. Hence, even after taking out the constant oscillating parts using the replacements (309,310),
and ignoring the remaining fourth- and higher-order nonlinear terms, the basic nonlinear quadratic interaction still
survives. This advantage in using higher-order operators has been noticed by the author [8] as well as others [18].
Following the one-dimensional analysis provided in the preceding study [7], the strength of subsequent nonlinear
nth-order terms decrease typically as (푥zp∕푙)
푛 where 푥zp is the mechanical zero-point fluctuations of vacuum and 푙 is
the typical length scale of the cavity. Having that said, even and odd powers grow almost proportionally. So, once the
membrane-in-the-middle or any equivalent setup which allows vanishing 푔0 is employed, there would be no non-zero
odd-order optomechanical interaction at all. Similarly, the lowest non-vanishing nonlinear term after the quadratic
term would be the sextic (6th) order interaction which is expected to be weaker by a factor of (푥zp∕푙)
푛 at least. This
ratio shall be normally too small to be of any physical significance. Doing this leaves the linearized integrable form
̇̂푐 = [푖2휔− 휅 − 푖2(휀+ 훽)푚̄]푐̂ + 푖훽(푛̄ +
1
2
)(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂) − 푖훽푚̄푛̂ −
√
1
2
푛̄휅푎̂in, (313)
̇̂푐† = [−푖2휔− 휅 + 푖2(휀+ 훽)푚̄]푐̂† − 푖훽(푛̄ +
1
2
)(푑̂ + 푑̂† − 푚̂) + 푖훽푚̄푛̂ −
√
1
2
푛̄휅푎̂
†
in,
̇̂푛 = −휅푛̂ + 푖2훽푚̄(푐̂ − 푐̂†) −
√
휅푛̄(푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in),
̇̂
푑 = [−푖2Ω − Γ − 푖2(휀 + 훽)푛̄]푑̂ + 푖훽(푚̄ +
1
2
)(푐̂ + 푐̂†) − 푖(휀 − 훽)[푛̄푚̂ + (푚̄ +
1
2
)푛̂] −
√
2Γ|푑̄|푏̂in,
̇̂
푑† = [푖2Ω − Γ + 푖2(휀+ 훽)푛̄]푑̂† − 푖훽(푚̄ +
1
2
)(푐̂ + 푐̂†) + 푖(휀 − 훽)[푛̄푚̂ + (푚̄ +
1
2
)푛̂] −
√
2Γ|푑̄|푏̂†in,
̇̂푚 = −Γ푚̂ + 푖2(휀− 훽)푛̄(푑̂ − 푑̂†) −
√
Γ|푑̄|(푏̂in + 푏̂†in).
Here, we have furthermore employed the white noise approximation to the Weiner processes 푎̂in and 푏̂in. This Marko-
vian approximation makes these noise processes insensitive to any frequency shift, or multiplication by purely oscil-
lating terms such as exp(±푖휔푡) and exp(±푖Ω푡). This fact facilitates the construction of noise processes, avoiding the
burden of higher-order noise terms. Otherwise, terms such as 푎̂2in and 푏̂
2
in enter the Langevin equations [8] which need
a careful and very special treatment to evaluate their corresponding spectral densities. Now, the system of Langevin
equations (313) is fully linearized and can be integrated to obtain the spectral densities of each variable. In order to do
this, we first define the input vector
{퐴in}
T =
{
푎̂in, 푎̂
†
in,
1
2
(푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in), 푏̂in, 푏̂
†
in,
1
2
(푏̂in + 푏̂
†
in)
}
, (314)
and the diagonal matrix
[훾] = Diag
[
푛̄휅, 푛̄휅, 4푛̄휅, 2|푑̄|Γ, 2|푑̄|Γ, 4|푑̄|Γ] . (315)
The Langevin equations now read
푑
푑푡
{퐴} = [M]{퐴} −
√
[훾]{퐴in}, (316)
where the coefficients matrix [M] is given as
[M] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
푖2(휔 − 휁푚̄) − 휅 0 −푖훽푚̄ 푖훽푛̃ 푖훽푛̃ −푖훽푛̃
0 −푖2(휔 − 휁푚̄) − 휅 푖훽푚̄ −푖훽푛̃ −푖훽푛̃ 푖훽푛̃
푖2훽푚̄ −푖2훽푚̄ −휅 0 0 0
푖훽푚̃ 푖훽푚̃ −푖휒푚̃ −푖2(Ω + 휁푛̄) − Γ 0 −푖휒푛̄
−푖훽푚̃ −푖훽푚̃ 푖휒푚̃ 0 푖2(Ω + 휁푛̄) − Γ 푖휒푛̄
0 0 0 푖2휒푛̄ −푖2휒푛̄ −Γ
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (317)
Here, 휁 = 휀 + 훽, 휒 = 휀 − 훽, 푛̃ = 푛̄ + 1
2
, and 푚̃ = 푚̄ + 1
2
similar to the definitions under (260). This system
is fully integrable and linearized, describing a nonlinear Hamiltonian, and can be Fourier transformed to find the
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spectral densities. Dynamical stability can be easily determined by inspection of the loci of eigenvalues of (317). The
optomechanical system is unconditionally stable if all six eigenvalues have negative real values.
It is remarkable that any linearization on the operators 푎̂ and 푏̂ done on the Hamiltonian (301) shall put the in-
teraction in the well recognized forms of either 핏 or ℙ, which reverts back to the basic conventional physics of
optomechanics [1, 3, 6]. Hence, any linearization process on the first-order operatorswill eventually discard the physics
of higher-order interactions. The method of higher-order operators discussed here and previous researches [8, 9, 18]
is targeted to alleviate this problem.
10.6. Spectral Density
The input-output relations [19–21] connects the incident and reflection waves of a weak probe beam at frequency
푤 (not to be confused with optical frequency 휔). This relationship in Fourier domain together with (316) yield
{퐴out(푤)} = {퐴in(푤)} +
√
[훾]{퐴(푤)}, (318)
{퐴out(푤)} = [S(푤)]{퐴in(푤)},
[S(푤)] = [I] −
√
[훾] ([M] − 푖푤[I])
√
[훾],
where [I] is the identity matrix. This can be now summarized to yield the spectral density of 푐̂ for positive frequencies
푤 > 0 as
푆퐶퐶 (푤) = |푆11(푤)|2 + |푆13(푤)|2 12 + |푆14(푤)|2(푚̄ + 1) + |푆15(푤)|2푚̄ + |푆14(푤)|2(푚̄ + 12 ), (319)
where 푆푖푗 (푤) are frequency dependent elements of the 6 × 6 scattering matrix [S(푤)] defined in (318). In the above,
we have made use of the fact that spectral density of the input vector {퐴̂in(푤)} (314) is
{푆in(푤 > 0)}
T = {1, 0,
1
2
, 푚̄ + 1, 푚̄, 푚̄ +
1
2
}, (320)
{푆in(푤 < 0)}
T = {0, 1,
1
2
, 푚̄, 푚̄ + 1, 푚̄+
1
2
}.
There are quite a few assumptions needed to obtain (319), including validity of Gaussian white noise processes for
both photons and phonons, complete independence of stochastic processes for phonons and photons, and ignoring
higher-order noise terms arising from multiplicative noise terms in (308) leading to the mean-field approximation for
nonlinear multiplicative noise.
All remains now is to recover the spectral density 푆퐴퐴(푤) of the first-order operator 푎̂ from the calculated spectral
density 푆퐶퐶(푤) of the second-order operator. Assuming that 푆퐶퐶 (푤) is composed of well isolated Gaussian peaks
as 푆퐶퐶(푤) =
∑
푠푗 exp[−(푤 − 휔푗)
2∕Δ휔2
푗
] with 푠푗 and Δ휔푗 respectively being the amplitude and spread of the 푗-th
Lorentzian, 푆퐴퐴(푤) can be related [8] to 푆퐶퐶(푤) roughly as
푆퐴퐴(푤) ≈ 2휋
√
휋
∑
푗
푠푗휔
2
푗
Δ휔푗
exp
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣−
(
푤 −
1
2
휔푗
)2
2Δ휔2
푗
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (321)
Therefore, the spectral density of the requested system operator can be approximately recovered from the calculated
spectral density of the higher-order system operator. A factor 4 has been already been absorbed in (321) because of
the definition 푐̂ = 1
2
푎̂2.
Results of solving the system (316) using the scattering matrix formalism (318) and computation of spectral den-
sities is possible for resonant 휔 = Ω, near-resonant휔 ≈ Ω, and off-resonant cases 휔 > Ω and 휔 < Ω, in weak, strong,
and ultrastrong coupling regimes. The cases of strong and ultrastrong coupling are here somehow idealized, and there
might be difficulty in attaining those conditions under practical experimental situations. Nevertheless, these can be
obtained using appropriately designed circuit cavity-electrodynamics quantum simulation of quadratic optomechanics
[78]. For an initial study, the parameters may be taken from a recent study on superconducting electromechanics [98]
where radio-and mechanical frequencies are accurately tuned and set to equal values.
Since no quadratic interaction is investigated in the article under consideration, we can proceed to assume that the
interaction with the second mechanical mode is being studied so that 푔0 may be effectively set to zero. Furthermore,
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휀 is taken to be one to two orders of magnitude below the typical measured 푔0 in the system, where 푔0 is the single-
photon optomechanical interaction rate. Typical parameters can be for instance chosen as similar as possible to the
experiment [98] where available. This is the only known experimental configuration to the author, where mechanical
frequency Ω and electromagnetic circuit frequency 휔 are designed to be within the same order of magnitude, here
identical as 휔 = Ω, using a carefully designed membrane-in-the-middle setup. Having that said, not only it is actually
possible to probe the regime of large mechanical frequency and even 휔 = Ω, as already has been shown, but also a
membrane-in-the-middle configuration could provide direct access to quadratic interactions. So, not only the effect
of momentum-field interaction term as was derived earlier in (86) for the non-standard quadratic optomechanics is in
principle observable, but also, it can cause a bit of squeezing, also allowed by the calculations in §3.8.
The results of this research could be relevant to sensing applicationswhere nonlinear optomechanicscould in princi-
ple produce pronounced sensitivities, such as those reported recently for quantum gravimetry [301, 304]. Also possible
generation of continuous squeezed electromagnetic radiation seems to be feasible by carefully optimized design of a
membrane-in-the-middle superconducting electromechanics setup. Further applications could be still plausible but
will need more in depth study. Experiments can unambiguously determine the existence of non-standard quadratic
optomechanics.
In summary, we presented a detailed theoretical and numerical analysis of the quadratic optomechanical interac-
tions, using the method of higher-order operators. We have studied both types of standard quadratic and the predicted
non-standard quadratic interactions, and established clear signatures for existence of non-standard interactions, while
stability of the system under study has also been established. Such types of quadratic interactions can be probed in a
carefully designed experiment where the optical and mechanical frequencies fall within the same order of magnitude.
11. Cross-Kerr Interaction
This section discusses a full operator approach to treatment of the cross-Kerr interaction combined with parametric
amplification. It is shown that this problem can be exactly integrated using the method of higher-order operators.
While the initial basis is infinite-dimensional, an orthogonal transformation can reduce the problem exactly into a
six-dimensional basis which can be integrated conveniently. In some sense, the topic of this section covers both sub-
categories of the quantum read-out circuits discussed previously in §6, which includes quantum limited amplifiers §6.1
and quantum nondemolition measurement through cross-Kerr interaction §6.2. It turns out that presence of combined
cross-Kerr interaction and parametric amplification is a lot more complex to solve, yet it admits exact solution to be
discussed here.
The cross-Kerr Hamiltonian [171, 172, 175] is among one of the mostly used nonlinear quantum interactions
between two bosonic fields, which describes a wide range of phenomena. In the case of superconducting circuits, this
interaction is of primary importance in modeling nonlinearity of quantum circuits, such as quantumbits and parametric
amplifiers. Usually, one field represents a strong or pump field while the other refers to the weak or probe field. In the
context of quantum optomechanics [175] the physical nature of these two interacting fields could be quite different,
referring to the photons and phonons. When combined with a parametric amplification term, then the total interaction
Hamiltonian could be a lot more difficult to solve.
Here, we demonstrate that the cross-Kerr interaction with parametric amplification could be exactly solvable using
the method of higher-order operators [8, 9], which has evolved out of the rich domain of quadratic optomechanics
[14, 16–18, 76, 120, 123]. This method employs a different basis than the simple bath ladder operators, and quite
recently has been independently also reported elsewhere [18]. In the context of superconducting quantum circuits,
the interaction of two pump-probe microwave fields with the transmon qubits is effectively a cross-Kerr nonlinear
interaction [305], and for all practical reasons it has to be followed immediately by a quantum-limited parametric
amplifier stage. This combination leads to a cross-Kerr term with parametric amplification, the solution of which is
the purpose of the present study.
The importance of this contribution is two-fold. On the one hand, one may obtain the time evolution of the number
of quanta in time. This enables accurate modeling of quantum non-demolition measurements, for instance, where the
number of quanta is measured indirectly through an interaction of cross-Kerr type. Secondly, when optomechanical
systems are being considered and the nature of the two interacting bosonic baths are different, the noise spectral density
is the actual measurable quantity, the estimation of which is discussed here.
Further contributions of this section are connected to the treatment of multiplicative noise terms, which normally
arise in the method of higher-order operators. It has been demonstrated that for the purpose of calculation of the noise
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spectral density, these can be exactly simplified to a great extent, where themultiplicative operators can be conveniently
replaced by their silent or noiseless non-operator parts.
Consider the cross-Kerr interaction [171, 172, 175] with parametric amplification [168–170], defined as
ℍ = ℏ휔푎̂†푎̂ + ℏΩ푏̂†푏̂ + ℏ푔푎̂†푎̂푏̂†푏̂ + ℏ푓
(
푏̂2 + 푏̂†2
)
. (322)
This Hamiltonian is usually analyzed using the basis {퐴}T = {푛̂, 푚̂, 퐶̂, 푆̂} where 푚̂ = 푏̂†푏̂, 푛̂ = 푎̂†푎̂, and
퐶̂ =
1
2
[
(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2 푎̂ + 푎̂†(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2
]
, (323)
푆̂ =
1
2푖
[
(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2 푎̂ − 푎̂†(푛̂ + 1)
−
1
2
]
,
are the quadrature operators, satisfying the commutators [푛̂, 퐶̂] = −푖푆̂, [푛̂, 푆̂] = 푖퐶̂ , and [퐶̂, 푆̂] = 1
2
푖(푛̂ + 2)−1.
Usage of these quadrature operators might be advantageous in studying some cases, but construction of Langevin
equations would require further approximation since these do not form a closed Lie algebra. As a result, their usage
normally needs further linearization procedures which as a result deviates from the mathematically exact solution. In
our analysis, however, we use a different basis with closed Lie algebra, which not only admits exact solution, but also
allows inclusion of a parametric amplification to either of the 푎̂ or 푏̂ fields.
In the present formulation, we exclude the drive term from the Hamiltonian, and instead feed it through the input
noise terms to the system. In particular, when the input terms also fluctuate around a non-zero input or drive term, this
approach is accurate. Besides simplicity and the rather convenience involved, the other reason is that the drive term
normally contains the simple ladder operator such as 푎̂, whose presence changes the operator basis significantly. Any
method to circumvent this difficulty could be much helpful in mathematical description of the problem. Furthermore,
this picture where noise and drive terms are fed through the same channel to the system is physically consistent and
correct.
We try to analyze this type of interaction in an open-system using Langevin equations [3, 4, 6, 19, 20]
푑
푑푡
푥̂ = −
푖
ℏ
[푥̂,ℍ] −
∑
푗
[푥̂, 푎̂
†
푗
]
(
1
2
휅푗 푎̂푗 +
√
휅푗 푎̂푗,in
)
+
∑
푗
(
1
2
휅푗 푎̂
†
푗
+
√
휅푗 푎̂
†
푗,in
)
[푥̂, 푎̂푗], (324)
where 푗 denotes the bosonic bath, 푎̂푗 is the corresponding annihilator, and 휅푗 is the associated coupling/loss rate.
Hence, choosing 푗 = 푎, 푏 implies 푎̂푎 = 푎̂ and 푎̂푏 = 푏̂, and also 휅푎 = 휅 and 휅푏 = Γ, respectively corresponding to
pump and probe, strong and weak fields, or photons and phonons, depending on the nature of the system under study.
Furthermore, 푎̂푗,in is the input quantum noise from the bosonic bath 푗, and 푥̂ is any operator in the system.
Choosing the infinite dimensional closed Lie algebra of higher-order operators
{퐴}T = {푚̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†,… , 푛̂푗푚̂, 푛̂푗 푑̂, 푛̂푗 푑̂†,…}, (325)
where 푑̂ = 1
2
푏̂2, with [푑̂, 푚̂] = 2푑̂, [푚̂, 푑̂†] = 2푑̂†, [푑̂, 푏̂†] = 푏̂ and [푑̂, 푑̂†] = 푚̂ + 1
2
[8] allows construction of linear
infinite-dimensional Langevin equations, given as
1
2Ω
푑
푑푡
{퐴} = (푖 [M] − [Γ]) {퐴} − 푖
훼
2
{
퐴c
}
−
[√
Γ
] {
퐴in
}
, (326)
in which 훼 = 푓∕Ω and{
퐴c
}
=
{
퐴c,푗 ; 푗 ∈ N
}
= {0, 1,−1, 0, 푛̂,−푛̂,… , 0, 푛̂푙,−푛̂푙,…}, (327)
and
[Γ] =
[
Γ푗훿푖푗 ; 푖, 푗 ∈ N
]
= diag{훾1, 훾1, 훾1,… , 훾푙, 훾푙, 훾푙,…}, (328)
is a diagonal matrix of normalized loss rates with 훾푙 = [Γ + (푙 − 1)휅] ∕2Ω. Furthermore, the noise input vector is
{퐴in}
T = {퐴̂in,푗 ; 푗 ∈ N }
T =
1√
2Ω
{푚̂in, 푑̂in, 푑̂
†
in,… , (푛̂
푗푚̂)in, (푛̂
푗 푑̂)in, (푛̂
푗 푑̂†)in,…}, (329)
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in which the combined noise terms are constructed following §11.1 according to
√
훾푗+1(푛̂
푗 푑̂)in =
√
푗
휅
2Ω
푛̂
푗
in푑̂ +
√
Γ
2Ω
푛̂푗 푑̂in; 푗 ∈ Z
+, (330)
√
훾푗+1(푛̂
푗 푑̂†)in =
√
푗
휅
2Ω
푛̂
푗
in푑̂
† +
√
Γ
2Ω
푛̂푗 푑̂
†
in; 푗 ∈ Z
+,
√
훾푗+1(푛̂
푗푚̂)in =
√
푗
휅
2Ω
푛̂
푗
in푚̂ +
√
Γ
2Ω
푛̂푗푚̂in; 푗 ∈ Z
+.
The single terms are given as
푛̂
푗+1
in =
√
푗 + 1
(
푛̂푗 푎̂†푎̂in + 푎̂
†
in푎̂푛̂
푗
)
; 푗 ∈ Z +, (331)
푚̂in = 푏̂
†푏̂in + 푏̂
†
in푏̂,
푑̂in =
1
2
푏̂푏̂in +
1
2
푏̂in푏̂.
At this point, there are three very important facts to take notice of:
1. Firstly, the contributing part of the multiplicative operators which operate on the white Gaussian noise processes
푎̂in and 푏̂in as shown in §11.2 are actually the silent or noiseless parts of these operators, which can be found by
solving the correspondingLangevin equationswith all zero-mean stochastic processes dropped and only keeping
the drive terms. The calculation of silent terms will thus be no longer an operator problem, and can be addressed
by any appropriate analytical or numerical approach.
2. Secondly, the order of multiplicative terms, as whether they appear on the left or right of the noise terms is found
to be immaterial within the accuracy of Langevin equations. This latter and rather important conclusion can be
drawn from the last equation which silent operators actually commute with any Gaussian White noise process,
following the construction procedure discussed in §11.1, and is furthermore compatible with the commutation
of multiplicative terms with noise operators.
3. The third issue is connected to the Hermitian conjugates of noise processes, such as 푎̂†in(푡) as opposed to 푎̂in(푡).
In the frequency domain these are time-reversed conjugates of each other, which happen to be identical by the
general laws of the expectation values of Gaussian noise, given by [19, 20] ⟨푎̂†in(푤)푎̂in(푊 )⟩ = 훿(푤 +푊 ) and⟨푎̂in(푤)푎̂in(푊 )⟩ = 0. Therefore, while the spectral densities of 푎̂in(푤) and 푎̂†in(푤) are evidently equal, they share
the same Fourier transform, too. As a result, the Hermitian conjugate can be arbitrarily dropped from or added
to the Gaussian White noise processes as long as the noise spectral density is going to be the quantity to be
calculated.
Hence, for the purpose of calculation of noise spectral density at non-zero frequencies, the replacements 푑̂in = 푏푏̂in,
and similarly 푛̂푗+1in = (푎
∗ + 푎)푛푗 푎̂in and 푚̂in = (푏
∗ + 푏)푏̂in are admissible, where all multiplicative operators can
effectively be replaced with their silent contributions. Knowledge of these expressions is extremely helpful in any
computation of noise spectral density, especially in the context of the method higher-order operators, where occurrence
of multiplicative noise terms is inevitable.
Also, the dimensionless coefficients matrix [M] may be decomposed into real-valued 3 × 3 partitions as
[M] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
A B 0 0 0 …
0 A B 0 0 …
0 0 A B 0 …
0 0 0 A B …
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (332)
in which the partitions are given by
[A] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 2훼 −2훼
−훼 −1 0
훼 0 1
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (333)
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and
[B] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 0 0
0 −훽 0
0 0 훽
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (334)
with 훽 = 푔∕Ω. Similarly, the normalized decay matrix [Γ] can be written as
[Γ] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
G1 0 0 0 …
0 G2 0 0 …
0 0 G3 0 …
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (335)
in which the partitions are given by G푗 = diag{훾푗 , 훾푗 , 훾푗}.
Here, we can show that there exist 3×3matrices [U] and [V] in such away that if the 9×9 unimodular transformation
matrix [P] with |[P]| = 1 is constructed as
[P] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
I 0 U
0 I V
0 0 I
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (336)
[P]−1 =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
I 0 −U
0 I −V
0 0 I
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
where single lines separate 3 × 3 blocks, and
[Q] =
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
P 0 0 0 0 …
0 I 0 0 0 …
0 0 I 0 0 …
0 0 0 I 0 …
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (337)
where double lines separate 9 × 9 blocks, and then
[Q]−1 (푖[M] − [Γ]) [Q] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
푖A −G1 푖B 0 0 0 …
0 푖A −G2 0 0 0 …
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎦ . (338)
This orthogonal transformation reduces the coefficients matrix 푖[M] − [Γ] in such a way that the Langevin equations
for the first six elements of {퐴} are isolated. That therefore will reduce the infinite dimensional problem exactly into
a six-dimensional problem in the basis
{퐴6}
T = {푚̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†, 푛̂푚̂, 푛̂푑̂, 푛̂푑̂†}. (339)
To show the existence of such a transformation, we can evaluate the transformed matrix first, given as
[R] = [Q]T (푖[M] − [Γ]) [Q], (340)
and then set the first two rows of the third column of the 3×3 partition blocks to zero. This gives to the set of algebraic
equations
푖 (AU − UA + BV) −G1U + UG3 = 0, (341)
푖 (AV − VA + B) −G2V + VG3 = 0.
When expanded, these give rise to a total of 18 = 2× 9 = 2 × 3× 3 linear algebraic equations in terms of the elements
of U and V, which conveniently offers a unique solution for nonzero decay matrix [Γ]. Explicit expressions are not
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useful and numerical solution can help if needed. But it is not difficult to calculate V from the second equation. Doing
this gives
V =
1
휆(4훼2 − 휆2 − 1)
⎡⎢⎢⎣
0 2훼훽(푖 − 휆) −2훼훽(푖 + 휆)
−훼훽(푖 + 휆) −푖훽(1 + 휆2) 0
훼훽(푖 − 휆) 0 푖훽(1 + 휆2)
⎤⎥⎥⎦ , (342)
with 휆 = 휅∕2Ω. However, once it is known that U and V do exist, then it is actually unnecessary to calculate them
any longer, since the top left 6 × 6 block of P is nothing but the identity matrix. That means, very surprisingly, that
the truncated system of Langevin equations in terms of the operator basis {퐴6} as in (18) is already exact. Hence, the
6×6 truncated Langevin equations are actually already exact and integrable for the case of cross-Kerr interaction with
parametric amplification.
When the pump field 푎̂ is so strong that its quantum nature could be neglected, a more compact representation
of the cross-Kerr interaction can be obtained. The same procedure can be exactly applied to the first 3 × 3 block by
solving the equation 푖(AV−VA+ B) +G1V−VG2 = 0 in terms of the elements of V. That will make the truncated
3 × 3 Langevin equations in terms of the operators {퐴3}
T = {푚̂, 푑̂, 푑̂†} exact and integrable again. This will lead to
the relatively simple expression for the 6 × 6 unimodular matrix [P] as
[P] =
[
I V
0 I
]
, (343)
[P]−1 =
[
I −V
0 I
]
,
while V is again already known from (19). But this will not pull out any information regarding the second other field
expressed by the bosonic population operator 푛̂. In the end, it is appropriate therefore and makes sense to assign 푛̂ to
the strong field and 푚̂ to the weak field. Under the circumstances where the strong field could be treated classically,
then this 3 × 3 choice of basis is convenient.
Once the system is made integrable, calculation of Noise Spectral Density and time-evolution of operators becomes
straightforward, as discussed in §11.3 and §11.4, respectively.
ppose that 푎̂ represents the strong pump field. Then,
√
휅휂 ⟨푎̂in⟩ is the photon input rate to the cavity, which after
normalization corresponds to the input optical power as
휉 =
1
2Ω
√
휅휂
ℏ휔
푃op. (344)
Here, 휂 and 푃op respectively are the coupling efficiency and input optical power. Under steady-state where 푑∕푑푡 = 0,
the operators relax to their mean values. Then one may construct a system of equations in terms of the mean field
values {푚̄, 푑̄, 푑̄∗, 푛푚, 푛푑, 푛푑∗}. Using the further approximation 푎̄ =
√
푛̄, 푛푚 ≈ 푛̄푚̄ and 푛푑 ≈ 푛̄푑̄, as well as ⟨푏̂in⟩ = 0,
and after significant but straightforward algebra, one may construct the nonlinearly coupled steady state algebraic
equations, which can be then solved to yield
푚̄ =
2훼2
(1 + 훽푛̄)2 + 훾2 − 4훼2
, (345)
푑̄ = −
푖훼
푖(1 + 훽푛̄) + 훾
(
푚̄ +
1
2
)
.
Here, 훾 = 훾1. The mean value of 푛̄ can be obtained by numerical solution of the implicit equation
휆2푛̄
(
푚̄
2|푑̄|
)2
= 휉2. (346)
The above quintic equation in terms of 푛̄ is nonlinearly linked to the normalized pump 휉. Here, 푚̄ and 푑̄ are taken from
the previous equations (23). The expression within the parentheses is numerically of the order of 4 for typical choice
of cavity parameters, and the quintic equation conveniently offers only one single positive real root for 푛̄ for most range
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of the input power. This is while in standard optomechanics, this ratio has been shown to be roughly or extremely close
to 2 for respectively side-band resolved or Doppler cavities.
Now that the steady-state equations are known, all operators are replaced by their respective variations around their
mean values, and non-zero mean drive and constant terms can be dropped. Doing this, simplifies the problem as the
3 × 3 set of normalized dimensionless Langevin equations, given by
푑
푑휏
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훿푑̂
훿푑̂†
훿푚̂
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−푖(1 + 훽푛̄) − 훾 0 −푖훼
0 푖(1 + 훽푛̄) − 훾 푖훼
2푖훼 −2푖훼 −훾
⎤⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
훿푑̂
훿푑̂†
훿푚̂
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ −
√
훾
⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩
푏̄푦̂in
푏̄∗푦̂
†
in
푏̄푦̂
†
in + 푏̄
∗푦̂in
⎫⎪⎬⎪⎭ . (347)
Here, 휏 = 2Ω푡 is the normalized time, 푦̂in = 푏̂in∕
√
2Ω is the normalized noise input with the normalized symmetrized
spectral density 푆푌 푌 (푤) =
1
2
, and 푏̄ =
√
2푑̄ is known from solution of (24) and then (23).
We now adopt the definitions
{훿퐴̂}T = {훿푑̂, 훿푑̂†, 훿푚̂}, (348)
[N] =
⎡⎢⎢⎣
−푖(1 + 훽푛̄) − 훾 0 −푖훼
0 푖(1 + 훽푛̄) − 훾 푖훼
2푖훼 −2푖훼 −훾
⎤⎥⎥⎦ ,
{퐴̂in}
T =
{
푏̄푦̂in, 푏̄
∗푦̂
†
in, 푏̄푦̂
†
in + 푏̄
∗푦̂in
}
,
which allows us to rewrite (25) in the compact form
푑
푑휏
{훿퐴̂(휏)} = [N]{훿퐴̂(휏)} −
√
훾{퐴̂in(휏)}. (349)
These equations can be numerically integrated to study the evolution of number of quanta 푚̂(휏), where 푦̂in is the
stochastic noise input to the system.
Taking the Fourier transform in normalized frequency units of 푤 = 휔∕2Ω gives
{훿퐴̂(푤)} =
√
훾 ([N] − 푖푤[I])−1 {퐴̂in(푤)}. (350)
Using the input-output relation [19, 20] we have
{퐴̂out(푤)} =
{
[I] − 훾 ([N] − 푖푤[I])−1
}
{퐴̂in(푤)} = [S(푤)]{퐴̂in(푤)}. (351)
Here, we refer [S(푤)] as the scattering matrix. Once [S(푤)] is known, we can obtain 푆퐷퐷(푤) from [6]
푆퐷퐷(푤) = |푏̄[푆11(푤) + 푆13(푤)] + 푏̄∗[푆12(푤) + 푆13(푤)]|2푆푌 푌 (푤). (352)
It is ultimately possible to recover 푆̄퐵퐵(푤) from푆퐷퐷(푤), which is the desired measurable spectrum, as shown in §11.3
through the transformation
푆퐵퐵(푤) =
1
2
+ F
{√
1
2
F−1
{
푆퐷퐷(푤) −
1
2
}
(푡)
}
(푤), (353)
in which F denotes the Fourier transformation, and based on which we may now define 푆̄퐵퐵(푤) =
1
2
[푆퐵퐵(푤) +
푆퐵퐵(−푤)] as the symmetrized noise spectrum.
We first notice that the Langevin equation for 훿푑̂ is independent of 훿푑̂† and vice versa, which greatly simplifies the
analysis. However, the same is not true for the scatteringmatrix [S(푤)], whose top-left 2×2 blockmust be diagonalized
first to correctly separate contributions from 푑̂ and 푑̂†.
Let us assume that [Σ(푤)] is the reflection scattering matrix defined as
[Σ(푤)] = [I] + 훾 ([N] − 푖푤[I])−1 . (354)
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This scattering matrix is different from [S(푤)] defined in (29), since input shines from the outside whereas for the
purpose of noise spectral density calculations, noise is generated from within the cavity. Therefore, defining 푅(푤) =
푏out(푤)∕|푏in(푤)| with 휙 = ∠푅(푤), we have
1
2
푅2(푤) =
1
2
[
Σ11(푤)푒
2푖휙 + Σ12(푤)푒
−2푖휙
]
+ Σ13(푤), (355)
1
2
푅∗2(푤) =
1
2
[
Σ21(푤)푒
2푖휙 + Σ22(푤)푒
−2푖휙
]
+ Σ23(푤).
These can be solved to find the phase 휙 as
sin(2휙) = 푖
Σ13(푤) − Σ
∗
23
(푤)
Σ11(푤) − Σ
∗
21
(푤) − Σ12(푤) + Σ
∗
22
(푤)
. (356)
This offers the solution
푒±2푖휙 =
Σ∗
23
(푤) − Σ13(푤)
Σ11(푤) − Σ
∗
21
(푤) − Σ12(푤) + Σ
∗
22
(푤)
∓
√√√√√1 + [ Σ∗23(푤) − Σ13(푤)
Σ11(푤) − Σ
∗
21
(푤) − Σ12(푤) + Σ
∗
22
(푤)
]2
. (357)
The reflectivity(푤) and transmissivity  (푤) now can be easily found from the relationship
(푤) = |푅2(푤)|, (358)
 (푤) = 1 − |푅2(푤)|.
Setting up the fully linearized Langevin equations for (1) in terms of both operators 푎̂ and 푏̂ gives an identical
set of equations to that of fully linearized optomechanics. In fact, all nonlinear interaction Hamiltonian between
two bosonic operators, such as standard optomechanics, standard and non-standard quadratic optomechanics, and
cross-Kerr interaction, take identical set of fully linearized equations. This is a well-known fact in nonlinear quantum
mechanics.
Here, we proceed only by linearization of the probe beam 푏̂ and leave the pump 푎̂ out of basis. This will give the
set of equations (33), which after some further linearization becomes
푑
푑휏
{
훿푏̂
훿푏̂†
}
=
1
2
[
−푖(2훽푛̄ + 1) −
1
2
훾 −푖4훼
푖4훼 푖(2훽푛̄ + 1) −
1
2
훾
]{
훿푏̂
훿푏̂†
}
−
√
훾
{
푦̂in
푦̂
†
in
}
. (359)
Quite clearly, there is no way to determine the operator mean field values 푛̄ and 푏̄ from this analysis, since the pump
field 푎̂in is absent. Let us for the moment assume that 푛̄ is determined from the same equation as (24) found in the
above for the extended higher-order basis.
We assume 휔 = 2Ω = 2휋 × 2GHz, and the quality factors for both modes are set to 100. We furthermore set
the coupling efficiency as 휂 = 0.4, while the cross-Kerr interaction rate is 푔 = 2휋 × 100kHz and the parametric
amplification rate is 푓 = 2휋 × 50MHz. The ratio 푓∕푔 is swept across various input pump optical powers 푃op from
close to zero up to 4fW. At microwave frequencies, the input optical power of 푃op = 1fW corresponds to a normalized
photon input rate of 휉 = 0.0155.
11.1. Construction of Noise Terms
It is straightforward to see how the noise terms of higher-order operators should be constructed. In the case that the
operators are treated fully nonlinearly regardless of their mean values, then the corresponding noise spectral densities
could be non-trivial to calculate. This issue, for the case of the squared operator 푑̂ has been discussed in details
elsewhere [8]. But this is appropriateonlywhen the noise spectral density is under consideration. When other quantities
are to be measured, for which the non-squared ladder operators might be needed, an iterative approach like 푏̂푗+1 =
푑̂ + 푏̂푗 −
1
2
푏̂2
푗
with 푏̂0 = 1̂ provides uniform convergence to the ladder operator 푏̂.
In order to do this, one may use, for instance, the Langevin equation for 푏̂ and multiply both sides by 푏̂ from left
and right. Summing up together, leads to a Langevin equation for 푏̂2 with a noise input term such as those displayed in
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(10). The Langevin equation for 푑̂ can be also directly constructed as shown in the above, and that ends up in a noise
term as 푑̂in with a decay rate of Γ. Within the accuracy of Langevin equations, these two noise terms coming from
the two approaches should be identical, and this is how one can obtain all the noise terms in (10) in such an iterative
manner alike.
One should keep in mind that the Langevin equations are neither exact nor rigorous by nature, as their construction
necessitates at least two approximations of non-dispersive coupling and Gaussian white noise. The discussion around
this topic is outside of the scope of the present study.
11.2. Silence of Multiplicative Operators
The first issue to notice in treatment of the multiplicative noise is the dependence of the multiplying operators to the
noise terms. These operators also are determined from lower order Langevin equations in which similar noise terms
are fed in. Iteratively going back to the lowest order determines that these multiplying operators appear as an infinite
series such as
푎̂(푡) = 푎̂0(푡) + 푎(푡) + 푎1(푡)푎̂in(푡) + 푎2(푡)푎̂
2
in(푡) +… , (360)
where 푎̂0(푡) = exp [(푖[M] − [Γ])푡] 푎̂0(0) is the decaying operator term of the homogeneous solution to the system
of Langevin equations, which decays to zero, thus taking no part in the steady state solution, and is excluded from
contributing to the noise spectral density. Furthermore, 푎(푡) = 푎(푡)1̂ is the noiseless or silent part of the operator 푎̂(푡)
driven by the external classical pump field, which can in principle be determined from solving the Langevin equations
with the stochastic terms dropped, while only keeping the drive terms as input.
The above term ultimately gets multiplied to another Gaussian white noise term, such as 푎̂in(푡) again. Such a
multiplicative noise term as 푎̂(푡)푎̂in(푡) will have an expansion given by
푎̂(푡)푎̂in(푡) = 푎(푡)푎̂in(푡) + 푎1(푡)푎̂
2
in(푡) + 푎2(푡)푎̂
3
in(푡) +… , (361)
and so on. It is not difficult to see that as long as a lower-order Gaussian noise term is present, the higher-order terms
will have negligible contribution to non-zero absolute (and not detuned) frequencies in the ultimate noise spectral
density. This is discussed in §11.5.
In order to establish this, we may define the second-order noise corresponding to the squared process 푐̂(푡) = 1
2
푎̂2(푡),
which clearly has a decay rate of 2휅. The corresponding stochastic noise process is
푐̂in(푡) =
1√
2휅
푎̂2in(푡). (362)
The stochastic process 푐̂in(푡) is no longer Gaussian white although 푎̂in(푡) is a Gaussian white stochastic process by
assumption with a symmetrized auto-correlation ⟨푎̂†(푡)푎̂(휏)⟩S = 12훿(푡 − 휏). The symmetrized autocorrelation of this
higher-order stochastic process in light of the Isserlis-Wick theorem [8] is thus given by
⟨푐̂†in(푡)푐̂in(휏)⟩S = 12휅 ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂†in(휏)⟩S ⟨푎̂in(푡)푎̂in(휏)⟩S + 2 × 12휅 ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(휏)⟩S ⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(휏)⟩S (363)
=
1
휅
⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(휏)⟩2S = 14휅 훿2(푡 − 휏).
The corresponding spectral density of this noise process, being its Fourier transform, simply causes a Dirac delta at
zero frequency [8]. Similarly, all higher-power noise processes will have no contribution to the non-zero frequency of
the noise spectral density. As a result, the multiplicative noise (361) can be effectively truncated as
푎̂(푡)푎̂in(푡) = 푎(푡)푎̂in(푡), (364)
without causing any error in the non-zero frequencies of the resulting noise spectral density. A more general treatment
of the second-order noise processes with Gaussian resonances is discussed elsewhere [8].
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11.3. Noise Spectral Density
Following the general approach to construction of the scattering matrix based on the input-output formalism [8,
19, 20], one may easily show that
{퐴̂out(푤)} = S(푤){퐴̂in(푤)}, (365)
where S(푤) is the 6 × 6 scattering matrix given by
S(푤) = I − [
√
Γ] (푖[M] − [Γ] − 푖푤I)−1 [
√
Γ]. (366)
Expansion of the output operator array gives
퐴̂out,푗(푤) =
6∑
푙=1
푆푗푙(푤)퐴̂in,푙(푤), (367)
where 퐴̂in,푙(푤) are multiplicative noise terms such as 푎푙(푤)푎̂in,푙(푤), where 푎̂in,푙 stand for white GuassianWhite stochas-
tic processes 푎̂in, 푏̂in, and their conjugates 푏̂
†
in, 푏̂
†
in, and also 푎푙(푤) are the corresponding Fourier-transformed silent
multiplicative terms. This can be correspondingly shown to lead to the noise spectral densities
푆퐴퐴,푗(푤) =
6∑
푙=1
|||| 1훾푙푆푗푙(푤) ∗ 푎푙(푤)||||
2
푆퐴푙퐴푙
(푤), (368)
with the understanding that the terms corresponding to conjugate noise operators are grouped together under the ab-
solute value. Here, 푆퐴푙퐴푙 (푤) are the symmetrized noise spectral densities of the Gaussian White processes 푎̂in,푙. The
spectral densities of these processes are typically constants as 푛̄푙 +
1
2
with 푛̄푙 being thermal occupation number of
bosons. For an optical bosonic bath, one may conveniently set 푛̄푙 = 0, while for phonons 푛̄푙 can be estimated from
Bose-Einstein distribution [3]. Furthermore, the symbol ∗ represents convolution in the frequency domain.
The approach provided here, leads to the noise spectral densities of higher-order operators 푑̂ = 1
2
푏̂2, 푑̂† = 1
2
푏̂†2 and
푚̂. Neither of these is the directly measurable spectrum, but it is rather the noise spectral density of ladder operator 푏̂
for photons, which can be measured. These necessitates a way to recover the information through what is calculable
by the method of higher-order operators.
The symmetrized noise spectral density of 푑̂ = 1
2
푏̂2 is by definition given in terms of the Fourier transform of the
corresponding symmetrized auto-correlation function, which is
푆퐷퐷(푤) =
1
2휋 ∫
+∞
−∞
푒푖푤푡 ⟨푑†(휏)푑†(푡 + 휏)⟩S 푑푤 = 18휋 ∫ +∞−∞ 푒푖푤푡 ⟨푏†(휏)푏†(휏)푏†(푡 + 휏)푏†(푡 + 휏)⟩S 푑푤 (369)
=
1
4휋 ∫
+∞
−∞
푒푖푤푡 ⟨푏†(휏)푏†(푡 + 휏)⟩2S 푑푤.
where the last expression is found by application of the Isserlis-Wick theorem and ⟨푏†(휏)푏†(휏)⟩S = 0. By noting the
definition of Fourier and inverse Fourier transforms, we get
푆퐵퐵(푤) =
1
2
+ F
{√
1
2
F−1
{
푆퐷퐷(푤) −
1
2
}
(푡)
}
(푤), (370)
where 1
2
is substrated and added to account for the half a quanta of white noise which is lost in the symmetrization,
and if not removed will cause appearance of a non-physical Dirac delta under the square root. While 푆퐷퐷(푤) is
found from simple scattering matrix calculations, all it takes now to find the measurable quantity 푆퐵퐵(푤) is to take an
inverse Fourier transform, followed by a square root and another Fourier transform. Similarly, one we may now define
푆̄퐵퐵(푤) =
1
2
[푆퐵퐵(푤) +푆퐵퐵(−푤)] as the symmetrized noise spectrum. The equation (370) is the main key to recover
the expected results from the higher-order operator algebra.
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11.4. Time-evolution of Operators
It is easy to obtain the explicit solution to the truncated system of Langevin equations (5)
{퐴(푡)} = 푒푖[N]2Ω푡 {퐴(0)} − 2Ω푒푖[N]2Ω푡 ∫
푡
0
푒−푖[N]2Ω휏
(
푖
훼
2
{
퐴c
}
−
[√
Γ
] {
퐴in(휏)
})
푑휏, (371)
where exp(⋅) represents the matrix exponentiation, and [N] = [M] + 푖[Γ].
11.5. Non-negative Integer Powers of Noise
It is straightforward to see that any term involving a non-negative integer power of a noise such as 훼̂푗in(푡); 푗 ∈
N , 푗 > 1 where 훼̂푗in(푡) = 휅
1−푗
2 푎̂
푗
in(푡) has identically zero contribution to the measured noise spectral density. In order
to show this, let us the noise assume the normal autocorrelation⟨훼̂†푗in (휏)훼̂푗in(푡)⟩S = 휁 exp [−휋휁2(푡 − 휏)2] . (372)
In the limit of 휁 → +∞ this will settle back to the expected Dirac delta’s function 훿(푡 − 휏). The autocorrelation of the
measurable optical field is connected to the operator 푎̂(푡), which by means of the Isserlis-Wick theorem becomes
⟨푎̂†(휏)푎̂(푡)⟩S = [휅푗−1
푗
⟨푎̂†푗in (휏)푎̂푗in(푡)⟩S]
1
푗
=
(
휅푗−1휁
푗
) 1
푗
exp
[
−
휋휁2
푗
(푡 − 휏)2
]
. (373)
The corresponding noise spectral density in frequency domain, where푤 is the absolute optical frequency (and not the
detuning referenced to a certain non-zero resonance frequency), is given by
F
{⟨푎̂†(휏)푎̂(푡)⟩S} (푤) = (휅푗−1휁
푗
) 1
푗
F
{
exp
[
−
휋휁2
푗
(푡 − 휏)2
]}
(푤)|휏=0 = √푗
푗
1
푗
(
휅
휁
) 푗−1
푗
exp
[
−
푗푤2
4휋휁2
]
,
(374)
In the limit of 휁 → +∞ with 푗 > 1 the above expression is identically zero, and hence meeting the claim.
It is equally straightbackward to show that for any white Gaussian noise such as 푎̂in satisfying⟨푎̂†in(푡)푎̂in(휏)⟩S = 12훿(푡 − 휏), (375)
the higher-power noise processes 훼̂푗in(푡) = 휅
1−푗
2 푎̂
푗
in(푡) contribute only to the zero frequency of the noise spectral density.
To show this, we assume
⟨푎̂†in(휏)푎̂in(푡)⟩S = 휁2 exp [−휋휁2(푡 − 휏)2] , (376)
which again in the limit of 휁 → +∞ reproduces the Dirac’s delta 훿(푡 − 휏). Then the Isserlis-Wick theorem for such a
Gaussian noise process could be exactly used to write
⟨훼̂†푗in (휏)훼̂푗in(푡)⟩S = 푗2푗휅푗−1 ⟨푎̂†in(휏)푎̂in(푡)⟩푗S = 푗휁 푗2푗휅푗−1 exp [−휋푗휁2(푡 − 휏)2] . (377)
Taking the Fourier transform from both sides gives the resulting noise spectral density
F
{⟨훼̂†푗in (휏)훼̂푗in(푡)⟩S} (푤)|휏=0 =
√
푗휁 푗−1
2푗휅푗−1
exp
[
−
푤2
4휋푗휁2
]
, (378)
which in the limit of 휅 = 휁 → +∞ yields an upper bound to a constant number of quanta
√
푗∕2푗 , being less than 1
2
for 푗 > 1. This maximum bound to the background number of added noise quanta due to higher-power noise rapidly
decays to zero with increasing 푗.
These limits are physically meaningful as long as cavity linewidth is much larger than the pump laser linewidth,
which is quite accurately met in practice. So, when no squeezing is taking place and cavity resonances exhibit noise
spectra corresponding to a much larger number of quanta than 1
2
, it should be safe to ignore the effect of square noise
terms and higher powers.
Ultimately, a numerical integration carried out on a nonlinear differential equation with exaggerated noise input
amplitude could very visibly distinguish the zero contribution of the higher-power noise terms, quite expectedly, con-
firming the general above conclusions.
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11.6. Multiplicative Noise
It is possible to make simple estimates for 푏(푤) to be used instead of 푏̄ in (30), where a convolution such as (368)
would have been needed instead. This can be done by setting up the Langevin equations for operators {푏̂, 푏̂†}, which
are coupled. Then these have to be Fourier-transformed and diagonalized to find 푏̂(푤) explicitly, and the expectation
of this expression 푏(푤) = ⟨푏̂(푤)⟩ can be now used as [9]
푆퐷퐷(푤) =
1
훾2
|푏(푤) ∗ [푆11(푤) + 푆13(푤)] + 푏∗(푤) ∗ [푆12(푤) + 푆13(푤)]|2푆푌 푌 (푤). (379)
This process is a lot more complicated and typically can be simplified by direct utilization of (30). Nevertheless, the
corresponding Langevin equations are
푑
푑휏
{
푏̂
푏̂†
}
=
1
2
[
−푖(2훽푛̂ + 1) −
1
2
훾 −푖4훼
푖4훼 푖(2훽푛̂ + 1) −
1
2
훾
]{
푏̂
푏̂†
}
−
√
훾
{ √
훾푏̄ + 푦̂in√
훾푏̄∗ + 푦̂
†
in
}
. (380)
Replacing 푛̂ with 푛̄, taking the expectation and some simplification gives{
푏(푤)
푏∗(푤)
}
= 훾 ([W] − 푖푤[I])−1
{
푏̄
푏̄∗
}
, (381)
[W] =
1
2
[
−푖(2훽푛̄ + 1) −
1
2
훾 −푖4훼
푖4훼 푖(2훽푛̄ + 1) −
1
2
훾
]
.
Here, the factor 1
2
is included to take care of normalizationwith respect to 2Ω rather thanΩ. Functions 푏(푤) and 푏∗(푤)
from solution of (381) can be plugged in the convolutions of (379). Note the cancellation of 훾 as it explicitly appears
in (379) and (381).
To wrap up and summarize this section, we presented an exact diagonalization of the cross-Kerr nonlinear in-
teraction with inclusion of parametric amplification. Cases of strong pump and classical pump were considered and
also taken into account. It was shown that while it is expected that an infinite-dimensional basis could provide the
mathematically exact solution, there exist an orthogonal transformation of infinite order, which can exactly reduce the
problem into a finite-order 6 × 6 formulation.
12. Classical Nonlinearity
This last section presents the application of higher-order algebra to other areas outside nonlinear quantum physics.
Once we are concernedwith classical scalar variables instead of operator quantities, setting up the governing equations
and solutions are typically easier and more straightforward. Furthermore, the difficulty with the evaluation of spectral
densities is no longer a major obstacle since operators are gone.
Once the evolution system of equations is obtained using the techniques discussed in the present study, then ex-
act solutions normally exist, although sometimes in terms of infinite-dimensional matrices which may need cut-off
in dimensions. However, convergence properties are noticeably good and even the first few orders suffice to obtain
nonlinear corrections to fully-linearized solutions. If the system dynamics is both nonlinear and time-dependent con-
taining system coefficients as functions of time, then combination with the previously developed differential transfer
matrix method [203, 204] would be immediately helpful.
To this end, we present two very important exampleswith potentially huge impact on the further use and application
of higher-order algebra. The first is an electronic circuit with exponential nonlinearity, which is even much more
nonlinear than the previous systems. A simple p-n junction [306] is as such. All bipolar circuits [307–309] need
to be described using exponentially nonlinear forms, while field-effect circuits [310] are second-order nonlinear and
much easier to deal with. The second one is the Kuramoto model [311, 312], which in the original Hamiltonian form
[313] is quadratic nonlinear and therefore can be well addressed using the higher-order operator algebra. However, the
Kuramoto through an appropriate canonical transformation can exhibit sinusoidal nonlinearity, falling into the same
class of exponential nonlinearity of electronic circuits.
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12.1. Electronic Circuits
We consider a simple capacitive/resistive p-n junction rectifier circuit with exponential nonlinearity and oscillatory
decaying voltage drive, subject to noise. Even though this represents a very simple electronic circuit, it is known to be
impossible to solve analytically. The general approach is to linearize the circuit around steady-state static point, and
obtain the linear response to the driving voltage. The derivation of nonlinear response without numerical simulations
is typically out of question.
At the quantized level the current passing through the resistor encompasses noise and generates noisy voltage
across the rectifying junction. This can be well described using a stochastic nonlinear operator differential equation.
It is possible to employ the expectation values within the mean field approximation to obtain the classical quantities,
and demonstrate that the proposed analytical scheme actually works very well, is convergent, and uniformly converges
to the accurate solution.
First, consider the infinitely-ordered nonlinear operator equation
휏
푑
푑푡
푢̂ (푡) = −휇푢̂ (푡) − 휅
[
푒푢̂(푡) − 1
]
+ 푣 (푡) − 푛̂in (푡) , (382)
which models the voltage operator of an RC circuit shunted by a nonlinear ideal diode, driven by a sinusoidal voltage
source 푣 (푡) = 푉0푒
−훼푡 sin (휔푡), and stochastic noise 푛̂in (푡). We suppose that the noise 푛̂in (푡) is governed by a Weiner
process. Here, and without loss of generality, both 휅 and 휇 are taken to be positive real parameters. Hence, this model
does not include an oscillating part due to an imaginary 휇, which could have been otherwise absorbed into 푢̂ (푡) by a
rotating frame transformation. This particular choice also eliminates the imaginary part of 푢̂ (푡).
The reason for choosing this particular differential equation is that it is nonlinear to the infinite order, and also the
extended basis of higher-order operators all commute and therefore trivially form a closed basis. Using the proposed
method in this article, the above operator equation can be first put into the infinitely-ordered linear system of ordinary
differential equations as
휏
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푢̂ (푡)
푢̂2 (푡)
푢̂3 (푡)
푢̂4 (푡)
푢̂5 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
= −
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휅 + 1
휅
2!
휅
3!
휅
4!
휅
5!
⋯
0 2 (휅 + 1)
2휅
2!
2휅
3!
2휅
4!
⋯
0 0 3 (휅 + 1)
3휅
2!
3휅
3!
⋯
0 0 0 4 (휅 + 1)
4휅
2!
⋯
0 0 0 0 5 (휅 + 1) ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푢̂ (푡)
푢̂2 (푡)
푢̂3 (푡)
푢̂4 (푡)
푢̂5 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(383)
+
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푣 (푡)
2푢̂ (푡) 푣 (푡)
3푢̂2 (푡) 푣 (푡)
4푢̂3 (푡) 푣 (푡)
5푢̂4 (푡) 푣 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푛̂in (푡)
2푢̂ (푡) 푛̂in (푡)
3푢̂2 (푡) 푛̂in (푡)
4푢̂3 (푡) 푛̂in (푡)
5푢̂4 (푡) 푛̂in (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
.
Subsequently, the input terms can be linearized using a similar approximation used in the paper earlier for dealing
with multiplicative noise terms. Doing this results in
휏
푑
푑푡
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푢̂ (푡)
푢̂2 (푡)
푢̂3 (푡)
푢̂4 (푡)
푢̂5 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
= −
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
휅 + 1
휅
2!
휅
3!
휅
4!
휅
5!
⋯
0 2 (휅 + 1)
2휅
2!
2휅
3!
2휅
4!
⋯
0 0 3 (휅 + 1)
3휅
2!
3휅
3!
⋯
0 0 0 4 (휅 + 1)
4휅
2!
⋯
0 0 0 0 5 (휅 + 1) ⋯
⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푢̂ (푡)
푢̂2 (푡)
푢̂3 (푡)
푢̂4 (푡)
푢̂5 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
(384)
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+
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푣 (푡)
2푢̄푣 (푡)
3푢̄2푣 (푡)
4푢̄3푣 (푡)
5푢̄4푣 (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
−
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
푛̂in (푡)
2푢̄푛̂in (푡)
3푢̄2푛̂in (푡)
4푢̄3푛̂in (푡)
5푢̄4푛̂in (푡)
⋮
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎪⎭
,
in which 푢̄ = 1
푇
∫ 푇
0
⟨푢̂ (푡)⟩ 푑푡 is the time-average of the input. Obviously, the system of equations (384) is not a
mathematically exact description of (382). However, it allows far more accurate solutions than the fully linearized
approximation, and even at a very small truncation number of 2, which is the lowest-order beyond full linearization, it
can explain major non-linear corrections and distortions.
Now, the above system of equations can be exactly integrated, after truncation to a finite-order. In the presence of
noise, the above system of linear stochastic equations can be treated and integrated as an Itô process, and the results
typically show very rapid convergence for various orders of truncation between 2 and 6 versus the numerically exact
solution. Furthermore, if the noise terms are dropped and noiseless approximation 푛̂in → 0 to the circuit is desired,
then
It is still not quite clear that the method is convergent to the exact solution, since the Itô integration of a Weiner
process every time is carried over a different sequence of random numbers. This difficulty cannot be avoided in
principle, since there is no way to reset the numerically random sequence.
Therefore, as a double check, we take the expectation values, which discards the noise term, and transform a mean-
field approximation to reach a similar system of differential equations, however, expressed in terms of the expectation
value function ⟨푢̂ (푡)⟩ and its higher orders. This is equivalent to solving the nonlinear differential equation
휏
푑
푑푡
⟨푢̂ (푡)⟩ = −휇 ⟨푢̂ (푡)⟩ − 휅 [푒⟨푢̂(푡)⟩ − 1] + 푣 (푡) , (385)
given the fact that ⟨푛̂in (푡)⟩ = 0.
Doing this immediately reveals the convergence property of our proposed method. The numerical solutions are
so rapidly and accurately converging to the exact solution, that they are practically indistinguishable beyond the two
lowest truncation orders.
12.2. Kuramoto Model
For a network of 푁−particles with annihilators 푎̂푗 , 푗 ∈ {1…푁} satisfying [푎̂푖, 푎̂
†
푗
] = 훿푖푗 and [푎̂푖, 푎̂푗] = 0, and
number operators 푛̂푗 = 푎̂
†
푗
푎̂푗 , 푗 ∈ {1…푁}, the quantum analogue to the Kuramoto Hamiltonian [313] can be written
as
ℍ = ℍnon + ℍint , (386)
ℍnon =
푁∑
푗=1
ℏΩ푗 푎̂
†
푗
푎̂푗 ,
ℍint = 푖ℏ휓
푁∑
푙,푚=1
(푎̂푗 푎̂
†
푚
− 푎̂†
푚
푎̂푗)(푛̂푚 − 푛̂푙),
where휓 is interaction strength. The classical counterpartmay be written using the definition of classical dimensionless
positions 푥푗 =
1
2
⟨푎̂푗 + 푎̂†푗 ⟩ and momenta 푥푗 = 푖2 ⟨푎̂푗 − 푎̂†푗 ⟩ to obtain
 = non +int , (387)
non = 12
푁∑
푗=1
Ω푗(푥
2
푗
+ 푝2
푗
),
int = 14휓
푁∑
푙,푚=1
(푥푗푝푚 − 푥푚푝푗)(푥
2
푗
+ 푝2
푗
− 푥2
푚
+ 푝2
푚
).
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Either in the quantum (386) or classical (387) form, the Kuramoto model is quadratic nonlinear, and therefore well
addressable using higher-order operator algebra.
Meanwhile, it can be put into an apparently different form using the canonical transformations [313]
퐼푙 =
1
2
(푥2
푙
+ 푝2
푙
), (388)
휙푙 = arctan
(
푥푙
푝푙
)
,
to obtain after appropriate redefinition of 휔 and 휂
 =
푁∑
푗=1
휔푗퐼푗 − 휂
∑
푙,푚=1
√
퐼푙퐼푚(퐼푚 − 퐼푙) sin(휙푚 − 휙푙). (389)
The corresponding equations of motion are exponentially nonlinear because of sinusoidal terms, and the same above
approach of power-series expansion and truncation is expected to work well.
There is much room for deeper study of higher-order algebra in the broad field of electronic circuits, since it
ultimately allows to study nonlinear response of circuits using relatively accurate closed-form expressions. Field-
effect devices are accurately described by second-order nonlinearity and the resulting system of equations is finite-
dimensional at the order of 2, and thus needing no truncation. In comparison, p-n junction and bipolar devices are
exponentially nonlinear of infinite-order, however, truncation even at the lowest order of 2 should suffice to keep the
accuracy reasonable. In case of Kuramoto model, which is gaining considerable attraction in diverse fields of science
and technology, plausible applications are just countless. These shall remain and need to be set apart as topics of future
dedicated and separate studies.
13. Conclusions
In conclusions, we presented a comprehensiveoverview and details of the higher-order algebra as applied to nonlin-
ear quantum physics. Instances of studied systems using this approach so far are ranging from quantum and quadratic
optomechanics, quantum read-out circuits and anharmonicity, all theway to side-band inequivalence and cross-Kerr in-
teraction. All studied nonlinear systems gain lots of new physical insight using the explicit expressions found through
this analysis, and yet there remains much unexplored domains proposed throughout. We also briefly discussed ex-
tensions of the higher-order algebra to deal with two very remarkable and classically nonlinear systems. These are
exponentially nonlinear electronic circuits and quadratic nonlinear Kuramoto model. Electronic circuits are usually
fully linearized at the study and design stages, while the infamous Kuramoto model with diverse applications in mod-
ern science and technology can barely be studied without relying on full numerical methods. These in separate deserve
complete and focused studies in near future. It is hoped that the method of higher-order operators will soon be widely
recognized and find its correct place within the community of scientists and engineers who are dealing with nonlinear
problems on a daily basis.
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